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i. ORiGIN, STRUCTURE AND JURISmCnONS OF lHE COURT

A. Creatíon of the Court

The Ínter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court" , "the Inter-American Court" or "the
Tribunal") was brought into being by the entry into force of the American Convention on Human Rights "Pact
of San]osé, Costa Rica" (hereinafter "the Convention" or "the American Convention"), which occurred on ]uly
18, 1978, upon the deposit of the eleventh instrument of ratification by a Member State of the Organization
of American States (hereinafter "the OAS" or "the Organization"). The Convention was adopted at the Inter
American Specialized Conference on Human Rights, which took place November 7-22, 1969, in San]osé, Costa
Rica.

The two organs for the protection of human rights provided for under Artide 33 of the Pact of San]osé, Costa
Rica, are the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Commission" or "the Inter
American Cornmissíon'') and the Court. The function of these organs is to ensure the fulfillment of the corn
mitments made by the States Parties to the Convention.

B. Organízatíon oí the Court

In accordance with the terms of the Statute of the Court (hereinafter "the Statute''), the Court is an autonomous
judicial institution which has its seat in San]osé, Costa Rica, and whose purpose is the application and ínter
pretation of the Convention.

The Court consists of seven judges, nationals of the Member States of the OAS, who act in an individual capac
ity and are elected 'from among jurists of the highest moral authority and of recognized competence in the
field of human rigbts, who possess the qualifications required for the exercise of the highest judicial functions
in conformity with the law of the state of which they are nationals 01' of the state that proposes them as candi
dates" (Artide 52 of the Convention). Artide 8 of the Statute provides that the Secretary General of the OAS
shall request the States Parties to the Convention to submit a list of their candidates for the position of judge
of the Court. In accordance with Artide 53(2) of the Convention, each State Party may propose up to three
candidates.

The judges are elected by the States Parties to the Convention for a term of six years. The election is by secret
ballot and by an absolute majority vote in the OAS General Assembly immediately prior to the expiration of
the terms of the outgoing judges. Vacancies on the Court caused by death, permanent disability, resignation
or dismissal, shall be filled, if possible, at the next session of the OAS General Assembly. (Article 60) and
6(2) of the Statute.) ]udges whose terms have expired shall continue to serve with regard to cases that they
have begun to hear and that are still pending. (Artiele 54(3) of the Convention.)

If necessary in order to preserve a quorum of the Court, one or more interim judges may be appointed by the
States Parties to the Convention. (Artide 6(3) of the Statute.) "lfa judge is a national ofany ofthe States Parties
to a case submitted to the Court, he shall retain his right to hear that case. lf one of the judges called upon to
hear a case is a national ofune of the States Parties to the case, any otber State Party to the case may appoint
a person to serve on the Court as an ad hoc judge. lf among the judges called upon to hear a case, none is a
national ofthe States Parties to the case, each ofthe latter may appoint an ad hoc judge' (Article lOO), 10(2)
and 10(3) of the Statute.)

States parties to a case are represented in the proceedings before the Court by the Agents they designate.
(Article 21 of the Rules of Procedure.)
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The judges are at the disposal of the Court and hold two regular sessions ayear. They may also meet in spe
cial sessions when convoked by the President of the Court (hereinafter "the President") or at the request of a
majority of the judges. Although the judges are not requíred to reside at the seat of the Court, the President
renders his services on a permanent basis. (Article 16 of the Statute.)

The President and Vice-President are elected by the judges for a period of two years and may be reelected.
(ArticIe 12 of the Statute.)

There is a Permanent Commission of the Court (hereinafter "the Permanent Cornmission") composed of the
President, Vice-President and any other judge that the President considers convenient, according to the needs
of the Court. The Court may also create other comrnissions for specific matters. (Article 6 of the Rules of
Procedure .)

The Secretariat functions under the direction of a Secretary, who is elected by the Court. (Article 14 of the
Statute.)

C. Composítlon of the Court

The composition of the Court is as follows, in arder of precedence (ArticIe 13 of the Statute):

Héctor Fix-Zamudio (Mexico), President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes (Ecuador), Vice-President
Alejandro Montíel-Argüello (Nicaragua)
Máximo Pacheco-Gómez (Chile)
Oliver ]ackman (Barbados)
Alirio Abreu-Burelli (Venezuela)
Antonio A, Caneado Trindade (Brasil)

The Secretary of the Court ís Manuel E. Ventura-Robles (Costa Rica) and the Deputy Secretary is Ana María
Reina (Argentina).

D. ]urisdictions of the Court

The Convention gives the Court contentious and advisory functions. The fírst function involves the power to
adjudicate disputes relating to charges that a State Party has violated the Convention. The second function
involves the power to interpret the Convention or "otber treaties concerning the protection 01Human Rights
in the American states" at the request of the Member States of the OAS. Within theír spheres of competence,
the organs listed in the OAS Charter may in líke manner consult the Court.

1. The Court's Contentíous jurtsdíctíon

The contentious jurisdiction of the Court is spelled out in Artícle 62 of the Convention, which reads as fol
lows:

1. A State Party may, upon depositing its ínstrument of ratíñcatíon or adherence to this
Convention, or at any subsequent time, declare that ir recognízes as binding, ipso facto, and not requiring
specíal agreement, the jurisdiction of the Court on all matters relating to the interpretatian or applicatian of
this Canventian.
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2. Such declaration may be made unconditíonally, on the conditíon of recíprocíty, for a specífied
períod, or for specífíc cases. It shall be presented to the Secretary General of the Organization, who shall trans
rnit copies thereof to the other member states of the Organízation and to the Secretary of the Court.

3. The jurisdiction of the Court shall compríse all cases concerning the ínterpretation and applica-
tion of the provísions of this Convention that are submitted to it, provided that the States Parties to the case
recogníze or have recognízed such jurisdiction, whether by specíal declaration pursuant to the preceding para
graphs, or by a specíal agreement.

Since States Parties are free to accept the Court's jurisdiction at any time, it is possible to invite a State to do
so for a specific case.

Pursuant to Article 61(1) of the Convention, '[olnly the States Parties and the Commission shall have the right
to submit a case to the Court."

Article 63(1) of the Convention contains the following provision relating to the judgments that the Court may
render:

If the Court fínds that there has been a víolation of a ríght or freedom protected by this Convention, the Court
shall rule that the injured party be ensured the enjoyment of his ríght or freedom that was víolated. It shall also
rule, if appropríate, that the consequences of the measure or situation that constituted the breach of such ríght
or freedom be remedíed and that fair cornpensatíon be paid to the injured party.

Paragraph 2 of Article 68 of the Convention provides ''(t}hat part 01 a judgment that stipulates compensatory
damages may be executed in the country concerned in accordance untb domestic procedure gouerning the exe
cution 01judgments against the state. "

Article 63(2) of the Convention reads as follows:

In cases of extreme gravity and urgency, and when necessary to avoid irreparable damage to persons, the
Court shall adopt such provisional measures as ít deems pertinent in matters it has under consideratíon.
Wíth respect to a case not yet submítted to the Court, it may act at the request of the Cornmission.

The judgment rendered by the Court in any dispute is "final and not subject to appeal." Nevertheless, '[ijn
case 01 disagreement as to the meaning or scope 01 the judgment, the Court shall interpret it at the request 01
any 01 the parties, prouided the request is made uiitbin ninety days from the date 01 nottfication 01 the judg
ment." (Article 67 of the Convention.) Moreover, '[tlhe States Parties to the Convention undertake to comply
with the judgment 01 the Court in any case to uibicb they are parties." (Article 68 of the Convention.)

The Court submits a report on its work to each regular session of the OAS General Assembly, and it "shall
specify, in particular; the cases in which a state has not complied with its judgments." (Article 65 of the
Convention.)

2. The Court's Advisory }urisdiction

Article 64 of the Convention reads as follows:

1. The member states of the Organízatían may consult the Court regardíng the ínterpretation of
this Convention or of other treatíes concerníng the protection of human ríghts in the American states. Wíthín
their spheres of competence, the argans listed in Chapter X of the Charter of the Organizatíon of American States,
as amended by the Protocol of Buenos Aires, may in like manner consult the Court.
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2. The Court, at the request of a member state of the Organization, may provide that state with
opinions regarding the compatibility of any of its clomestic laws with the aforesaid international instruments.

The standing to request an advisory opinion from the Court is not limited to the States Parties to the
Convention; any OAS Member State may request such an opinion.

Líkewise, the advisory jurisdiction of the Court enhances the Organization's capacity to deal with questions
arising under the Convention, for it enables the organs of the OAS to consult the Court within their spheres
of competence.

3. Recognítion of the jurísdictíon of the Court

Seventeen States Parties have now recognized the contentious jurisdiction of the Court. They are: Costa Rica,
Peru, Venezuela, Honduras, Ecuador, Argentina, Uruguay, Colombia, Guatemala, Suriname, Panama, Chile,
Nicaragua, Trinidad and Tobago, Paraguay, Bolivia and El Salvador.

Atable showing the status of ratifications and accessions to the Convention may be found at the end of this
report. (Appendix XXIV)

E. Budget

Article 72 of the Convention provides that "the Court shall draui up its oum budget and submit it for approual
to the General Assembly tbrougb the General Secretariat. The latter may not introduce any cbanges in it."
Pursuant to Article 26 of its Statute, the Court adrninísters its own budget.

F. Relatíons wíth other Regional Orgarrizatioris

The Court has close institutional ties with the Commission. These ties have been strengthened by meetings
between the mernbers of the two bodies, held at the recommendation of the General Assembly. The Court
also maintains cooperative relations with the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights, established under an
agreement between the Government of Costa Rica and the Court which entered into force on November 17,
1980. The Institute is an autonomous international academic institution with a global, rnultidisciplinary
approach to the teaching, research and promotion of human rights. From time to time, the Court holds work
ing sessions with the European Court of Human Rights, which was established by the Council of Europe with
functions similar to those of the Inter-American Court.

II. ACTIVITIES OF TOE COURT

A. XXXI Regular Session oí the COU1"t

The Court held its XXXI Regular Session from january 16 to january 18 and on january 20, 1995, at íts seat in
San José, Costa Rica. The cornpositíon of the Court was as follows: Héctor Fix-Zamudio, (Mexico) President;
Hernán-Salgado Pesantes, (Ecuador) Vice President; Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, (Nicaragua); Máximo
Pacheco- Gómez,(Chile); Oliver jackrnan (Barbados) and Antonio A. Caneado Trindade (Brazil). For reasons
beyond his control, judge elect Alirio Abreu-Burellí (Venezuela) was not able to attend this session. Manuel
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E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary of the Court, and Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary, were also present.

During this Session the following matters were considered:

1. The Swearíng in of New Judges

The President of the Court swore in new judges Oliver ]ackman (Barbados) and Antonio A. Caneado Trindade
(Brazil),

2. El Amparo Case

During this session the Tribunal rendered a judgment on ]anuary 18, 1995, on the merits of the El Amparo
Case. The Court took note of the acceptance of responsibility made by the Republic of Venezuela and decid
ed that the controversy as to the facts that gave rise to the instant case had ceased; decided that the Republic
of Venezuela is obligated to make reparations for the damages and to pay fair compensation to the surviving
victims and the families of the deceased; decided that the reparations and the form and amount of cornpen
sation were to be determined by the Republic of Venezuela and the Inter-American Commission, by mutual
agreement, within six months from the date of notification of the judgment; and reserved the right to review
and approve the agreement, and in the event that an agreement could not be reached, to determine the scope
of the reparations and the amount of the compensation and costs, for which the Court left the case open.
(Appendix 1).

3. Maqueda Case

The Court analyzed the friendly settlement in the Maqueda Case against Argentina, signed by the Inter
American Commission and the Parties to the proceedings. In the friendly settlement, the Argentine
Government committed to issue a decree which would commute the sentence that Guillermo Maqueda was
condemned to spend in prison and grant him conditionalliberty. In view of the fact that Argentina complied
with the agreement, and that MI'. Maqueda is conditionally at liberty, the Court rendered a judgment on
]anuary 17, 1995 in which it decided: to admit the discontinuance of the action brought by the Ínter-American
Commission in the Maqueda Case against the Republic of Argentina, to close the Maqueda Case, and to reserve
the right to reopen and continue consideration of the case should at any future time a change occur in the
circumstances that gave rise to the agreement. (Appendix II)

4. Agreernent on the joínt Líbrary of the Court and the Inter-Arnertcan Instítute oí Human Rights

On ]anuary 17, the President of the Court, ]udge Héctor Fix-Zarnudío, the President of the Inter-American
Institute of Human Rights, Doctor Pedro Níkken, and the Executive Director of the Institute, ]udge Antonio A.
Caneado Trindade signed an agreement in which they agreed that the library is the joint property, shared and
indivisible, of the Court and the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights; that the library collection located
at the seat of the Court will remain there unless both parties, by mutual agreement, determine otherwise; and
that both parties will make a special effort to periodically allot sufficient material resources to permit the col
lection to grow and to remain up-to-date, This agreement can only be terminated by mutual agreement.
(Appendix 111)

5. Other Matters

In addition to considering administrative and budgetary matters, the Tribunal reviewed and approved the
Annual Report of the activities of the Court for 1994 which would be presented to the General Assembly of
the OAS in Montrouis, Haití at its next regular session.
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B. XVI Special Sessiori of the Court

The Court held its XVI Special Sessíon from january 19 to 27, 1995. For this Special Sessíon the compositíon
of the Court was as follows: Héctor Fíx-Zamudio, (México) President; Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, (Ecuador)
Vice President; Rafael Nieto-Navia (Colombia); Alejandro Montiel-ArgüeJ1o (Nicaragua); and Máximo Pacheco
Gómez (Chile). Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, ami Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary were also pre
sent. Duríng this Special Session the Court considered the following matters:

1. Neira Alegría et al. Case

On january 19, 1995, the Court rendered the Judgment on the merits of the Neira Alegría el al. Case against
Peru, in which it unanimously, decided to declare that Peru had violated ro the cletriment of Víctor Neira
Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar ancl WjlJiam Zenteno-Escobar the right to life as recognizecl by Article 4(1) of
the American Convention, in conjunction with ArticJe 1(1) of the same; to declare that Peru has vioJated to
the detriment of the three persons named, the right to habeas corpus set forth in Article 7(6) in connection
with the prohibition of Article 27(2) of the American Convention; to decide that Peru is obligated to pay to
the relatives of the victims, as a result of these proceedíngs, fair compensatíon and to reimburse the expenses
they have íncurred in their actíons before the national authorities; to decide that the manner and amount of
compensation and reimbursement of expenses would be fixed by Peru and the Commission, by mutual agree
ment, wíthín a period of six months from the date of notification of this judgment; to reserve to the Court the
authority to review and approve the agreement, and, in the event that an agreement could not be reached, to
determine the scope of reparatíons and the amount of compensation and costs, for which the case remained
open. (Appendix IV)

2. Gerrie Lacayo Case

On january 27, 1995, the Court rendered a juclgment on preliminary objections in the Genie Lacayo Case
against Nicaragua and unanirnously decided to declare that the Court has jurisdicrion to consider the case,
except as to pass judgment on the compatibilíty, in abstraer, of Nicaraguan Decrees 591 and 600 wíth the
American Convention; to reject the prelirninary objectíons interposed by the Government of Nicaragua, except
that of non-exhaustíon of dornestic remedies, which will be resolved together with the meríts of the case; to
decide that the the Government of Nicaragua's objections to the arguments raised in the application of the
Inter-Amerícan Commission, referring to the obligatory nature of the Commission's recommendations, are not
preliminary objections but rather questions going to the merits that should be resolved at that time. The Court
decided that it was not [ustífied in awarding costs, and ít resolved to continue hearing the case. The prelimi
nary objections interposed by the Government and rejected by the Court were the followíng: lack of jurisdic
tion of the Court; lack of the requirements of admissibility set forth in Article 46 of the American Convention;
procedural errors of the Inter-American Cornmission in the consideration of the case and in the application
presented to the Court, and the undue accumulation of claims in the application presented by the Inter
American Commission. (Appendix V)

C. Presentatíon of the Court's Annual Report to the Commíttee on jurtdícal and Political Matters
of the Permanent Councíl of the OAS and Presentatíon of the Draft Budget of the Court to the
Committee on Adrnlnistratlve and Budgetary Matters

From April 3 to 12, 1995, judges Héctor Fíx-Zarnudio, Presídent, and Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President,
accompanied by the Secretary of the Tribunal Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, visited the seat of the OAS in
Washington, D.C. in order to present the Court's 1994 Annual Report to the Committee on jurídical and
Polítícal Matters of the Permanent Council of the OAS and to present the Court's 1996 draft budget to the
Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Matters.
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The Recommendations presented by the Committee on juridical and Political Matters to the Permanent Council
of the OAS are as follows:

1. To receive the üAS permanent Council's observations and recommendations on the Annual Report
and transmit them to the Inter-Arnerican Court of Human Rights.

2. To thank the Government of Cariada and the European Union for their contributions to the Court.

3. To urge the Government of Suriname to report to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights on the
status of compliance with the Court's judgments on the Aloeboetoe et al. and the Gangaram Panday
cases.

4. To urge those üAS member states which have not yet done so to ratify or accede to the American
Convention on Human Rights, "Pact of San José," and to accept the contentious jurisdiction of the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights.

5. To provide the Inter-American Court of Human Rights with the support it needs to continue per
forming the lofty functions assigned to it in the American Convention on Human Rights.

6. To express to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights its recognition for the work accornplished
during the period covered by this report, and to urge the Court to continue performing these impor
tant functions.

7. To recommend to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights that íts Annual Report inelude specific
details not only regarding the purposes of its periodic meetings with the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights, but also as to the results of those meetings.

Subsequently, the Permanent Council, based on the report presented to it by the Committee on Juridical and
Political Matters, agreed to forward the draft resolution prepared by the Committee to the General Assembly,
as an antecedent for the consideration of the corresponding item on the agenda

During this visit to Washington D.C. the judges of the Inter-American Court were received by the Committee
on Administrative and Budgetary Matters, to which the President of the Court explained the projected budget
for the year 1996. He also answered many questions about the proposed budget fram the representatives of
the member States, who considered the visit as very important for their full understanding of the functioning
and needs of the Tribunal.

D. Donatíon of the Governrnent of The Netherlands

On April 24, on the occasion of the XXIVExternal Program of the Academy of International Law of The Hague,
co-sponsored by the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights and the Government of The Netherlands, the
Academy presented the ]oint Documentation Center and Library of the Inter-American Court and the Inter
American Institute of Human Rights with 246 volumes of the "Recueil des Cours", published by the Academy,
as well as the volumes containing the Colloquiums.

E. XVII Special Sessíon of the Court

The Court celebrated its XVII Special Session on May 17 and 18, 1995. The composition of the Court was as
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follows: Héctor Fix-Zarnudio, (Mexico) President; Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, (Ecuador) Vice President;
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello (Nicaragua); Máximo Pacheco-Gómez (Chile); Oliver jackrnan (Barbados); Alirio
Abreu-Burelli (Venezuela) and Antonio A. Caneado Trindade (Brazil). Judge ad boc Edgar Enrique Larraondo
Salguero, appoínted by Guatemala for the Paniagua Morales et al. Case, also attended the relevant meetings.
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary were also present.

In this Special Session the Court considered the following matters:

1. The Swearíng In oí New Judges

On May 17, the Presídent swore in Judge Alirio Abreu-Burelli (Venezuela), who assumed his office as of that
date. Attorney Edgar Enrique Larraondo-Salguero, appointed judge ad boc for the Paniagua Morales et al. Case
by the Government of Guatemala, was also sworn in.

2. El Amparo Case

The Court analyzed the Apríl 18, 1995, writing of the Ínter-American Commission concerning several requests
relative to the interpretation of the Court's january 18, 1995 judgment in the El Amparo Case. By Order of
May 17, 1995, the Court decided not to pass judgment at that time on the Commission's petition and decided
that "[ulpon expiration of tbe six-montb deadline, if tbe Republic of Venezuela and tbe Inter-American
Commission on Human Rigbts baue reacbed an agreement, tbe Court sball exercise its autbority to review and
approue it if tbe Court deems it appropriate; and if no agreement bas been reacbed betueen tbe parties, tbe
Court sball determine tbe scope of tbe reparations and tbe amount of tbe indemniftcatton and tbe court costs
and attorneys'fees and otber matters of tbe case." (Appendix VI)

3. Castillo Páez, Loayza Tamayo, and Paniagua Morales et al Cases

In the three cases, the Court, in accordance with Article 31C4) of the Rules of Procedure, considered the
requests presented by the respective Governments to suspend the proceedings on the rnerits until the pre
liminary objections are resolved. By Orders of the Court of May 17, 1995, it decided to declare these requests
ínadmissíble and to continue consideration of the cases in their distinct procedural stages.

4. Geníe Lacayo Case

By Order of May 18, 1995, the Court determined the composition of the Tribunal to hear and resolve the mer
its of the Genie Lacayo Case against Nicaragua. The Court unanimously declared that it had jurisdiction "as
currently composed, to decide on its composition for tbe continuation of tbe Genie Lacayo Case." It decided
by six votes to one "to continue hearing tbe merits oftbe Genie Lacayo Case witb tbe composition of tbe Court
tbat deliuered tbe judgment on preliminary objections. " (Appendix VII)

5. Provisional Measures Involvíng Guaternala-Colotenango Case

In view of the fact that the term of the extension of provisional measures set forth in the December 1, 1994
Decision involving Guatemala (Colotenango Case), terminated on june 1, 1995, the Court rendered an Order
on May 18, 1995. In that Order, the Court provided for an extension until February 1, 1996, of the provision
al measures ordered by the Court on Iune 22, 1994 and expanded by the Decision of December 1, 1994. The
Court also requested that the Republic of Guatemala submit to the Court eve¡y forty-fíve days, from the date
of the May, 1995 Order, information certifyíng the actual results of the measures that have been taken or that
are taken during that period, (Appendix VIII)
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F. :xxv Regada!' Sessíon of the General Assembly of the OAS

During the XXV Regular Session of the General Assembly of the OAS, which took place in Montrouis, Haiti
frorn ]une 5 to 9, 1995, the Court was represented by its President, ]udge Héctor Fix-Zamudio, and its Vice
President, ]udge Hernán Salgado-Pesantes. Secretary, Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, was also present.

l. Annual Report of the Court for the Year 1994

By means of Resolution AG/RES.1330eXXV-O/95), approved at the ninth Plenary Session held on]une 9,1995,
the Assembly approved the following observations and recommendations about the Annual Report of the
activities of the Court for the year 1994:

1. To welcome the üAS permanent Couneil's observations and reeommendations on the Annual Report
and transmit them to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights.

2. To thank the Government of Canada and the European Union for their eontributions to the Court.

3. To urge the Government of Suriname to report to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights on the
status of eomplianee with the Court's judgments in the Aloeboetoe et al. and Gangaram Panday cases.

4. To urge those üAS member states which have not done so to give serious consideration to ratifying
or aceeding to the American Convention on Human Rights, "Pact of San José," and to aecept the con
tentious jurisdiction of the Inter-Arnerican Court of Human Rights.

5. To provide the Inter-Amerícan Court of Human Rights with the support it needs to continue per
forming the lofty functions assigned to it in the American Convention on Human Rights.

6. To express to the Inter-Amerícan Court of Human Rights its appreciation for the work aeeomplished
during the period covered by this report, and to urge the Court to continue performing these impor
tant functions.

7. To recommend to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights that its Annual Report include specific
details regarding not only the purposes of its periodic meetings with the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights but also the results of those meetings.

2. Approval oí the 1996 Budget oí the Court

The Assembly appraved the budget of the Court for the year 1996 and increased it by 16% in relation to the
previous year.

3. Acceptance oí the Contentíous jurtsdíctíon oí the Court

On ]une 6, 1995, during the meeting of the General Assembly, El Salvador presented the document to the
Secretary General of the OAS in which it recognized as bínding, ipso jacto, and not requiring special agree
ment, the jurisdiction of the Inter-Amerícan Court.

G. XXXII Regular Session oí the Court

Frorn September 11 to 22, 1995, the XXXII Regular Session of the Court was held at its seat in San José, Costa
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Rica. The composition of the Court was as follows: Héctor Fix-Zamudio, (Mexico) President; Hernán Salgado
Pesantes, (Ecuador) Vice President; Alejandro Montiel-Argüello (Nicaragua); Máximo Pacheco- Gómez (Chile);
Oliver Jackman (Barbados); Alirio Abreu-Burelli (Venezuela); Antonio A. Caneado Trindade (Brazil); and Edgar
Enrique Larraondo-Salguero, judge ad hoc for the Paniagua Morales et al. Case. Manuel E. Ventura-Robles,
Secretary, and Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary were also present. During this session the Court considered
the following matters:

1. Election of the Presídent and Vice Presídent

The Court re-elected judge Héctor Fix-Zamudio as President and Hernán Salgado-Pesantes as Vice President
for the regulation period of two years, which will end on June 30, 1997.

2. Public HearIngs and the Consideratíon of New Cases

During this session the Court held public hearings on preliminary objections in the Paniagua Morales et al.
Case against Guatemala and the Castillo Páez and Loayza Tamayo Cases against Peru. The Court was also
informed of the submission of the Garrido and Baigorria Case against Argentina and the Blake Case against
Guatemala. The Court decided to consider these last two cases at its next session, after the swearing in of
the ad hoc judges appointed by the respective governments to hear these cases. The Judges ad hoc are Julio
A. Barberis (Argentina) and Alfonso Novales-Aguirre (Guatemala).

3. El Amparo Case

On September 21, 1995, the Tribunal issued an Order in which it decie!ee! not to admit the April 18, 1995,
request of the Inter-Arnerican Commission relatee! to the application for an interpretation of the Jue!gment ane!
to e!eclare inae!missible the requests of the Government of the Republic of Venezuela ane! the Commission to
extene! the time perioe! set in the january 18, 1995 judgment to arrive at an agreement on reparations. The
Court, on directly assuming the e!etermination of these reparations, grantee! the parties time periods for the
presentation of their memoranda on the issue. (Appendix IX)

4. Provisional Measures Involvíng Guatemala-Car'pio Nícolle Case

On june 1, 1995, the Inter-American Commission requestee! that the Court ore!er provisional measures to pro
tect the witnesses to the assassination ofJorge Carpio-Nicolle (Case No. 11.333). The Presie!ent issuee! an Ore!er
on june 4, 1995, in which he requested the Government of the Republic of Guatemala to ae!opt without delay
the urgent measures necessary to protect the persons namee! in the request. (Appendix X) Subsequently, by
means of an Order of july 26, 1995, the Presie!ent expaneleel the urgent measures. (Appenelix XI) On
September 16 the Court helel a public hearing on the Commission's request, anel on September 19 it e!ecieleel
to confirm and to adopt as its own the urgent measures taken by the President. (Appenelix XII) By means of
these provisional measures, the Court ordered the protection of the lives and physical integrity of Marta Elena
Arrivillaga de Carpio, Karen Fischer de Carpio, Mario López-Arrívíllaga, Angel Isielro Girón-Girón, Abraham
Méndez-García, and Lorraine Maric Fisher-Pivaral. These provisional measures were ordered for a time peri
oel of six months.

5. Provisional Measures Involvíng Guaternala-Blake Case

On August 11, 1995, the Inter-American Commission requesteel that the Court adopt provisional rneasures in
the Blake Case (No. 11.219), under consideration by the Tribunal, to protect the life and personal integrity of
the witness in the case, Justo Victoriano Martínez-Morales, and of the following members of his farníly:
Floridalma Rosalina López-Molina, Víctor Hansel Morales-López, Edgar Ibal Martínez-López, and Silvia Patricia
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Martínez-López. By Order of August 16, 1995, the President ordered urgent measures requmng the
Government of Guatemala to adopt without delay those measures necessary to protect the lives and person
al integrity of the persons named aboye. (Appendix XIII) On September 22 the Court ratified the Order of
the President. (Appendix XIV)

6. Order of the Court not Acceptíng the Substitution of the judge ad boc in the Paniagua Morales
et al Case Agaínst Guatemala

On the date of September 11, 1995, the Court decided not to accept the substitution of ]udge ad hoc Edgar
Enrique Larraondo-Salguero by Attorney Alfonso Novales-Aguirre as requested by the Government in the
Paniagua Morales et al. Case against Guatemala. (Appendix XV)

7. Order of the Court that Deterrniried the Composítíon of the Tribunal for the Consíderatíon of
Reparatíons and Cornpensatíon and the Supervisión of Complíance wíth the Judgments

By Order of September 19, 1995, the Court unanimously decided that all issues related to a decision on repa
rations and compensation, as well as to the supervision of compliance with this Court's judgments, corre
sponds to the judges who served on the Court at the time the Court decided those matters, unless a public
hearing has already taken place, in which case the judges that were present at that hearing will decide the
issue. (Appendix XVI)

H. The Contríbutíon of the Buropean Union to the Court

On September 25, 1995, the Inter-Arnerican Court and the European Union (EU) signed an agreement in which
the sum of ECU 200,000 (two hundred thousand ECUs) was approved to carry out the Court's project entitled
"Assistance to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Second Stage" which attempts to strengthen the
ínter-American system for the protection of human rights by assistance to the Court, its only jurisdictional
organ. The assistance is provided to develop an adequate system to díssernínate the Court's jurisprudence, to
set up a system of information and modern electronic communication, and to make improvements to its
Library.

By means of this one year project, it is hoped that Series A and C of the publications of the Court will be
brought up-to-date and sorne of those which are out of print will be re-issued. The project will also strength
en the Library collection in human rights and public international law. In the information area, it is hoped that
the Court will be connected in general to the different internationallaw databases. The institution will also be
provided with all the equipment necessary for it to successfully fulfill its functions.

On April 6 the first project of cooperation between the Court and the European Union entitled "Assistance to
the Inter-American Court of Human Rights," the goals of which were completely fulfilled, was completed.
Through this project the publications of the Court were brought up-to-date -a total of 16 were published
including a commemorative book entitled "La Corte y el Sistema Interamericanos de Derechos Humanos"; the
information system was improved, and the library was strengthened by the purchase of books and the sub
scription to periodic publications for the next five years.

l. XVllI Special Session of the Court

From November 27 to December 8, 1995, the XVIII Special Session of the Tribunal was held at its seat. The
composition of the Court was as follows: Héctor Fix-Zamudio, (Mexico) President; Hernán Salgado-Pesantes,
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(Ecuador) Vice President; Rafael Nieto-Navia (Colombia); Alejandro Montiel-Argüello (Nicaragua); and Máximo
Pacheco-Gómez (Chile). Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary were
also presento

During this Special Session the Court considered the following:

1. Gerrie Lacayo Case

The Court held a public hearing on November 27 to consider the objections to the appearance of witnesses
and demands for their disqualification made by the Government of Nicaragua. On the following day, the Court
received the testimony of three witnesses who were neither objected to nor disqualified. By Order of
November 28, 1995, the Tribunal rejected the objection to the appearance of and the demand to disqualify
the abovementioned witnesses, reserving to itself the right to subsequently assess the value of their testimo
ny. It also authorized the President to convoke a public hearing at a convenient time to receive the testímo
ny of the witnesses.

2. Caballero Delgado and Santana Case

On December 8, 1995, the Court rendered a }udgment on the merits in the Caballero-Delgado and Santana
Case, in which it decided that the Republic of Colombia violated, to the detriment of Isidro Caballero-Delgado
and María del Carmen Santana the rights to personal liberty and to life contained in Articles 7 and 4, read in
conjunction with Article 1(1) of the American Convention; that the Republic of Colombia is obligated to con
tinue judicial proceedings into the disappearance and presumed death of the persons named and to punish
them in accordance with internal law; that the Republic of Colombia is obligated to pay fair compensation to
the relatives of the victims and to reimburse the expenses they have incurred in their actions before the
Colombian authorities in relation to the proceedings, and that the manner and amount of the compensation
and reimbursement of the expenses would be fixed by the Court, and for that purpose the corresponding pro
ceeding would remain open. (Appendix XVII)

]. Decernber 2, 1995 Sessíon of the Court

The Court, composed of }udges Héctor Fix-Zarnudio, President (Mexico); Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice
President (Ecuador); Alejandro Montiel-Argüello (Nicaragua); Máximo Pacheco-Gómez (Chile); Antonio A.
Caneado Trindade (Brazil) and assisted by Secretaries Manuel E. Ventura-Robles and Ana María Reina, held a
session on December 2, 1995 in which they agreed to amend ArticIe 6(1) of the Rules of Procedure. Pursuant
to the new text of this Article, the Permanent Commission, which assists the President in the exercise of his
functions, wilI be composed of the President, the Vice President, and any other judges that the President con
siders necessary in accordance with the needs of the Court.

K. Submíssíon of New Contentíous Cases

During 1995 six new contentious cases were submitted to the Court. They are:

1. Loayza Tamayo Case

On }anuary 12, 1995, the Inter-American Commission submitted for the consideration of the Court, Case No.
11.154 against the State of Peru for events which occurred as of February 6, 1993, when, according to the
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applieation, María Elena Loayza-Tamayo was subjeeted to illegal deprivation of liberty, torture, cruel, inhu
man, and degrading treatment, the violation of judicial guarantees, and double jeopardy, all based on the same
aets of the alleged victim. (Appendix XVIII)

The Commission designated Osear Luján Fappiano as its Delegate and the Government of Peru named Mario
Cavagnaro-Basile as Agent and Julio Mazuelos-Coello as Alternate Agent.

2. Castillo Páez Case

On january 13, 1995, the Ínter-American Commission submitted for the eonsideration of the Court, Case No.
10.733 against the State of Peru for events which oeeurred as of October 21, 1990, when, according to the
applieation, Ernesto Rafael Castillo-Páez was detained by agents of the National Poliee of Peru. His where
abouts sinee that time are unknown. (Appendix XIX)

The Commission designated Patrick Robinson as its Delegate and the Government of Peru named Mario
Cavagnaro-Basile as Agent and Julio Mazuelos-Coello as Alternate Agent.

3. Paniagua Morales et al. Case

On january 19, 1995, the Inter-American Commission submitted for the eonsideration of the Court, Case No.
10.154 against the State of Guatemala for events which oeeurred as of june 2, 1987, when, aceording to the
applieation, agents of the Guatemalan Treasury Poliee kidnapped, tortured, and rnurdered several civilians.
(Appendix XX)

The Commission designated Claudio Grossman as its Delegate and the Government of Guatemala named
Acisclo Valladares-Melina as Agent and Vicente Arranz-Sanz as Alternate Agent.

4. Garrido and Baígorría Case

On May 29, 1995, the Inter-Amerícan Commission submitted for the consideration of the Court, Case No.
11.009 against the State of Argentina for the events which too k place as of April 28, 1990, when, aeeording to
the applieation, Adolfo Garrido and Raúl Baigorria were detained by the poliee of the Provinee of Mendoza.
Their whereabouts sinee that time are unknown. (Appendix XXI)

The Commission designated Michael Reisman as its Delegate and the Government of Argentina named Zelmira
Regazzoli as Agent and Mónica Pinto as Alternate Agent.

5. Blake Case

On August 3, 1995, the Inter-American Commission submitted for the consideration of the Court, Case No.
11.219 against the State of Guatemala for the events oeeurring during the year 1985, when, aeeording to the
applieation, members of the civil self-defense patrols of Guatemala murdered Nicholas Chapman Blake.
(Appendix XXII)

The Commission designated Claudio Grossman as its delegate and the Government of Guatemala named
Dermis Alonzo Mazariegos as Agent and Vicente Arranz-Sanz as Alternate Agent.

6. Suárez Rosero Case

On Deeember 22, 1995, the Inter-Arnerícan Commission submitted for the eonsideration of the Court, Case
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No. 11.273 against the State of Ecuador for events occurring as of june 23, 1992, when, according to the applí
cation, agents of the State of Ecuador arbitrarily and illegally arrested Rafael Iván Suárez-Rosero, who is still
detained. (Appendix XXIII)

The Commission designated Leo Valladares-Lanza as its Delegate. As of the date of the completion of the pre
sent report the Government of Ecuador had not yet been notified of this case.

L. Meetirigs wíth the Inter-Amerjcan Cornmíssíon 00. Human Ríghts

In observation of the recommendation of the General Assernbly in resolutory point eight of the Resolution
AG/RES. 1041 CXX-O/90), judges of the Court and members of the Inter-Arnerican Commission met in
Washington, D.C, on April 12, 1995. ]udges Héctor Fix-Zarnudio, President, Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice
President, Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, and Secretary Manuel E. Ventura-Robles were present for the Inter
American Court. The majority of the Inter-American Commission's members and its Executive Secretary and
Deputy Executive Secretary were present for the Commission.

The subjects discussed were as follows: possible reforms to the American Convention on Human Rights; con
tentious cases, their submission to the Court, the memorials, and testimonial, documentary, and expert evi
dence; precautionary and provisional rneasures, and the presence of representatives of the Commission at the
reading of the Court's judgments and advisory opinions.

As a consequence of this meeting, the Presidents of the Court and the Commission sent a letter to the President
of the Permanent Council of the OAS informing him that inthe judgment of both organs it was not yet the
proper time to introduce reforms to the American Convention. This action was taken in response to the
request of the Permanent Council for the opinion of both organs on the subject.

An agreement was also reached on the structure and contents of the applications submitted by the
Commission to the Court and on the time permitted to present evie!ence, whether it be in the form of testi
mony, documents or experts. Additionally they reached an agreement on the grounds that the requests for
provisional measures that the Commission submits to the Court should meet, and it was agreed that the
Commission will do everything possible so that one of its members will always be present at the reading of
the judgments in contentious cases and of advisory opinions. Moreover, topics of future discussion were iden
tified with a view to improving the ínter-American system for the protection of human rights.

On june 7, 1995, during the General Assembly of the OAS, in Montrouis, Haiti, a meeting was held between
]udges Héctor Fix-Zarnudio, President, Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President, and the Secretary of the
Court, Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, with the following members of the Inter-American Commission: Alvaro
Tirado-Mejía, Claudio Grossman, Patrick Robinson, and ]ohn Donaldson, as well as with its Executive
Secretary, Edith Márquez-Rodríguez, and its Deputy Executive Secretary, David Padilla. The purpose of this
meeting was to coordinate the dates of the public hearings to be held at its next session in view of the fact
that the Commission would be in session on the same dates. It was agreed to hold the public hearings dur
ing the week ends so that the Commissioners could travel to Costa Rica without affecting the quorum of the
meetings that were planned in Washington, D.e.

M. Meetíngs of the Permanent Cornrníssíon of the Court

The Permanent Commission of the Court, composed of ]udges Fix-Zamudio, Salgado-Pesantes, Montiel-
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Argüello, and Pacheco-Górnez met on May 19 and 20, 1995. In that meeting they discussed matters relating
to cases under consideration by the Court and approved the restmcturing of the Secretariat of the Court.

Subsequently, on December 2, 1995, the Permanent Commission, composed of the ]udges named in the pre
vious paragraph and ]udge Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, met to approve the program of activities and the
agendas of future sessions of the Court.

N. External Pinartcíal Audít of the Comí:

President of the Court, ]udge Héctor Fix-Zamudio, ordered an external audit of the Court covering the perí
od between ]anuary 1 and December 31, 1995. This audit was conducted by the firm Fernando Fumero &
Associates, S.c., and will be delivered to the Secretary General of the OAS in the early months of 1996.

O. Academíc Activítíes of the Judges

1. ]udges Alejandro Montíel-Argüello and Antonio A. Caneado Trindade represented the Court at a meet
ing of the Latin American Inter-Parliarnentary Commission of Human Rights which took place in San José,
Costa Rica from March 24 to 26, 1995. At the meeting, ]udge Antonio A. Caneado Trindade delivered a lec
ture on The Current State of the International Law of Human Rights in Light of the Vienna World Conference
of 1993.

2. ]udge Antonio A. Caneado Trindade delivered a series of five lectures on Future Developments of the
Inter-Arnerican System for the Protection of Human Rights at the XXIV External Session of the Academy of
International Law at The Hague, which took place in Costa Rica from April 24 to May 6, 1995. Subsequently,
he taught the same course at the XXVI Session of Studies of the International Institute of Human Rights, which
took place in Strasbourg, France during the month of ]uly 1995. On ]uly 13 he gave a lecture on Aspects of
the ]urisprudence of the Inter-Arnerican and European Courts of Human Rights at the III ]oint Conference of
the Asser Institute (Holland) and the American Society of International Law, which was held in The Hague,
Holland.

3. ]udge Alejandro Montíel-Argüello delivered two lectures on the jurisprudence of the lnter-Amerícan
Court at the XXII Course on International Law that took place in Rio de ]aneiro, Brazil from August 7 to 31,
1995, under the auspices of the Inter-American ]uridical Committee.

4. ]udge Alirio Abreu-Burellí participated as a lecturer in the "Stages of Constitutional Amparo", held by
the Bar Association of the Lara State (Venezuela). On October 12, 1995, he lectured on the theme, "The
Remedy of Amparo and Human Rights."

5. ]udge Máximo Pacheco-Gómez, represented the Court in the Second Conference on ]ustice and
Development which was held by the Ínter-American Development Bank, with the sponsorship of the
Government of Uruguay, in Montevideo, Oriental Republic of Uruguay, on October 19 and 20, 1995.

6. ]udge Máximo Pacheco-Górnez, represented the Court in the Regional Conference on Ways to Foster
Confidence and Security which was held in Santiago, Chile from November 8 to 10, 1995.

7. Vice President of the Court, Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, represented the Tribunal in the capacity of
observer at the XXXII Conference of the Inter-American Federation of Attorneys which was held in Quito,
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Ecuador frorn November 12 to 17, 1995.

8. ]udge Antonio A. Caneado Trindade gave a lecture on the ]urisprudence of the Inter-Arnerican Court at
the Seminar on the Future of the Inter-American System for the Pratection of Human Rights, convoked by the
Uníversity of Nottingham and held at the University of London (Institute of Advanced Legal Studies), on
November 17, 1995.

P. Academíc Actlvítíes of the Secretary

1. The Secretary of the Court, Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, gave five lectures on August 4 and 5, 1995, on
the Inter-American System for the Protection of Human Rights in the Course on Human Rights at the University
of Navarra, Pamplona, Spain, whích was held frorn ]uly 24 to August 5, 1995.

2. The Secretary of the Court gave a lecture at the Costa Rican Bar Association on August 18, 1995, on the
Inter-American System for the Pratection of Human Rights during the Convention on the New Outlook of
Human Rights in America, which was held by the Costa Rican Association of International Law frorn August
16 to 23, 1995.

3. The Secretary of the Court participated as a joint lecturer with the Executive Secretary of the Inter
American Commission, Doctor Edith Márquez-Rodríguez, at a serninar on the Inter-Amerícan System for the
Pratection of Human Rights that was given during the Pragram of Continuing Education in Law, which took
place at the University of Costa Rica frorn October 18 to 20, 1995.



APPENDIXI

INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

EL AMPARO CASE

JUDGMENT OF JANUARY 18, 1995

In the El Amparo Case,

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, composed of the following judgesC*) :

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President

Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President

Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, ]udge

Máximo Pacheco-Gómez, ]udge

Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, ]udge;

also present:

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and

Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

delivers the following judgment pursuant to Articles 45 and 46 of the Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Rules of Procedure") on the instant case submitted by the Inter

American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Commission" or "the Inter-American Commission")

against the Republic of Venezuela (hereinafter "the Government" or "Venezuela").

C*)Judge Oliver jackrnan abstained from hearing this case due to his previous participation in severa! stages of the
case while it was being examined by the Inter-Arnerican Commission on Human Rights.
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JI:

1. This case was submitted to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court" or "the
Inter-American Court") by the Inter-American Commission by note of january 14, 1994, which was accornpa
níed by Report Nº 29/93 of October 12, 1993. It origínated in a petition (Nº 10.602) against Venezuela lodged
with the Secretariat of the Cornmission on August 10, 1990.

2. The Comrnission submitted this case in arder for the Court to determine whether there had been a vio
lation, by the Government, of the following Articles of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter
"the Convention" or "the American Conventíon''): 2 (Domestic Legal Effects): 4 (Right to Life); 5 (Right to Humane
Treatment), 8(1) (Right to a Fair Trial); 24 (Right to Equal Protectíon), 25 (Right to Judicial Protection), and al! of
the aboye in relation to Article 1(1) (Obligation to Respect Rights) of the same Convention, for the deaths of

José R. Araujo, LuisA. Berríos, Moisés A. Blanco, Julio P. Ceballos, Antonio Eregua, RafaelM. Moreno, José Indalecio
Guerrero, Ario O. Maldonado, Justo Mercado, Pedro Mosquera, José Puerta, Marino Torrealba, José Torrealba and
Marino Rivas, [on account ofthel events that occurred on October 29, 1988 on the "La Colorada" Canal, Páez
District, State of Apure, Venezuela.

3. It also requested the Court to find that Venezuela is responsible for "the uiolation oftbe rigbt to humane
treatment, to a fair trial, to equal protection and to judicial protection 01 Wollmer Gregario Finilla and José
Augusto Arias (Articles 5, 8(1), 24 and 25 01the Conuention), suruioors 01the euents tbat-occurred on October
29, 1988 on the 'La Colorada' Canal."

4. The Commission further asked the Court:

3. That, on the basis of the pacta sunt servanda principie it declare that the State of Venezuela has vio
lated Article 51(2) of the American Convention by not carrying out the recommendations made by the
Commission.

4. That the State of Venezuela be requíred to identify and punish, on the basis of investigations made,
the íntellectual and accessory violators, thereby preventing the consummation of acts of grave impunity that
damage the foundations of legal order.

5. That it declare that the enforceability of Article 54, paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Military Code of justíce
analyzed in confidential Report Nº 29/93, is incompatible with the purpose and objective of the American
Convention on Human Rights, and that it must be adjusted to the latter in conformity with the commitments
acquíred pursuant to Article 2 thereof.

6. That it declare that the State of Venezuela must provide reparation and indemnification to the next
of-kin of the victims for the acts committed by State agents, as described in this petition, in accordance with
Article 63(1) of the Convention.

7. That the State of Venezuela be sentenced to pay court costs and attorneys' fees of this action.

5. In submitting the ease to the Court, the Commission designated Osear Luján Fappiano and Michael
Reisman as its Delegates, and David]. Padilla, Deputy Executive Seeretary, and Mílton Castillo, an attorney of
the Seeretariat of the Commission, as Assistants. By note of February 2, 1994, the Commission informed the
Court that Claudio Grossman would replace Miehael Reisman as Delegate.

6. On May 3, 1994, the Commission also designated Pedro Nikken (Programa Venezolano de Educación-
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Acción en Derechos Humanos, PROVEA / Venezuelan Program of Education-Action on Human Rights), Juan
Méndez (Americas Watch), José Miguel Vivanco (Center for Justice and International Law, CEJIL) and Ligia
Bolívar (PROVEA), as Assistants in this case. These same people were designated by the relatives of the vic
tims as their representatives, in conformity with the provisions of Article 22(2) of the Rules of Procedure.

7. On February 17, 1994, the Secretariat of the Court (hereinafter "the Secretariat"), after the President of
the Court (hereinafter "the President") had concluded his prelirninary study, notified the Government of the
petition. It advised the Government that it had the right to file a written response to the petition within three
months (Art. 29(1) of the Rules of Procedure) and to file preliminary objections within 30 days following noti
fication of the application (Art. 31(1) of the Rules of Procedure),

8. By note of February 28, 1994 the Government informed the Court of the designation of Ildegar Pérez
Segnini, Ambassador of Venezuela to Costa Rica, as Agent and Luis Herrera-Marcano as Attorney in this case.
By communication of May 16, 1994, the Government appointed Rodolfo Enrique Piza-Rocafort as its Legal
Advisor for this case.

9. On May 20, 1994 Venezuela requested that the President grant an extension of three months to answer
the petition. It further informed the President that it had decided "not to interpose tbe objection offailure to
exbaust domestic legal remedies." By note of the same date, the Secretariat transmitted to the Government the
President's decision to grant an additional 30 days to answer the complaint. By note of june 13, 1994 the
Government asked the President to reconsider the 30-day extension and to grant the extension that had orig
inally been requested. In its communicatíon of june 16, 1994, the President extended 'the term to answer the
petition until August 1, 1994. On this date the answer to the complaint was received by the Secretariat.

n

10. According to the petition, the events occurred when "16 fisbermen tobo resided in the toum of 'El
Amparo' uiere traueling in tbe direction oftbe 'La Colorada' Canal 0/7 tbe Arauca Riuer; in tbe Páez District of
tbe State ofApure, to participate in a fisbing trip . . . on board [al boat driuen by José Indalecio Guerrero," The
complaint indicates that at

approximately 11:20 a.m. they stopped and it was under such circumstances -when sorne of the físher
men were leaving the boat- that members of the military and the police of the "José Antonio Páez Specific
Command" [hereinafter "CEJAP"] -who at that time were conducting a military operation known as
"Anguila III"- killed 14 of the 16 fishermen who were at the site of the events.

11. The Inter-American Commission expressed that "Wollmer Gregorio Pinilla andJosé Augusto Arias, tobo
ioere still inside tbe boat, escaped by jumping into the water and sunmming across the 'La Colorada' Canal ...
The suruiuors took refuge in tbe 'Buena Vista' farm located 15 Km. from tbe site of tbe events," and the follow
ing day turned themselves in to the Commandant of the Police of "El Amparo," Adán de Jesús Tovar-Araque,
"wbo, togetber uiith otberpolice officials oftbe area, immediately offered tbem proteetion." The complaint fur
ther sta tes that "Touar was subject to pressure by pollee and military functionaries of San Cristóbal, State of
Tácbira, to turn tbe suruiuors over to tbe Army, resulting in an attempt to seize tbem by force . .. iobicb was
tbuiarted by tbe presence of numerous persons wbo stoocl in front of tbe pollee post."

12. According to the petition, Celso José Rincón-Fuentes, Chief Inspector of the DISIP (Dirección de los
Servicios de Inteligencia y Prevención / Intelligence and Prevention Services Directorate), visited Tovar in the
afternoon of October 29, and "inform[edl bim tbat tbey bacl killed 14 guerrillas ancl tbat two had escaped"
The Commission expressed that
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loln that very afternoon and early the following day, Tovar was approached by relatives of several ftshcr
men who inquired about the whereabouts of those who had gone fishing on the 29th, since they had not
yet returned and the media was beginning to air news about an armed confrontation with irregular
Colornbian combatants.

13. According to the Commission, the folJowing Government agents participated as military and police
members of the CE]AP in the October 29, 1988 "Anguila III" military operation:

Lieutenant Commander, Ají Coromoto González; First-Class Technical Master (Arrny), Ernesto Morales
Gómez; First-Class Technical Sergeant (Arrny), Ornar Antonio Pérez-Hudson; Second-Class Sergeant Major
(Arrny), Salvador Ortiz-Hernández; Chief Commissioner (DISIP), Andrés Alberto Román-Rornero:
Commissioner (DISIP), Maximiliano José Monsalve-Planchart; Chief Inspector (DISIP), Celso José Rincón
Fuentes; Chief Inspector (DISIP), Carlos Alberto Durán-Tolosa; Inspector (DISIP), José Ramón Zerpa
Poveda; Inspector (DISIP), Luis Alberto Villamizar; Deputy Inspector (DISIP), Franklin Gómez-Rodríguez;
Deputy Inspector (DISIP), Ornar Gregorio Márquez; Detective (DISIP), Tony Richard Urbina-Sojo, Chief of
Summary Proceedings III (PT]) [Policía Técnica Judicial / Technical Judicial Police], Gerardo Rugeles-Molina;
Chief Inspector (PT]), Edgar Arturo Mendoza-Guanaguey; Deputy Commissioner (PTJ), Florentino Javier
López; Deputy Inspector (PTJ), Alfredo José Montero; Principal Agent (PT]), Daniel Virgilio Gómez; Police
Official (PTJ), Rafael Rodriguez-Salazar; and, Huber Bayona-Ríos (a Colombian citizen who provided intel
ligence services to the CEJAP).

14. On August 10, 1990 the Commission opened Case Nº 10.602 which ir maintained under consideration
until October 12, 1993, when, pursuant to Article 50 of the American Convention, it adopted Report Nº 29/93
containing the folJowing provisions:

7.1 Ir is recommended that the Venezuelan Government punish the persons responsible for the corn-
mission and covering-up of the crime of homicide to the detriment of the victims from "El Amparo."

7.2 Ir is recommended that the Venezuelan Government pay fair compensation to the next-of-kin of the
victims.

7.3 Ir is recommended that the Venezuelan Government adopt domestic legislative provisions, in accor
dance with its constitutional and legal procedures, in order to revise and modify the Military Code ofJustice
in regards to the articles analyzed in this Report.

7.4 Ir ís recommended that the Venezuelan Government (in accordance with the recommendations in
paragraphs 7(1), 7(2) and 7(3)) inform the Inter-Amerícan Commission on Human Rights, within three
months, about the measures it adopts in this case.

15. On ]anuary 11, 1994, the Government requested a reconsideration of the previous report, and the
scheduling of a hearing to present new facts and legal arguments. By note of ]anuary 12, 1994, the
Commission answered that it would consider said request during its 85th Regular Session, and that it would
opportunely schedule a hearing to receive the representatives of the Government. On this same date, the
Government submitted two documents containing its allegations relative to Report Nº 29/93. On ]anuary 14,
1994, the Commission rejected the request for reconsideration and decided to confirm Report Nº 29/93 and
submit the case to the Inter-American Court.

III

16. The Court is campetent to hear the instant case. Venezuela is a State Party to the Convention since
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August 9, 1977, and accepted the Court's contentious jurisdiction on ]uly 24, 1981.

IV

17. In its answer, Venezuela pointed out in relationship to "the Facts referred to in the Petition . . . [that] nei
ther does it contest them nor does it express objections as to the merits, since these uery facts are being tried by
the competent courts ofthe Republic (at this time by the Ad Roe Military Court)? It added that

[wlhíle the Republic al' Venezuela does not either contest or object to this action and the objective respon
sibility for which it could be liable, due to the abnormal circumstances which surrounded this case ínter
nally and at the Inter-American Commission, the moral and political responsibility does not pertain to the
Government al' the Republic, let alone to the higher authorities al' the State al' Venezuela.

18. On October 28, 1994, the Secretariat received a copy of the judgment of the Ad Hoc Military Court on
the "El Amparo" Case, dated ]une 12, 1994. In its judgment it concluded that "the irregularities noted by the
Criminal Cassation Section of the Supreme Court in its judgment dated ninth (9) ofNovember, nineteen bun
dred ninety-three bad been corrected and tbat it bad OVERRULED the judgment ... land consequent!y] it
acquitted the accused,"

19. By note of ]anuary 11, 1995 the Government informed the President that Venezuela "does not contest
the facts referred to in the complaint and accepts the international responsibility of the State,' and requested
the Court to ask the Commission "to come together to a non-litigious procedure uiitb the object ofdetermining
in friendly fasbion -under superuision by the Court- the reparations applicable, the preceding in conformi
ty tuitb the prouistons of Articles 43 and 48 of the Rules of Procedure of the Court." The Inter-American
Commission was informed about this note by the Secretariat, and acknowledged receipt of same on ]anuary
13, 1995. .

v

20. By virtue of the preceding, the Court believes that given the recognition of responsibility by Venezuela,
the controversy, as to the facts that originated the instant case, has ceased. Therefore, the case should pro
ceed to the stage of the proceedings for the determination of reparations, court costs and attorneys' fees.

21. Exercising the powers of its contentious [urisdiction, the Court deems it appropriate that the determi
nation of the amount for reparations, court costs and attorneys' fees be made by mutual agreement between
the Respondent State and the Commission, taking into account the disposition of the Government and the vic
tims' best interests. Should an agreement not be reached, the Court shall determine the scope of the repara
tions and the amount of indemnification, court costs and attorneys' fees.

VI

Therefore,

THECOURT

unanimously,
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1. Takes note of the recognition of responsibility made by the Republic of Venezuela, and decides that
the controversy concerning the facts that originated the instant case has ceased.

2. Decides that the Republic of Venezuela is liable for the payment of damages and to paya fair indem-
nification to the surviving victims and the next-of-kin of the dead.

3. Decides that the reparations and the form and amount of the indemnification shall be determined by
the Republic of Venezuela and the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, by mutual agreement, with
in six months as of the notification of this judgment.

4. Reserves the right to review and approve the agreement, and in the event an agreement is not reached,
the Court shall determine the scope of the reparations and the arnount of the indemnities, court costs and
attorneys' fees, to which effect it retains the case on its docket.

Iudge Caneado Trindade transmitted to the Court his concurring opinion, which shall he attached to this judg
ment.

Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentic, at the seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica,
this eighteenth day of january, 1995.

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President

Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Antonio A. Caneado Trindade

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

Read at the public hearing held at the seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica, on january 20, 1995.

So ordered,

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President



CONCURRING OPINION OfF JUDGE A.A. CAN(:ADO TRINDADE

1 concur with the decision of the Court. 1 understand that at this stage an express clarification should have
been added to the effect that the faculty reserved by the Court, in item 4 of the judgment, also extends to
examining and deciding upon the request made by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (point
5) as to the incompatibility or otherwise of sections 2 and 3 of Article 54 of the Code of Military justice of
Venezuela with the object and purpose of the American Convention on Human Rights.

A49:",,-,<k~~
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade

Judge

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



APPENDIX

INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

MAQUEDA CASE

RESOLUTlON OF JANUARY 17, 1995

In the Maqueda Case,

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, composed of the following judgesC+):

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, judge
Máximo Pacheco-Gómez, judge
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, judge;

also present:

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

delivers the following decision pursuant to Article 43 of the Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American Court
of Human Rights Chereinafter "the Rules of Procedure") on the instant case submitted by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights Chereinafter "the Commission" or "the Inter-American Cornmission") against the
Republic of Argentina Chereinafter "the Government" or "Argentina").

c+) Judge Oliver Jackman abstained from hearing this case due to his previous participation in several stages of the case
while it was being examined by the Inter-Amerícan Commission on Human Rights.
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1

1. This case was submitted to the Inter-Amerícan Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court" or "the
Inter-American Court'') by the Commission by note of May 25, 1994, which was accompanied by Report Nº
17/94 (Case 11.086) of February 9, 1994.

2. The Commission submitted this case in order for the Court to determine whether there had been a vio
lation, by the Government, of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Convention" or
"the American Convention") "by uirtue 01 the sentencing 01 Guillermo José Maqueda, an Argentine citizen, to
ten (JO) years 01 imprisonment, in uiolation 01 the Convention."

The Commission asked the Court to declare that Argentina has, to the detriment of the alleged victim, violat
ed:

the ríght to a hearing by an impartial tribunal (Article 8(1)); the right to be presumed innocent (Article 8(2));
and the right to appeal the judgment to a higher court (Article 8(2)(h)), together with the judicial guarán
tees provided for by Article 25, al! of the aboye in relationship to the generic obligation to respect the rights
and freedoms recognized in the Convention and to ensure their free and ful! exercise pursuant to Article
1(1) thereof. It also asked the Court to declare that the State of Argentina violated Article 2 of the
Convention for failure to adopt the necessary internallegal measures to guarantee the right provided for in
Article 8(2)(h).

Ir further asked the Court:

2. That it declare that the State of Argentina must order the immediate rclease of Guillermo Maqueda
by means of pardon or commutation of sentence.

3. That it declare that the State of Argentina must provide adequate reparation and indemnification to
Guillermo Maqueda in consideration of the serious damage int1icted on him -both rnateríally and moral
ly- as a consequence of the violation of his rights as protected under the Convention.

4. That it declare that the State of Argentina is obligated to establish a regular mechanism to ensure the
right to appeal in the procedure establíshed by law 23.077, with the purpose of making said rule compat
ible with the American Con ventio n as establíshes on with its Article 2.

5. That it sentence the Government of Argentina to pay court costs and attorneys' fees in relationship
to these proceedings.

3. According to the petition, Guillermo Maqueda was an active member of Movimiento Todos por la Patria
(hereinafter "MTP" - All for the Fatherland Movernent), "a political mouement 01 a democratíc nature that is
legally recognized" in Argentina. On january 22, 1989 Mr. Maqueda attended a meeting together with other
members of the MTP, where one of the leaders

Mr. Francisco Provenzano, informed them about the possibility of a military uprising at a base in the La
Tablada are a -not an exceptional occurrence in Argentina in 1989, where thcre had been several military
uprisings as well as rumors of possible uprisings. Motivated by the possibility of such an uprising the
participants discussed the organization of several activities to promote and protect democracy and constí
tutional order. Mr. Maqueda was then informed that a group of persons would take part in a peaceful
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demonstration against the uprising, as had been done on previous occasions. Consistent with his dernoc
ratic convictions, Mr. Maqueda decided to participate in said act of protest.

4, According to the Commission, when Guillermo Maqueda and other members of the MTP, arrived on
the morning of the following day near the La Tablada base, they found a different situation from what they
expected: an armed confrontation resulting from the actions of a group of persons who were attempting to
take the base, a circumstance that prevented them from carrying out the scheduled peaceful dernonstration.
A few hours la ter Mr, Maqueda left the area.

5, The petition further states that "among the participants in said confrontation were sorne members ofthe
M1P, mainly leaders ofthe mouement.' who were arrested and later sentenced for the commission of several
offenses,

6, According to the Commission's petition, on May 19, 1989, four months after his participation in the
demonstration, Mr, Maqueda was arrested. On]une 11, 1990 the San Martin Federal Chamber sentenced hírn
to ten (lO) years of imprisonment pursuant to

Law 23,077, passed on August 9, 1984, known as the Law for the Defence of Democracy -a copy of the
law is provided as evidence-. Said law creares a special criminal procedure for cases involving acts of vio
lence whose purpose is to make an attempt against constitutional order and democratic Jife.

The San Martin Federal Chamber sentenced Guillermo Maqueda as:

a) an accompJice in the crime of quaJified unlawful assembly, and

b) an accessory in the offenses of rebellion, illegal seizure, aggravated robbery, aggravated
unlawful imprisonment, consummated and atternpted doubly aggravated homicides, and serious and minar
damages,

Maqueda's representatives lodged a special appeal that was rejected by the San Martin Federal Chamber
Appeals on October 25, 1990. In view of such denial, they lodged a complaint appeal for rejection of the

"!J'_U,'" appeal with the Supreme Court of the Nation which was also rejected on March 17, 1992, thereby
exhausting all existing procedural possibilities provided for in the internal jurisdiction.

According to the Ínter-American Commission, Guillermo Maqueda

did not have the possibility to lodge a remedy for review of the judgment, since Law 23,077 does not pro
vide far the possíbílíty of any appeal or broad remedy befare any higher court whatsoever, Therefore, the
only alternative for the accused was to appeal before the Supreme Court by means of a special appeal,
which is of an exceptional type and subject to restrictions,

On September 15, 1992 the Inter-Amerícan Commission received Guillermo Maqueda's complaint
agaínst Argentina. It was presented by his parents, Ernesto Maqueda and Licia M. Quiroga de Maqueda,
Human Rights Watch/Americas and the Center for ]ustice and International Law (CE]IL). The petition alleged

that the sentencing of Mr. Maqueda to ten (10) years of imprisonment for his alleged involvement in the
]anuary 23, 1989 attack of the 3rd Motorized Infantry Regiment of La Tablada, in the Province of Buenos
Aires, violated his human rights as recognized in the American Convention, particularly in Articles 2, 8 and
25 in relationship to Article 1(1).
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8. On February 24, 1994, due to the absence of a friendly settlement between the parties, the Commission
delivered Report Nº 17/94 to the Government, which was approved on February 9 of that same year, with its
conclusions and recommendations. The Commission resolved that, if upon conclusion of the 60-day term, the
Government did not correct the violations "of Guillermo Maqueda's human rights it ioould submit the case to
the Court for consideration." At the request of the Government, the Commission agreed to grant an extension
of 20 days to inform about the measures adopted in relationship to the Repart.

9. The Court is competent to hear the instant case. Argentina has been a State Party to the American
Convention since September 5, 1984, and on that same date it accepted the contentious jurisdiction of the
Court referred to in Article 62.

10. In submitting the case to the ínter-American Court, on May 25, 1994, the Cornmission designated
.Michael Reisman as its Delegate and Edith Márquez-Rodríguez, Executive Secretary of the Commission, and
Meredith Caplan, an attorney of the Secretariat of the Commission, as Assistants. In the sarne communication,
the Commission informed the Court that the petitioners are the parents of Guillermo Maqueda, Ernesto
Maqueda and Licia de Maqueda.

11. By means of the Resolution of ]une 22, 1994, the President of the Court (hereinafter "the President"),
]udge Rafael Nieto-Navia delegated the Presidency to ]udge Héctor Fix-Zarnudio, Vice President of the Court,
to hear this case, because he is a "member and President ofthe Argentine-Cbilean Arbitration Courtfor the
determination ofthe boundary line betuieen Landmarh 62 and Mount Fitz Roy."

12. On ]une 24, 1994 the Secretariat of the Court (hereinafter "the Secretariat"), after the preliminary exarn
ination by the President ad hoc, notífíed the Government about the case, and advised it that it was allowed a
period of three months to answer the complaint (Article 29(1) of the Rules of Procedure), two weeks to des
ignate its agent and deputy agent (Articles 28(3) and 21(3) of the Rules of Procedure) and 30 days to file pre
liminary objections (Article 31(1) of the Rules of Procedure).

13. By note of the same date, the Secretariat, following instructions of the President ad hoc, advised the
Government that, in accordance with Article 18 of the Rules of Procedure and 10(3) of íts Statute, it had 30
days to appoint an ad hoc ]udge.

14. By note of]uly 8, 1994, the Government designated Orlando Enrique Sella, Ambassador of the Republic
of Argentina to the Government of Costa Rica, to represent the Government in this case.

15. On September 21, 1994, Argentina petitioned the Court for an extension of three months to answer the
complaint. By note of September 21, 1994, the Secretariat informed the Government of the President ad hoc's
decision to grant an extension of 45 days to answer the petition.

16. By note of October 4, 1994, the Cornmission, pursuant to Article 43 of the Rules of Procedure, notified
the Court of its decision to discontinue the action brought in the Maqueda vs. Argentina Case. This decision
was made on the basis of an agreement that "takes into account the interests of the parties and conforms with
the spirit and letter ofthe Convention," and whose compliance had been ascertained.

H

17. On November 1, 1994, the Secretariat asked the Commission to send al! the documentation related to
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the discontinuance of the action, in particular a copy of the agreement between the parties, the remarks of
Mr. Guillermo Maqueda and his parents, and the published decree that granted Mr. Maqueda conditionallib
erry. The Secretariat also informed the Government about the Commission's decision to discontinue the action
brought in the case.

18. By note of November 2, 1994, the Commission submitted a copy of the September 20, 1994 agreement
between the parties and of Decree Nº 1680/94, published in the Official Bulletin Nº 27.895, Section 1, which
granted Mr, Maqueda conditionalliberty.

The agreement, which was signed in Washington, D.C. on September 20, 1994 between the Government and
the representatives of Guillermo Maqueda, establishes the following:

2. To this effect, the State of Argentina commits to issue a decree of commutation of sentence to reduce
the time that Guillermo Maqueda was sentencecl to spencl in prison. The commutation decree shall allow
Maqueda to be immecliately granted conclitionalliberty in accorclance with Argentine provisions of law.

3. The State commits to execute ancl publish the respective decree and to provide for the processing of
his release wíthout any further requirement whatsoever neither from the prisoner nor from the petitioners.
The State further commits to instruct that this measure be taken and to implement this agreement within
ten clays as of the clate of this agreement.

4. The representatives of Guillermo Maqueda commit to petition the IACHR [Commission] to discontin
ue the action brought before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, once the measures proviclecl for
in paragraphs 2 ancl 3 of the within decree have been compliecl with and upon the release of the former.

5. The representatives of Guillermo Maquecla commit to petition the Inter-Amerícan Court of Human
Rights to approve the homologation of this agreement pursuant to Article 43 of the Rules of Proceclure of
the Court.

6. The representatíves of Guillermo Maquecla warrant that, if the State of Argentina complies with the
obligations to which it commits by virtue of this agreement, their party shall expressly renounce a11 claims
for monetary inclemnification for the benefit of Guillermo Maqueda or his parents, as well as for court costs
ancl attorneys' fees relative to the international juclicial proceedings currently in progress.

8. The commitments hereby made by the petitioners pursuant to paragraphs 4, 5 ancl 6 are subject to
prior compliance by the State of the commitments made in this same agreement.

19. The President of the Inter-Arnerican Commission and Delegate for this case, Michael Reisman,
expressed on that same day his concurrence with the Septernber 20, 1994 agreement and affirmed the fol
lowing:

1. That he shall aclclress the Inter-American Court of Human Rights with an application for discontínu
ance of the action brought by the IACHR against the State of Argentina in the Guillermo Maqueda Case,
since this agreement takes into account the interests of the parties and is found to be in conformity wíth
the spirit ancl letter of the American Convention on Human Rights.

2. That this shall be clone once the representatives of Guillermo Maquecla inform him that they have
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ascertained compliance with the commitments made as per the above agreement.

4. That at that time he shall ask the Inter-American Court to approve the homologation of the present
agreement and cIose the proceedings of the Maqueda Case by discontinuance, without a decIaration by the
Court on the merits of the case and without setting either indemnification or court costs and attorneys' fees,
at the next regular meeting.

20. By note of November 8, 1994, the Secretariat, following instructions of the President ad hoc and pur
suant to the provisions of Artide 43 of the Rules of Procedure, requested the opinions of the Government,
CE]IL and Human Rights Watch/Americas concerning the discontinuance. The Court made December 8, 1994
as the deadline for the submission of these observations.

21. On December 5, 1994 CE]IL and Human Rights Watch/Americas, representing the parents of Guillermo
Maqueda, informed the Court that the parties they represented agreed to the cliscontinuance formulated by
the Commission. They added that Mr. Maqueda "recovered hisfreedom after a commutation ofthe sentence;
and that at this time he is at bis home on release under conduional liberty" They also reported that the sen
tence of Guillermo Maqueda expires in April 1997.

22. On December 12, 1994 the Government expressed its "fauorable opinion concerning the request ofthe
Commission" in this case. .

m

23. The Court is competent to hear a petition for discontinuance in a case submitted to the Court in accor-
dance with Artide 43 of the Rules of Procedure, which states as follows:

AfticIe 43, Discontinuance

1. When the party which has filed the case notifies the Court of its intention not to proceed with it, the
Court, after having obtained the opinions of the other parties thereto and the persons referred to in
ArticIe 22(2) of these Rules, shall decide whether it is appropriate to approve the discontinuance and,
accordingly, to strike the case off íts listo

2. When the parties to a case inform the Court that there exists a friendly settlement, arrangement or
other fact capable of providing a solution of the matter, the Court may strike the case off its list after
having obtained the opinion of the persons referred to in ArticIe 22(2) of these Rules.

3. Notwithstanding the existence of the conditions indicated in the two preceding paragraphs, the
Court, mindful of its responsibility to protect human rights, may decide that it should proceed with
the consideration of the case.

24. In the terms of the transcribed regulatory precept, this Court must decide whether or not said agree
ment is consistent with the Convention ancl, therefore, whether to accept the discontinuance or whether the
case should, instead, continue under consideration.

25. From the records on file, it appears, that in compliance with the September 20, 1994 agreement, the
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Government issued Decree Nº 1680/94, which reduced his sentence and allowed the conditional release of
Mr. Maqueda.

26. This Court, pursuant to the provisions of the above-transcribed paragraph 1 of Article 43 of its Rules of
Procedure, has obtained the opinions of the parties in this case, including those of the representatives of the
family of the victirn, All of them reiterate their conformity with the September 20, 1994 agreement, as well as
with the Government's compliance therewith.

27. Taking into account the aboye and considering that the principal matter of the case ís the víolation of
Mr. Maqueda's right to freedom, and that this right has been restored by means of the agreement between the
parties, the Court is of the opinion that the agreement does not víolate the letter and spírít of the American
Convention. Although, in its complaint, the Cornmission submítted other rights protected under the
Convention, as well as mechanisms and provisions of internal Iaw were cíted, they were pleaded in relation
ship to the right to freedom. Notwithstanding such conditions, the Court, mindful of its responsibility to pro
tect human ríghts, reserves the power to reopen and proceed with consideration of the case, should at any
future time a change occur in the circumstances that gave rise to the agreement.

Therefore,

THECOURT

DECIDES:

1. To adrnit the díscontínuance of the actíon brought by the Inter-Arnerican Cornmission on Human Rights
in the Maqueda vs. the Republic of Argentina Case.

2. To disrniss the Maqueda Case.

3. To reserve the power to reopen and proceed with consideratíon of the case, should at any future time
a change occur in the circumstances that gave ríse to the agreement.

4. To transmit thís decision to the parties.~/

~~
Héctor Fix-Zamudio

President

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

~..k~
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade



APPENDIX

AGREEMENT ON THE ]OINT UBRARY OF THE COURT
AND THE INTER-AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RIGHTS

The INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS, represented by its President Héctar Fix-Zarnudio, and
the INTER-AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF HUMAN RIGHTS, represented by its President Pedro Nikken and its
Executive Director Antonio A. Caneado Trindade,

TAKING INTO ACCOUNT mAT:

At the seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica, there is a Library specialized in Human Rights, but also con
tains other materials and has been created by the joint effarts of both parties;

That it is essential to maintain and conserve this Líbrary,

That in addition, both entities have budgets allocated to increasing and strengthening the Library's collection
in the future;

AGREE TIlAT:

The Library is the joint, common and indivisible property of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights and
the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights;

The Library collection is located at the seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica, and shall remain there, unless
both parties, by mutual agreement, agree otherwise;

Both parties shall make a special effort to continually provide sufficient material resources to increase the col
lection and to keep it up-to-date;

Additionally, the Court agrees to pay the Chief Librarian and the Inter-American Institute of Human Rights
agrees to pay, as far as possible, the rest of the staff necessary for the Library's effective operation, which does
not preclude the parties from appointing other staff members íf they deem it necessary,

A [oint Court-Institute Committee shall be created, which shall be integrated by two members from each party
and shall be responsible to supervise the effective operation of the Library and to resolve situations unfore
seen by this agreement.

This agreement shall be effective as of the date of its signing and may be terminated only by mutual agree
ment.
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Signed for the record in San José, Costa Rica on january 17, 1995.

Héctor Fix-Zarnudio
Presídent

Inter-American Court of Human Rights

~

~/1;~/~;;K
././' ,./

r-"-:;/
- Pedro Nikken

President
Inter-American Institute of Human Rights

~"",~~~
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade

Executíve Director
Inter-American Institute of Human rights and

Judge of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights



APPENDJXJV

INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

NEIRA ALEGRIA ETAL. CASE

]UDGMENT OF JANUARY 19, 1995

In the case of Neira Alegría et al.,

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, composed of the following judges:

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President
Rafael Nieto-Navia, ]udge
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, ]udge
Máximo Pacheco-Gómez, ]udge

also present:

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary and
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

delivers, pursuant to Article 44(1) of the Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in
force for matters submitted to it prior to ]uly 31, 1991 Chereinafter "the Rules of Procedure"), the following
judgment on the present case.
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1

1. On October 10, 1990, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Commission"
or "the Inter-American Cornmíssion") submitted a case against the State of Peru (hereinafter "the Government,"
or "Peru"), which originated in petition Nº 10.078.

2. The Commission invoked Articles 51 and 61 of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter
"the Convention," or the "American Convention") and Article 50 of the Commission's Rules of Procedure. The
Commission submitted this case in order for the Court to determine whether the State involved had víolated
Articles 1 (Obligation to Respect Rights), 2 (Domestic Legal Effects), 4 (Right to Life) , 7 (Right to Personal
Liberty) , 8 (Right to a Fair Trial), and 25 (Right to Judicial Protection) of the Convention, to the detriment of
Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar, and William Zenteno-Escobar. The Commission asked that the
Court "decide this case in accordance toitb the prouisions ofthe Conuention, that it determine the responsibili
ty for the uiolation indicated, and that it grant fair compensation to the next of Iein ofthe uictim (s)." In its final
arguments Cinfra para. 57) the Commission added Articles 5 and 27, and deleted Article 2 from its request.

3. According to the denunciation submitted to the Commission, on june 18, 1986, Víctor Neira
Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar, and William Zenteno-Escobar were being detained at the correctional
facility of San Juan Bautista, known as "El Frontón," being accused of allegedly committing the offense
of terrorismo The Commission adds that as a consequence of a riot at that correctional facility on the
date indicated, the Government, by means of Supreme Decree Nº 006-86 JUS, delegated the control of
the prisons to the Joint Command of the Armed Forces and that, as a result of this decision, the San Juan
Bautista correctional facility was included in the so-called "Restricted Military Zones." The Commission
further indicated that, since the date on which the Armed Forces proceeded to crush the riots, these
persons have been missing; that their relatives ha ve not seen or heard about them since: that the pos
sibility of their being alive has not yet been given up; and that, therefore, concern is expressed for their
personal safety and well-being.

4. The Commission affirms that, on August 31, 1987, it receíved the petition for this case, which was dated
at the beginning of that month in Lima, Peru, On September 8, 1987, the Commission acknowledged receipt of
the petítion and requested the Government to furnish the pertinent information with respect thereto. Not having
received an answer, it reiterated its request for information on four occasions (January 11 and june 7, 1988, and
February 23 and june 9, 1989), advising the Government, as providecl for in Article 42 of the Commission's
Regulations, of the consequences of its failure to provide the pertinent information. On june 26, 1989, the
Government sent a collective answer to several cases under the Commission's consicleration and, on july 20 of
the same year, the Commission transmitted this information to the petitioner.

5. On September 13, 1989, the petitioner submítted its comments on the Government's answer and
informed the Commission that "judicial proceedings on the euents that occurred at the 'San Juan Bautista'
Penitentiary (El Frontón) uiere in progress before the Exclusive jurisdtction ofMilitary fustice, proceedings to
which the petitioner alleges he was denied access."

6. In the memorial submitted to the Court, the Commission stated that on September 25, 1989 it held a hear
ing attended by the representatives of the petitioners and those of the Government where the former referred to

the enormous disproportion between the seriousness of the riot and the lethal means employed by the mil
itary operation to crush it. They affírmed that the repressive zeal materialized in the elimination of pris
oners who were no longer resisting 01' who had already given thernselves up. They further insisted that
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ínmates Neíra, Zenteno, and Zenteno continued to be regarded as missíng sínce the Government of Peru
refused to provide ínformation as to theír whereabouts and fate. For his part, the representative of the
Government did not malee any comments.

7. On September 29, 1989, the Government informed the Commission that the case was under the con
sideration of the Exclusive ]urisdiction of Military ]ustice, for which reason "the internal jurisdiction of the
State" had not been exhausted, and that "it uiould be advisable for the IACHR [the CommissionJ to toaitfor the
conclusion ofsucb proceedings before arriuing at a final decision" on the case.

8. The Commission examined the case during its 77th Regular Session and approved Resolution 43/90 of
]une 7, 1990, the concluding section of which reads as follows:

1. To declare that the complaínt of the present case ís admíssíble.

2. To declare that a fríendly solution to the present case is inappropríate.

3. To declare that the Government of Peru has not fulfílled its oblígatíons with respect to
human rights and the guarantee imposed by Articles 1 and 2 of the Conventíon.

4. To declare that the Government of Peru has violated the ríght to life recognízed in Article
4, the right to personal liberty enshríned in Article 7, the judicial guarantees of Article 8 and the ríght of
judicial protection found in Article 25, a11 from the American Convention on Human Ríghts, as a conse
quence of the acts which occurred in the San Juan Bautísta Príson, in Lima, on June 18, 1986, that led to
the dísappearance of Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar, and Wíllíam Zenteno-Escobar,

5. To formula te the fo11owíng recommendatíons for the Government of Peru (Convention
Article 50 (3) and Article 47 of the Inter-Amerícan Commíssíon on Human Ríghts' Regulations}

a. Peru must fulfill Articles 1 and 2 of the Conventíon adopting an effective recourse that guar-
antees the fundamental ríghts in the cases of forced or ínvoluntary disappearance of índívíduals,

b. Conduct a thorough, impartial ínvestigation ínto the facts object of the complaint, so that
those responsíble may be ídentifíed, brought to justice and receive the punishment prescríbed for
such heínous acts, and determíne the situation of the índividuals whose disappearance has been de
nounced,

c. Adopt the necessary measures to prevent similar acts from occurríng in the future,

d. Malee the necessary reparatíons for the violatíons of rights prevíously índícated and pay faír
compensatíon to the víctims' families.

6. To transmít the present report to the Government of Peru so that the latter may malee any
observations it deems appropriate within 90 days from the date it is sent. Pursuant to Art. 47(6) of the
Commission's Regulations, the parties are not authorízed to publísh the present report.

7. To submit the present case to the Inter-Amerícan Court of Human Rights unless the
Government of Peru solves the matter within the three months allotted in the previous paragraph.

9. On ]une 11, 1990, the Commission notified the Government of the Resolution and informed it that the
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set time period would commence on that date.

10. On August 14, 1990, the Government requested an extension of 30 days to comply with the recorn-
mendations. The Commission granted the requested extension beginning September 11, 1990.

11. On September 24, 1990, the Government informed the Commission, inter alia, that the domestic legal
remedies had been exhausted as of january 14, 1987. On this date the decision of the Court of Constitutional
Guarantees, rejecting the appeal of the habeas corpus request Cinfra, para. 40), was published in Peru's Official
journal, "El Peruano." The Government concluded that Resolution 43/90 of the Commission should be declared
"groundless. "

12. The Commission analyzed the Government's note at its 78th Regular Session and confirmed its decision
to submit the case to the consideration of the Court.

II

13. The Court is competent to hear the instant case. On july 28, 1978, Peru ratified the Convention, and on
january 21, 1981, it accepted the contentious jurisdiction of the Court referred to in Article 62 of the
Convention.

m

14. On October 22,1990, the Secretariat ofthe Court (hereinafter "the Secretariat"), pursuant to Article 26(1)
of the Rules of Procedure, notified the Government of the application.

15. The Government designated Minister Counselor Eduardo Barandiarán as its Agent, and doctor Jorge E.
Orihuela-Iberico as judge ad hoc. On january 2, 1991, doctor Sergio Tapia-Tapia was appointed as the
Government's new Agent.

16. By Resolution of November 12, 1990, the President of the Court (hereinafter "the President''), in agree
ment with the Agent of Peru and the Commission's Delegates and in consultation with the Court's Permanent
Commission (hereinafter "the Permanent Commission''), set March 29, 1991 as the deadline for the Commission
to submit the memorial to which Article 29 of the Rules of Procedure refers, and june 28 of that same year as
the deadline for the Government to submit its countermemorial.

17. These documents were received on March 28 andIune 27, 1991 respectively.

18. On june 26, 1991, the Agent of Peru interposed preliminary objections alleging "the lack of the
Commission's jurisdictionr and the "expiration of the time perlad permitted for filing the petition." On July 31,
1991, the Secretariat received the Commission's written submíssion containing its observations and conclusions
on these preliminary objections.

19. On December 6, 1991, a publíc hearing was held to hear the position of the parties on the preliminary
objections.
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20. On December 11, 1991, in a judgment passed by four votes to one, the Court rejected the preliminary
objections interposed by the Government.

21. The Agent of Peru, submitted a request for interpretation and appealed for a revision of the judgment
rejecting the preliminary objections, both of which were answered by the Commission. On ]une 30, 1992, a
public hearing was held for this request and, on ]uly 1, 1992, the Government renounced its request for a
revision remedy.

22. On ]uly 3, 1992, the Court adopted, by five votes against one, the decision to take note of the díscon
tinuance of the Government's revision remedy and to reject the request for interpretation of its December 11,
1991 judgment on the preliminary objections as impropero

23. In its countermemorial of ]une 27, 1991, the Government denied and completely opposed the facts
described by the Commission to the Court. The Government alleged that those facts did not reflect "tbe ac
tual situation as verified by the reality 01 events tbat occurred at the 'El Frontón' correctional island on the
occasion 01 the armed riot and taking 01 hostages under the leadership 01 more than one bundred" inmates
accused of terrorismo The Government then requested a sanction against the Commission for having submitted
the case to the Court.

24. By Resolution of August 3, 1991, the President granted the parties time limits for the submission of evi
dence, as well as for the formulation of comments concerning these communications, period which expired
on October 15, 1991.

25. The Governmentand the Commission submitted documentary evidence, and Peru presented its corn
ments on the evidence submitted by the Commission. Among other things, the Government objected to the
testimonial proof as improper and unnecessary and opposed the appearance of several of the witnesses and
experts offered by the Commission.

26. On December 11, 1991, the Court formed a special committee to determine the procedure for exarni
nation of the evidence and authorized the President to convolee the parties to a private meeting on ]anuary
17 and 18, 1992.

27. As a consequence of the preceding and by Resolution of]anuary 18, 1992, the President summoned the
parties to a public hearing to be held on]une 30, 1992, in order to hear the allegations of the Government and
the comments of the Commission concerning the opposition of the Government to the appearance of sorne of
the witnesses offered by the Commission. The President also resolved that, in case the Court deem it perti
nent, the testimonies ofthe Commission's witnesses and experts would be received in a public hearing on]uly
1,1992 and that the Commission should submit the resumes and opinions of said experts before March 2,1992.
He further requested the Government to submit a copy of certain documents and to adopt the measures nec
essary to ensure that the bodies of the inmates who died at IIEI Frontón" not be moved from the cemeteries
where they were buried.

28. On February 12, 1992, the Government asleed theCourt to modify the President's Resolution. It also
requested that the dates for the hearings be maintained to resolve the issue of the disqualification of witnesses.
It further requested that the hearing for the delivery of its allegations and the Commission's comments not be
made publico The Court denied this request on]une 29, 1992, as it felt that no exceptional circumstances, such
as those referred to in Article 14 of the Rules of Procedure, were present in this case.

29. The Commission requested a 30-day extension for submitting its experts' resumes and opinions in com-
pliance with the President's resolution. The Government objected.
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30. On March 24, 1992, the President partially modified his january 18, 1992, Resolution and resolved that,
if found pertinent after the hearing, the Court would opportunely surnmon the witnesses and experts offered
by the Commission to deliver their testimonies. By note of that same date, the President denied the applica
tion for extension to which the preceding paragraph refers "in uietu of tbe fact tbat tbe Commission bas bad
tbe opportunüy and tbe time necessary to submit said information by the deadline set, and tbat, by their uery
nature, judicial deadlines must be met except for exceptional causes tobicb are not found in tbis case."

31. On April 9, 1992, the Commission applied for reconsideration against the preceding decision and sub
mitted the resumes and expert opinions of Enrique Bernardo, Guillermo Tamayo, Robert H. Kirschner and
Clyde C. Snow. By note of April 30, 1992, the Government requested that the documents be returned to the
Commission as their submission was improper and would avoid compliance with the March 24 decision.

32. By Resolution of july 1, 1992, the Court confirmed the President's decision not to grant the 30-day
extension requested by the Commission; instructed that the resumes and expert opinions submítted be rnain
tained in the case file to be examined in due time; and authorized the President to resolve, subject to prior
consultation with the Permanent Commission, whether to admit the statements of the experts offered by the
Commission.

33. By note of july 3, 1992, the Government requested the annulment of the preceding decision, which
request the President rejected for being notoriously impropero

34. During the 21º Regular Session of the General Assembly of the Organization of American States (here
inafter "the OAS"), the State Parties in the Convention elected Dr. Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, Dr. Máximo
Pacheco-Gómez, and Dr. Hernán Salgado-Pesantes as new judges of the Court and reelected Judge Héctor
Fíx-Zarnudio. On june 29, 1992, the Court, with its new membership having been designated as of january 1,
1992, and in consideration of judge ad boc Jorge E. Orihuela-Iberico's request for an interpretation of Article
54(3) of the Convention in relationship to this case, decided "to proceed uiitb tbe consideration of tbe Neira
Alegría et al. Case, except as it relates to tbe motions interposed by the Gouernment's Agent against the
December 11, 1991 judgment, uibicb shall be decided by the Court uiitb the membersbip it bad at the time said
judgment was passed" Judge Nieto added a díssentíng opinion, and Judges Montiel and Orihuela added their
respective individual opinions.

35. On june 30, 1992, the Court, pursuant to the provisions of Article 37 of the Rules of Procedure, decid
ed to reject the objections or disqualífication arguments raised against the testimonial evidence offered by the
Commíssíon, and authorized the President to determine, subject to prior consultation with the Permanent
Commission, the dates for the public hearings. The President scheduled the hearings to start on july 6, 1993
in order to receive the declarations of the witnesses and experts proposed by the Commission and hear the
arguments of the parties on the merits of the case.

36. By note of September 22, 1992, the Government reported the following in connection with the
President's request of january 18 of that year

The cemeteries mentioned in said resolution have an official and permanent status and generally remain
subject to control measures under the direction of their respective administrations. For this reason, the bod
ies buried therein may not be moved, except in conformity with the rules governing these matters and at
the request of the interested party.

37. Between july 6 and 10, 1993, the Court held public hearings on the merits of the case, and heard the con-
cluding arguments of the parties.
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Appearing before the Court:

a) Por the Government of Peru:

Sergio Tapia-Tapia, Agent

Hernán Ponce-Monge, Advisor

José Ernesto Ráez-González, Advisor CO)

b) Por the Inter-Amerlcan Commission on Human Rights:

Osear Luján Fappiano, Delegate

Domingo Aeevedo, Attorney of the Seeretariat

José Miguel Vivaneo, Advisor

Juan Méndez, Advisor

Carlos Chipoeo, Advisor

e) Witnesses and experts presented by the Commission:

Sonia Goldenberg, witness

Pilar CoIl, witness

Ricardo Chumbes-Paz, witness

José Burneo, witness

Rolando Ames, witness

César Delgado, witness

José Ráez-González, witness

Augusto Yamada-Yamada, witness

Juan H. Kruger, witness

Robert H. Kirsehner, expert

Clyde C. Snow, expert

Guillermo Tamayo, expert

Enrique Bernardo, expert

d) Regardless of the notíce served by the Court, the foIlowing witnesses offered by the Commission
did not appear at these hearíngs.

Aquilina M. Tapia de Neira

José Rojas-Mar

Agustín Mantilla-Campos

César Elejalde-Estenssoro

Enrique Zileri

C·) Mr. Ráez-González was presented as a witness by the Commission, after which he was accredited also as
Government advisor for the hearing he Id on]uly 9, 1993
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Juan de Dios ]iménez-Morán

César San Martín-Castro

Notwithstanding the fact that the Secretariat had opportunely convoked the judge (Id boc, he díd not appear
at these hearings. ]udge Máximo Pacheco-Gómez excused himself from participating in the XXVIII Regular
Session and, consequently, was not present at these hearings.

38. The Court granted the parties a term ending September 10, 1993 by which to submit their written con
cIusions concerning the evidence presented in this case. The Commission and the Government submitted their
concIusions in due time.

39. Notwithstanding the fact that the ]udge (Id boc had been convoked, he did not attend the sessions held
by the Court concerning this judgment and, therefore, does not sign the judgment.

IV

40. According to the documents delivered to the Court on july 16, 1986, Irene Neira-Alegría and Julio
Zenteno-CamahuaIí interposed an action for babeas corpus in favor of the three persons to whom this case
refers. The Instructional judge of the Twenty-First Court of Lima took a statement frorn the President of the
National Correctional Council; the latter submitted a list showing the three persons cíted to ha ve been under
custody in the San Juan Bautista Prison, charged with the offense of terrorism, on the date that the riot was
crushed. On]uly 17,1986, the]udge decIared that the action was estopped on the basis that the Government,
by Supreme Decree 012-86-IN of ]une 2 of that year, had decreed a state of emergency in the provinces of
Lima and El Callao and that Supreme Decree 006-86 ]US was publíshed on the 20th of the sarne month declar
ing the San Juan Bautista Prison a Restrictecl Military Zone. The ]uclge's decisión was confirmecl on August 1,
1986 by the Eleventh CorrectionaI Court of Lima. On the 25th of that same month, the Supreme Court of
]ustice, Criminal Section, decIared that it found no grounds for annulment in the latter decision and, on
December 5, the Constitutional Guarantees Court ruled that "the Supreme Court's decision tbat bad been
appealed stood inalterable." This Iatter decisión was publíshed in the "El Peruano" Official]ournaI (supra, para.
11).

41. The Second Permanent InstructionaI Court of the Navy initiatecl proceedings to determine the possible
criminal responsibility of members of the Navy who had crushecl the riot, because c1uring that action, in addí
tion to the inmates kilIed, three members of the Marine Infantry were wouncled by gun fire and one of the
hostages who beIonged to the Republican Guard also c1ied.

The Instructional ]uclge arrived at the foIlowing conclusíons: 34 inmates hacl surrenclered; 97 had died, and
adding to that number the skeIetal remains of at least fourteen aclditional persons resulted in a total of 111
dead inmates, the removal of debrís from the príson was accomplíshed with great difficulty between ]une 20,
1986 and March 31, 1987; only four of the 97 bodies (excIuding the remains of at least fourteen addítíonal
persons) were identified Ca figure that contrasts with that establíshed by the fingerprint analysis which indi
cated that seven persons were ídentified). In thís respect the following was stated:

21. The identification task carried out by Investigations Police personnel became more difficult because
of the state of putrefactíon, saponification and rnurnrnification of rnost of the corpses ane! skeletal rernaíns
foune! during the removal ofdebris; thus, because of their very nature, the remains cannot be identifiee!.
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Nor has it been possible to compare the fingerprint samples taken by DIP-PIP and DIRCOTE with those on
the identification cards that are in the files of INPE, since, in spite of several requests by the court, the lat
ter have not been sent.

22. The tooth prints taken by Navy Medical personnel from those corpses from which it was still possí
ble to do so, were not compared since such a method of identification of inmates was not used, neither at
the INPE, nor at DIP, Lima, Callao, or DIRCOTE.

It would be appropriate to point out that, in many of the autopsy reports, crushing and multiple trauma are
cited among the causes of death. The Navy Court pointed also out that it had not been possible to establish
the total number of inmates who were at the correctional facility on the day that the riot started, since the
criminal identification cards had not been delivered to the Court. On july 6, 1987, the case was dismissed, and
it was determined that there was no responsibility on the part of the accused, a decision that was confirmed
on the 16th of the same month and year by the Permanent War Council of the Navy.

42. The proceedings were reopened by decision of the Supreme Council of Military justíce in order to carry
out procedures that remained to be completed, none of which refers to identification of the deceased. On
October 5, 1987, the Second Permanent Instructional Court of the Navy ratified its july 6, 1987 decision to dís
miss the case, which was confirmed by the Permanent War Council of the Navy on the 7th of the same month
of October.

Again, on December 23, 1987, the Supreme Council of Military Justice decided to refer the case back to the
instructional stage and, for that purpose, to activate the jurisdiction of its War Section. These proceedings
ended on july 20, 1989 with the decision that those who participated in the crushing of the riot were not
liable.

43. The Congress of Peru appointed an investigative commission to examine the events that occurred at
the San Juan Bautista and two other correctional institutions. The Commission was formally installed on
August 7, 1987 and, in December of that same year, submitted a majority and a minority report to Congress.

In Conclusion 14, the majority report reads as follows:

At 03:00 hours the Navy of Pero takes charge of the operations.
Its action is in response to the conviction that the inmates are armed and equipped wíth fortifica

tions and tunnels, as was later corroborated by the subsequent investigation. Also, the inmates had not
been subdued by the Republican Guard and they caused the death of and injuries to Navy and Police offl
cers.

The disproportion of the war potential employed is nevertheless inferred from the results of the
action. The final demolition, after the surrender which occurred at 14:30 hours on the nineteenth, would
not have a logical explanation and would, consequentiy, be unjustified.

Amnesty International states it has compiled versions from survivors and has disseminated them in a
document published in several languages, stating that alleged executions of surrendered rioters had
occurred at El Frontón.

One of the survivors of the riots informally reported the same to a third person who, upon being
summoned by the Investigative Committee to ratify his version, refused to do so.

The Military]urisdiction should investigate these reports in depth,

In the statement of the facts contained in the minority report of the investigative commission of Congress the
following is stated:
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15(D) Attention is called to the lack of interest for rescuing possible survivors after the demolition ... 15(E)
The subsequent appearance of a survivor on ]une 20 and four survivors on ]une 21 indicates that it would
have been possible to rescue more inmates, hacl there been an interest in doing so . .. 16. The removal
of clebris in search of corpses took the Navy an excessively and inexplicably long period of time .. ,

In the chapter entitled "Previous Matters" which presents the conclusions of the same minority report, the fol
lowing is established:

3. It has been shown that the action of the judicial and Public Ministry authorities was illegally impairecl
ancllimitecl ... 4. It has been shown that the government, in failing to comply with its obligation to
protect human life, gave orders which resulted in an unjustifiable number of cleaths ... a. The option
adopted, to crush the riots by rneans of military force in the shortest and most critical time, meant plac
ing the life of the hostages and inmates in serious and unnecessary danger ... b. The military force
used was disproportionate in relationship to the actual danger present, ancl no precautionary measures
were put into effect to reduce the human cost of crushing the riot .. , 5. . .. At the El Frontón
Correctional Island, the initial version concerning the operation has not satisfactorily explainecl either
the goal of the operation or the fate of the survivors, which gives rise to the possibility that executions
outside the juclicial clomain, similar to those at the Lurigancho correctional facility, may have taken
place. Even if such executions did not take place, the fact alone of the demolition of the Blue Pavilion,
whether intentional or not, constitutes a crime against life (2).

Note (2) which is quoted at the end of the preceding paragraph reads as foIlows:

(2) The technical report we are attaching hereto points to the existence of evidence that at least one of
the columns which supportecl the structure of the Pavilion was blasted with dynamite from the outside,
causing the final collapse. Our evaluation has revealed, likewise, serious inconsistencies in the official
explanation as to the manner in which the inmates, who were allegeclly enclosed in tunnels, lost their lives
by the collapse of the Pavilion.

v

44. During the public hearings heId on this case, the Government abstained from presenting evidence and
the Commission introduced the witnesses and experts whose statements are summarízed below.

45. Witness Sonia Goldenberg stated that, as a journalist, she had interviewed Jesús Mejía-Huerta who
informed her that after the bombing of the correctional facility sorne 70 inmates were still inside: that they
were summoned in groups and that there were executions; that he had eight or ten buIlet wounds and was
thrown into a ditch with others who were wounded. Later, the Blue Pavilion was blown with dynamite. She
also stated that she interviewed Juan Tulich-Morales who informed her that he knew that the leaders arrest
ed were taken to the naval base of San Lorenzo and were later shot.

46. Witness Pilar CoIl stated that, in August 1987, she was in an office authorized by the investigative corn
mission of Congress to take the testimonies of the relatives of those detained in the correctional facilities and
of sorne of the survivors; that she interviewed Jesús Mejía-Huerta who told her in greater detail what he had
already stated to the previous witness. The witness also stated that sorne relatives of the prisoners knew that
sorne of the survivors had disappeared.
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47. Expert Guillermo Tamayo-Pinto Bazurco, a civil engineer, stated that in 1987 the Projects and
Construction Center, of which he is Chairman, was contracted by the Congressional Commission that was
investigating the events at the correctional institutions; that he visited the Correctional Island of El Frontón;
that the Blue Pavilion had been demolished and that the total demolition had been caused by plastic explo
sives placed at the foot of the colurnns, that he had seen the traces of the shock wave outside the building;
that there were twenty meters of tunnels but that they did not affect the solidity of the structure and that
there was no indication that there had been explosions in them.

48. Expert Enrique Bernardo-Cangahuala, a civil engíneer, stated that he had been hired sorne years
before by the Senate Commission to make an assessment, from the civil engineering point of view, of the
problem at the San Juan Bautista Correctional Facllity, that they prepared a report after visiting the site and
gathering background information; that the Association of Engineers endorsed the report; that they found
tunnels but that those tunnels did not go through to openings on the coastline; that they found evidence
of explosives on the Pavilion columns; that with the work of ten workers the debris could have been
removed in one month; that, had the purpose of using explosives been to enter the Pavilion, the explosives
would have been placed on the walls, thus, the objective was to demolish the building; that there is no evi
dence that an explosion would have taken place inside the building; that a plastic explosive could not pro
voke an explosion comparable to that of dynamite; and that it had been possible for the people to take
shelter inside the tunnels, but not for them to get out.

49. Witness Ricardo Aurelio Chumbes-Paz stated that he is a lawyer and that at the time of the events he
was Instructional judge of El Callao and is currently a Criminal judge, that on june 18, 1986, he heard on
the radio about certain riots at the El Frontón Correctional Facility; that, at approximately 1:00 pm, the
President of the Supreme Court commissioned him to observe the events without decision-making powers
in order to report on them later; that the Naval authorities denied him the means to travel to the correctional
island; that, at approximately 3:00 or 4:00 pm, a habeas corpus petition interposed by the lawyers of the
inmates at the correctional institution was filed with his offíce: that, at approximately 9:00 pm, a boat was
made available to him that took him to the ísland, that he interviewed the Warden of the prison who
informed him that the island was under Navy control; that he also interviewed the Vice Minister of the
Interior who informed him that the Government, through the Cabinet, had authorized the Armed Forces to
crush the riots: that immedíately thereafter there was a power outage and explosions; that he approached a
railing located sorne 50 meters from the prison and yelled, urging delegates of the inmates to come out but
did not obtain any answer; that he was denied contact with the Commander in charge of the military oper
ation; that at dawn, as he was boarding a boat to leave, he heard explosions; that on the third day he learned
through the media of the deaths resulting from the crushing of the riot; that he tried to visit the prison again
but was stopped, having been told that it was a Restricted Military Zone; that in other cases of uprisings the
riots had been crushed without having to use lethal means; that the inmates of the "El Frontón" Prison could
not have escaped: that the guarantees or, in the specific case of "El Frontón", habeas corpus remedy, were
ineffective in protecting the lives, the physical safety and the basic rights of the persons mentioned in these
measures, that when corpses are examined before they are taken away, fingerprints, tooth prints and sorne
times toe prints are taken; andthat, when a prisoner enters the prison, fingerprints and photographs are taken.

50. Witness José Antonio Burneo-Labrín, an attorney and professor of human rights at San Marcos
University, stated that in 1986 he was Director of the juridical Department of the Social Action Episcopal
Commission of the Catholic Church; that sorne two or three weeks after the events at the prisons, Ms. Alegría,
the mother of one of the victims, and the father of the two Zenteno boys carne to that office requesting assís
tance in obtaining information on the fate of their children; that he filed a habeas corpus writ with the
Twenty-First Instructional Court of Lima on july 16, 1986; that the Chairman of the joint Command of the
Armed Forces and the Commandant General of the Navy stated that the information had to be requested
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from the correctional authorities or the Special ]udge of the Navy who was examining the bodíes, that the
President of the National Correctional Council delivered to the ]udge a list of the prisoners who were at "El
Frontón" on the day of the events, which showed 152 inmates, Víctor Raúl Neira-Alegría and the Zenteno
brothers being among them, and stated that 27 safe and unharmed prisoners and seven wounded ones had
been placed under his custody; that the judge decided not to proceed with the habeas corpus motion; that
an appeal was made against this decision which, by two votes to one, was dismissed by the Correctional
Court of Lima; that on August 25, 1986, he lodged an appeal for annulment with the Supreme Court, and
that the Criminal Section of that Court decided that there was no nullity; that the CEAS lodged an appeal for
annulment with the Constitutional Guarantees Court and that four of its members voted in favor of the appeal
but that one vote was still necessary, since five favorable votes are required; and that, in this manner, the
national jurisdiction was exhausted and the family was advised to address the Inter-American Commission.

51. Witness César Delgado-Barreto, an attorney, stated that he had been elected Senator in 1985; that he
was a member of the Senate Human Rights ]ustice Commission; that after the events at the prisons, at the
request of the President of the Republic, the Congress named a bicameral and multí-party commission of 13
members, including the witness, which held meetings for four months; that at the "El Frontón" riot the
Republican Guard entered into action first, the Marine Infantry following it; that three rockets were launched
first, after which plastic explosives were used; that, in his opinion, the means employed were disproportion
ate, since there was no need to have used explosives; that the commission was assisted by a group of engi
neers who prepared a report on the demolition; that he does not know of any investigation which would
have determined the whereabouts of Neira-Alegría and the Zentenos; that the majority and minority reports
of the commission coincide as to the facts and differ because of the commission's political make-up con
cerning the liability of the ministers who approved the participation of the ]oint Command in the crushing
action at the prisons; and that one of the survivors informed a third person that there were executions of riot
ers after they had surrendered, but that, after having been summoned by the Commission to ratify his version,
he refused to do so.

52. Witness Rolando Ames-Cobián, a graduate in Political Science, stated that in 1987, while he was a
Senator, he was named President of the Congressional Commission created to investigate the events at the
three prisons where riots had occurred; that the Commission conducted the inquiry as rigorously as possible;
that the majority and minority reports coincide as to the facts, the difference being in the amount of respon
sibility attributed to the highest echelons of Government in the process of repression at the prisons; that the
Government expressed that it did not deem the rebellion at the three prisons to be a problem related to the
police, but rather "like the great confrontation betueen the Gouernment and Sendero Luminoso . . . since the
public announcements and the declarations of the President of the Republic are clear in so defining the state
ofaffairs, Sendero Luminoso vs. the Government;" that this led to the crushing of the riots in the shortest pos
sible time through the ]oint Command of the Armed Forces; that the two-thirds of the Blue Pavilion still stand
ing were demolished by dynamite charges placed on the outside columns, which produced an absolutely
unnecessary number of deaths of the persons that were not actively resístíng, that no interest was expressed
in looking for the wounded or for persons in the tunnels; that access to the prison was not allowed until one
year later; that Neira-Alegría and the Zenteno brothers were not among the surrendered prisoners but were
on the list that the National Correctional Council gave to the Commission; that the survivors of the riots refused
to testify before the Commission; that Congress approved the majority report ofthe investigative Commission;
that the final explosion that demolished the prison occurred not while an intense attack was in progress but
instead when the attack ended and that it did not occur as a result of a dynamite explosion but rather by the
blasting of the columns that sustained the building; that, in addition to the 28 inmates who surrendered on
the actual day of the events, one day later there appeared one or two more, and three days later another one
or two; that the investigative Commission requested information about the investigation being carried out by
the Supreme Council of Military ]ustice, but that the Navy Section did not provide any information and even
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refused to provide the names of the officers who were in charge of the operatíon, that the Commission did
not obtain any evidence that the inmates of the prison had dynamite; that the commission attempted to obtain
information as to why instruments such as tear or nerve gas were not used, and it was told that there was no
time to apply such methods because of the urgency to crush the riot that same night; and that the rioters did
not have any possibility to escape.

53. Witness José Ráez-González, a surgeon, stated that at the request of the Navy he asked the Forensic
Medicine Institute to appoint two experts to make studies on the remains of bodies from "El Frontón" and,
that in this capacity, he traveled to the island from February to April 1987 and examined more or less 90
corpses; that the purpose of the forensic doctor is to determine the cause of death and help with identifica
tion; that the corpses had gone beyond the entire primary putrefaction stage, sorne were mummified, and oth
ers had lost al! soft parts and only fragments were left; that in many cases it was not possible to determine
the cause of death since only bone remains were available and, that in other cases, it was determined that
death occurred because of multiple fractures; that in sorne cases a description was made of pieces of cloth
ing, size, sex, age, and dental remains; that it is not the responsibility of the doctor to contact the relatives of
the victims to try to identify the corpsesj that identification is the responsibility of the Investigations
Department; that he was able to take fingerprints from sorne of the corpses, that most of the deaths occurred
by crushing; that once the expert examination was concluded, he delivered the records, summaries and corn
ments to the Navy judge and signed the death certificates; that many factors make it impossible to take fin
gerprints from a corpse; and that he does not remember seeing burns on the corpses.

54. Witness Augusto Yamada-Yamada, M.D., Head Physician of the Pathological Anatomy Department of the
Navy Hospital, an officer of the Navy with the rank of Commander of Navy Health, stated that on ]une 19 and
20, 1986 he started to conduct autopsies at "El Frontón'', that members of the police took fingerprints, while an
odontologist took the tooth prints; that he prepared the autopsy records and the death certificates; that he was
under the orders of the ]udge of the Navy, that of the 38 autopsies, he certified that 17 indicated firearm wounds
21 indicated crushing as the cause of death; that in sorne cases the bul!et wounds were multiple and had not
been infIicted at short distance; that identification was being handled by the Investigations Police; that on four
death certificates, the names of the dead to be written on them were provided by the judge, that he did not
find shrapnel in the corpses; that the bodies he examined were more or less complete, except for three which
did not have their heads and that he performed the autopsies on ]une 19 and 20, several in ]uly, and five on
]anuary 22, 1989.

55. Witness Juan Kruger-Párraga, an anatomical-pathologist M.D., stated that, up to 1989, he was head of
the Pathology Department of the Naval Medical Center with the rank of Captain; that the purpose of the
autopsy, among others, is to determine the cause of death, because in Peru identification of the bodies is the
responsibility of the Investigations Pollee; that the identification is not a part of the doctor's mission; that he
was summoned to perform autopsies at the "El Frontón" Island, and the first time that he was there was on
]uly 5, 1986, and the last on ]anuary 22, 1987; that he performed 23 autopsies and on al! of the records he
indicated that "some were in, or the majority were in, a state ofputrefaction" and many showed multiple frac
tures by crushing; that none of the autopsy records that he signed identifies the person; that odontologists
participated in the autopsies taking tooth prints in those cases where dental pieces were found, and that these
prints were given to the ]udge of the NaVYj that sorne of the bodies were in civilian clothes but that he did
not specify this in the record; that he did not find traces of firearm wounds in the bodíes: that, because of
the condition of the bodies, he was not able to determine whether any among them had died on the 18th or
the 19th; that each autopsy took two or more hours; that in few of the corpses did he find signs of burns.

56. Expert Robert H. Kirschner, a forensic doctor and pathologist, stated that he is Assistant and Deputy
Medical Examiner to the main Medical Examiner of Cook County, Illinois, in Chicago and surrounding areas;
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that in his professional practice he has performed more than seven thousand autopsies and described sorne
of his experiences. It was his opinion that, in the case of the prison in Peru, the authorities must have had,
as is customary, fingerprints of the inmates and that it would ha ve been easy to compare them to those of the
corpses, the same as with tooth prints, tattoos, and old scars; that, to this effect, the assistance of the family
is very important; that on june 20 it would have be en very easy, having the necessary information, to identi
fy aJl the corpses; that it is very important to photograph and make diagrams of the site of a disaster before
removing the bodies, even to determine the cause of death; that the autopsies were performed professional
Iy but that mistakes were made by those in charge of the identifications; that, even now, many identifications
could be made, even without an exhumation, especiaJly with the relatives cooperation; that identification is
impossible in only a few cases; that an internal explosion would leave perceptible traces on the body.

57. Expert Dr. Clyde C. Snow, a forensic doctor and anthropologist, stated that since 1984 he has been
caJled many times outside the United States of America to.ínvestigate cases of disappearances or mass exe
cutions in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Guatemala, El Salvador, Iraq, Kurdistan, and the former Yugoslavia; that
many of those cases were more difficult than the "El Frontón" case because, in this case, a list of the inmates
was available, and the correctional records should have contained physical descriptions, fingerprints, dental
proof, etc.; that to a certain extent mummification makes identification easier, particularly because of finger
prints and marks on the skin; that statisticaJly it is not probable that one doctor would have found 17 bodies
among 96 with buJlet wounds while the other two doctors found none; that, in a building much larger than
the Blue Pavilion, the removal and identification of the bodies was done in two or three weeks; that if he had
been summoned to identify the bodies at "El Frontón", he would have first gathered aJl the data about the vic
tims and then would have photographed each body at the place where it had been found; that even seven
months after the incident it would ha ve been possible to identify more than 90 per cent of the bodies, and
that even now this would be possible by gathering aJl the data on fingerprints and tooth prints and, in sorne
cases by exhuming the bodies.

VI

58. In the concluding arguments of September 10, 1993, the Commission prepared its analysis of the eví-
dence and requested:

l. By virtue of the de Jacto and de jure reasons previously pointed out, the Commission asks
the Honorable Court to pass judgment in the instant case, declaring:

a. That Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar, and William Zenteno-Escobar were dís-
appeared between june 18 and 19, 1986, by agents of the Peruvian State during a military operation con
trolled and directed by the Navy of Peru at the correctional establishment of El Frontón.

b. That, as a consequence thereof, the Peruvian State has víolated, to the detriment of the víc-
tims, the right to life, the right to humane treatment, the right to personal liberty and the right to judicial
protection recognized in Articles 4, 5, 7, and 25 of the American Convention on Human Rights. That the
Peruvian State has likewlse violated the deadlines established for cases of suspension of guarantees, as pro
vided for in Article 27 of the .Convention. All of the preceding stands in relationship to the failure to com
ply with the obligation to respeet and assure the rights reeognized in Article 1(1) of the Convention, to
which Peru is a party.

2. That in eonsequenee, the Court order the Peruvian State to:

a. Carry out an exhaustive investigation of the events that occurred on june 18 and 19, 1986
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at the correctional establishment of El Frontón, in order to identify those responsible for the violations of
human rights committed to the detriment of Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar, and William
Zenteno-Escobar, punish the perpetrators; and inform the victirns' next of kin of the whereabouts of those
who have disappeared.

b. Pay pecuniary compensation to the victims' next of kin for the damages ínflícted upon them.

c. Take charge of the payment of court costs and attorneys' fees, including professional fees
of the Cornmission's legal consultants who have participated in the handling of these cases, in accordance
wíth the provisions of Article 45, paragraph 1, of the Rules of Procedure of the Court, and in conformity
with the statement of account the parties must submit to the Honorable Court for approval. In this respect
the Cornmission requests that the Court, at the applicable procedural stage, open a special proceeding to
itemize the expenditures that the processing of the instant case has warranted ...

59. In the final argument of September 10, 1993, the Government prepared its analysis of the evidence and
conduded:

4.1. The complaint has not been duly proven wíth respect to the allegation that the Peruvían
State violated the commitments pledged to under the American Convention on Human Rights, particularly
Artieles 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and 25, on the occasion of the crushing of the riots led by inmates charged with the
crime of terrorism at the "El Frontón" correctional island on june 18 and 19, 1986 and the following days.

4.2. The Government of Peru has complied with its oblígatíons to respect the rights and liber-
ties recognized in the American Convention on Human Rights, and, consequently, the allegation of the corn
plaint which indicates failure to comply wíth Artiele 1 of saíd ínter-American legal instrument must be
deelared groundless. To the extent that the violation of the precepts specified in the complaint are not ascer
taíned, it follows that there has not been failure to comply with Artiele 1 of the American Convention, in
light of the interpretation of the Inter-Amerícan Court contained in the judgments of july 29, 1988 (paras.
161 to 167) and january 20, 1989 (paras. 170 to 176).

4.3. The Government of Peru has complied wíth the duty of adopting domestic legal provisions.
The evidence submitted in the instant case does not verify a failure to observe the precept contained in
Artiele 2 of the American Convention since it has been demonstrated that a regulatory order was in force
prior to the events in question, as well as the fact that it displayed íts legal consequences through author
ities that were pre-deterrníned by the Constitution and the Law ...

4.4. In the instant case, the abundant evidence submitted does not prove that the Peruvian State
violated Article 7 of the American Convention, given the fact that the alleged victims were deprived of their
freedom by decisions of ordinary justice ...

4.5. In the case under conslderatíon, there is no proof that the Peruvian State was involved wíth
the violation of Article 8 of the American Convention ...

4.6. In the course of the proceedings, it has not been proven that the Government of Peru
would be responsible for having violated Article 25 of the American Convention ...

VII

60. In the terms of Article 5(2) of the Convention, every person deprived of her or his liberty has the right
to live in detention conditions compatible with her or his personal dignity, and the State must guarantee to



that person the right to life and to humane treatment. Consequently, since the State is the institution respon
sible for detention establishments, it is the guarantor of these rights of the prisoners.

61. In the ínstant case, Peru had the right and the duty to subdue the uprising of the San Juan Bautista
Prison, even more so given the fact that it did not occur suddenly. Rather, the uprising appears to have been
prepared in advance, given that the prisoners had made weapons of different types, dug tunnels, and practi
cally taken control of the Blue Pavilion. It must also be kept in mind that, during the initial phase of the crush
ing of the riot by the Republican Guard, the prisoners captured one corporal and two guards as hostages,
wounded another four guards, and took possession of three rifles and an automatic pis tal with which they
caused deaths among the forces that entered to crush the riot.

62. The majority's Peruvian Congressional Commission investigative report states that the "disproportion of
the warpotential employed is neuertbeless inferred from the results ofthe action. Tbe final demolüion, after the
surrender which occurred at 14:30 hours on the nineteentb, would not have a logical explanation and would,
consequently, he unjustified" AIso, the minority report stated as follows:

It has been shown that the government, in failing to comply wíth its obligation to protect human life, gave
orders which resulted in an unjustifiable number of deaths ... The military force used was disproportion
ate in relationship to the actual danger present, and no precautionary measures were put into effect to
reduce the human cost of crushing the riot (supra para. 43).

63. The Court considered ít unnecessary to analyze whether the functionaries and authorities who took part
in the crushing of the riot acted consistently with their functions and in accordance with domestic law, since
the responsibility for the actions of Government functionaries ís attributable to the State, independently of
whether the functionary

contravened provisions of internallaw or overstepped the limits of his authority: under internationallaw a
State is responsible for the acts of its agents undertaken in their official capacity and for their omissions,
even when those agents act outside the sphere of their authority or viola te internal law eVelásquez
Rodríguez Case, ]udgment of ]uly 29, 1988. Series e No. 4, para. 170; Godinez Cruz Case, ]udgment of
]anuary 20,1989. Series e No. 5, para. 179).

64. Of the 97 bodies on which autopsies were performed, only seven were identified. It has not be en
shown that al! procedures necessary to obtain a larger number of identifications were carried out, nor is there
proof that the assistance of the relatives of the victirns was requested for that purpose. It should be noted that
there is a discrepancy in the number of prisoners in the Blue Pavilion befare the riot and the number of riot
ers who surrendered plus the number of dead. According to the proceedings in the military jurisdiction, there
were 111 dead (bone remains of fourteen persons and 97 bodies) and 34 survívors, which adds up to a total
of 145 persons, while the non-offícíal list delivered by the President of the National Correctional Council
includes 152 inmates before the riot. The removal of debrís took place berween june 23,1986 and March 31,
1987, that is, over a period of nine months.

VIII

65. The Court feels that it is not up to the Inter-Arnerican Commission to determine the whereabouts of the
three persons to whom these proceedings refer, but ínstead, because of the circumstances at the time, the pris
ons and then the investigations were under the exclusive control of the Government, the burden of proof
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therefore corresponds to the defendant State. This evidence was or should have been at the disposal of the
Government had it acted with the diligence required. In previous cases, the Court has said:

UJn contrast to domestic criminallaw, in proceedings to determine human rights violations the State cannot
rely on the defense that the complainant has failed to present evidence when it cannot be obtained with
out the State's cooperation.

The State controls the means to verifyacts occurring within its territory.Although the Commission has inves
tigatory powers, it cannot exercise them within a State's jurisdiction unless it has the cooperation of that
State. (Velásquez Rodríguez Case, supra 63, paras. 135-136; Godinez Cruz Case, supra 63, paras. 141-142).

66. The Court deems it proven that Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar and William Zenteno
Escobar were being held in the Blue Pavilion of the San Juan Bautista Prison on june 18, 1986, the date on
which the crushing of the uprising started. This fact is certified by the list submitted by the President of the
National Correctional Council to the Instructional judge of the Twenty-First Court of Lima, where a habeas
corpus writ was under consideration, and by the list submitted by the Head of Identifications of the San Juan
Bautista Prison to the Second Permanent Instructional Court of the Navy. This fact has not been contested by
the Government.

67. The Court considers it proven that the three cited persons were not among the rioters who surrendered
and that their bodies were not identified. The preceding was certified by the Septernber 20, 1990 note sent
by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of Peru to the Commission, which was transmitted by its Alternate
Ambassador to the üAS. This note is binding on the Peruvian State (cfr. Legal Status 01 Eastern Greenland,
judgment, 1933, P.CJ.]., Series AIB, No. 53, page 71) and reads as follows:

The allegedly missing persons, Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar, and William Zenteno
Escobar, are not among the rioters who surrendered in the events of the SanJuan Bautista Prison frorn june

18 to 19, 1986, nor are their bodies, according to the records, among the few that could be identified.

On the other hand, as a result of these incidents, 92 death certífícates were issued corresponding to
non-identified bodies, three of which undoubtedly correspond to those three persons whom the
Commission regards as missing.

In the instant case, an escape of the inmates and actions by third parties other than State authorities
alleged by the Peruvian State are excluded.

The Court considers it proven that the Pavilion was demolished by the forces of the Peruvian Navy, as
be concluded from the reports submitted by the experts in the hearing (supra, paras. 47 and 48), from

deposition made on july 16, 1986 by the President of the National Correctional Council before the
Instructional judge of the Twenty-First Court of Lima, and from the fact that many of the dead, according to

autopsies, had be en crushed to death. The majority and minority reports of the Congress (supra para. 43)
consistent in regards to the disproportionate use of force. These reports are official and are regarded by
Court to be sufficient proof of that fact.

AIso to be taken into consideration is the congressional minority commission report, which affirmed
Ü!'ifhC)l1t objection by the Government, that there was lack of interest in rescuing the surviving rioters after the
geIh()lition, since a few days later four inmates appeared alive and more could have been alive (supra para.

The Court likewise considers it proven that the identification of the bodies was not undertaken with
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the requíred diligence, since only a few of those bodies recovered during the days immediately following the
end of the conflict were identified, Of the rest, whích were recovered over a span of nine months, certainly
a long period, this was not done either although, according to the statement of the experts (supra paras. 56
and 57), identífication could ha ve been possible by applying certain techniques. This conduct on the part of
the Government constitutes a serious act of neglígence.

72. Based on the preceding, the Court concludes that Víctor Neíra-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno-Escobar and
William Zenteno-Escobar lost their lives due to the effects of the crushing of the uprísíng by the forces of the
Government and as a consequence of the dísproportíonate use of force.

IX

73. The Court must now determine whether the actíons and ornissions attributable to the State constitute
violations of the American Convention, It must be pointed out that the Commissíon, in íts complaint, indicates
the violation of Articles 1, 2, 4, 7, 8, and 25, but that, in íts closing arguments, ít omits Article 2 and adds
Articles 5 and 27.

74. Article 4(1) of the Convention states that "[n]o one shall be arbitrarily depriued 01 bis life." The expres
sion "arbitrarily" excludes, as is obvious, the legal proceedings applícable in those countries that still maíntain
the death penalty. But, in the present case, the analysis that must be made has to do wíth the right of the State
to use force, even if thís implies depriving people of their lives to rnaintain law and order, an issue that cur
rently is not under discussion. There is an abundance of reflectíons in phílosophy and history as to how the
death of indíviduals in these circumstances generates no responsíbility whatsoever against the State or its offí
cials. Although ir appears from arguments previously expressed in thís judgment that those detained in the
Blue Pavilion of the San Juan Bautista Prison were highly dangerous and, in fact armed, ir is the opínion of
this Court, those do not constitute suffícient reasons to justify the amount of force used in this and other pris
ons where riots had occurred. The incident was understood as a political confrontation between the
Government and the real or alleged terrorists of Sendero Luminoso (supra para.Sz), a confrontatíon which
probably led to the dernolitíon of the Pavilion and all of its consequences; among them the death of ínrnates
who would have eventually surrendered, the clear neglígence in the search for survivors and, later, in the
recovery of the bodíes,

75. As this Court has stated in previous cases,

[wlithout question, the State has the right and duty to guarantee its security. It is also indisputable that all
societies suffer some deficiencies in their legal orders. However, regardless of the seriousness of certain
actions and the culpability of the perpetrators of certain crimes, the power of the State is not unlimited, nor
may the State resort to any means to atta in its ends. The State ls subject to law and morality. Disrespect
for human dignity cannot serve as the basis for any State action. (Velásquez Rodriguez Case, supra 63, para.
154; Godínez Cruz Case, supra 63, para. 162,)

76. Given the circumstances that surrounded the crushíng of the riot at the San Juan Bautista Príson: the
fact that eight years after the riot occurred there Is still no knowledge of the whereabouts of the three persons
to whom this case refers, as was acknowledged by the Minister of Foreign Affaírs stating that the victírns were
not among the survivors and that "three 01 the lnon-ídentífíed bodies] undoubtedly correspond to those tbree
persons," and the disproportionate use of force; it may be reasonably concluded that they were arbitrarily
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deprived of their lives by the Peruvian forces in violation of Article 4(1) of the Convention.

77. This Court Iikewise considers that the Government also violated the provisions of Articles 7(6) and 27(2)
of the American Convention through the application of Supreme Decrees 012-IN and 006-86 JUS of june 2
and 6, 1986, whích declared the state of emergency in the Provinces of Lima and El Callao and applied the
status of Restricted Military Zone in three correctional facilities, including the San Juan Bautista Prison. In
effect, while such decrees did not expressly suspend the habeas corpus remedy or action recognized in Article
7(6) of the Convention, in reality, compliance with both decrees resulted in the ineffectiveness of said instru
ment of protection, thereby resulting in its suspension to the detriment of the alleged victims, Habeas C01PUS

was the ideal procedure by which the judicial authority could investigate and acquire knowledge as to the
whereabouts of the three persons to which thís case refers.

78. In the habeas corpus writ filed on june 16, 1986 with the Twenty-First Instructional Judge of Lima, in
favor of Víctor Neira-Alegría and Edgar and William Zenteno-Escobar against the President of the joint
Command of the Armed Forces and the Commandant General of the Navy, Irene Neira-Alegría and Julio
Zenteno-Camahualí stated that their next of kin had not been found on the occasíon of the crushing of the
uprising at the San Juan Bautista Prison where they were being held and had not since appeared, possibly
because they had been abducted. The petitioners requested that, in the event that the detainees had died,
the Judge demand that the military authorities indicare where the bodíes could be found and deliver the
respective death certificates.

79. The habeas corpus applicatíon was declared inadmissible by the judge in his decísion of july 17, 1986,
on the grounds that the petitioners did not prove that the prisoners had been abducted, the incidents that
occurred at the three prísons (including the San Juan Bautista Prison) were subject to investigation by the mil
itary courts and the Office of the Attorney General of the Nation, and that such occurrences were outside the
scope of the summary habeas corpus procedure.

SO. In accordance with arguments previously pointed out (supra para. 40), on August 1 of that year, the
Eleventh Correctional Court of Lima confirmed the original judgment based on the essential argument that the
exclusive military tribunal was exercísing [urisdiction with respect to the San Juan Bautista Prison, makíng it
impossible for the regular jurisdictional bodies to intervene. On the 25th of the same month of August, the
Criminal Section of the Supreme Court declared that, "in consideration of its grounds" the applícatíon for
annulment made against the appeal decree judgment was ínadrníssíble. Finally, on December 5, 1986, the
Constitutional Guarantees Court, to which the petitioners had appealed, declared, that the judgment of the
Supreme Court "stood inalterable," since the minimum number of five votes in favor, had not be en obtained
as required by Peruvian law.

SI. This Court consíders ít useful to stress that the judgment of the Constitutional Guarantees Court stood
upon a voting where four justices were in favor of admitting the appeal fíled, and two were in favor of deny
ing the annulment. In vírtue of this, while it is true that the mínimum number of fíve votes in favor was not
obtained, the singular vote of the four justices represents the majority opinion of the Court. The pertínent sec
tion of the opinion was affirmed when it said: 11 Tbat, while it is true that sucb a situation does not constitute
a legal definition for kidnapping, it leads to the conclusion that the judge sbould have exhausted the investi
gation concerning the lives and uibereabouts ofthe persons in whose favor the [habeas corpus] action is being
brought." Thus, in the opinion of said justices, the appeal against the judgment of the Supreme Court was
justiciable. Had the appeal been admítted, the interventíon of military justice would not have impaired the
habeas corpus proceeding.

S2. The Court has interpreted articles 7(6) and 27(2) of the Convention in advisory opinions OC-S and OC-
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9 of january 30 and October 6, 1987 respectively. In the former opinion, the Court maintained that

writs of babeas COlpUS and of "amparo" are among those judicial remedies that are essential for the protection
of various rights whose derogation is prohibited by Artide 27(2) and that they serve, moreover, to preserve
lega lity in a democratic society. This Court abo deemed that [íln order for habeas COlpUS to achieve its purpose,
which is to obtain a judicial determination of the lawfulness of a detention, it is necessary that the detained
person be brought before a competent judge or tribunal with jurisdiction over him. Here habeas corpus
performs a vital role in ensuring that a person's life and physical integrity are respected, in preventing his dis
appearance or the keeping of his whereabouts secret and in protecting him against torture or other cruel, inhu
mane, or degrading punishment or treatment. (Habeas COIPUS in Emergency Situations, (Arts, 27(2), 25(1) and
7(6) American Convention on Human Rights), Advisory Opinion OC-S/87 ofjanuary 30, 1987. Series A No. 8,
paras. 42 and 35,)

83. In Advisory Opinion OC-9, this Court added

that the judicial guarantees essential for the protection of the human rights not subject to derogation,
according to ArticIe 27(2) of the Convention, are those to which the Convention expressly refers in Artides
7(6) and 25(1), considered within the framework and the principies of ArticIe 8, and also those necessary
to the preservation of the Rule of Law, even during the state of exception that results from the suspension
of guarantees. (Judicial Guarantees in States o/Bmergency, (Arts. 27(2), 25 and 8 American Convention on
Human Rights), Advisory Opinion OC-9/87 of October 6, 1987. Series A No. 9, para. 38.)

84. These interpretive criteria are applicable to this case in that the control and jurisdiction of the armed
forces over the San Juan Bautista Prison translated into an implicit suspension of the habeas corpus action,
by virtue of the application of the Supreme Decrees that imposed the state of emergency and the Restricted
Military Zone status.

85. In accordance with Artiele 1(1) of the Convention, "[t]he States Parties to this Conuention undertake to
respect the rights andfreedoms recognized berein and to ensure to al! persons subject to their jurisdiction the
free and ful! exercise of thoserights and freedoms, " thus, as a consequence,this provision is a general one,
and its violation is always related to the violation of a provision that establishes a specific human right. As the
Court already expressed in a previous case, Artiele 1

specífíes the obligation assumed by the States Parties in relation to each of the rights protected. Each cIaim
alleging that one of those rights has been infringed necessarily implies that ArticIe 1(1) of the Convention
has also been violated. (Velásquez Rodriguez Case, supra 63, para. 162; Godinez Cruz Case, supra 63, para.
171.)

86. This Court considers that in this case the Government has not violated Artiele 5 of the Convention.
While the deprivation of a person's life could also be understood as an ínjury to his or her personal integri
ty, this is not the meaning of the cited provision of the Convention. In essence, Artiele 5 refers to the rule that
nobody should be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment or treatment, and that
all persons deprived of their liberty must be treated wíth respect for the inherent dignity of the human per
son. It has not been demonstrated that the three persons to whom this matter refers had been subjected to
cruel treatment or that the Peruvian authorities had damaged their dignity during the time that they were being
detained at the San Juan Bautista Prison. Nor is there proof that said persons would have been deprived of
the judicial guarantees to which Artiele 8 of the Convention refers during the proceedings brought against
them.

87. The Court must express its position concerning the court costs and attorneys' fees of these proceed-
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ings. In this respect, it would be appropriate to insist that

the Commission cannot demand that expenses incurred as a result of its own ínternal work structure be
reimbursed through the assessment of costs. The operation of the human rights organs of the American
System is funded by the Member States by means of their annual contributions. CAloeboetoe et al. Case,
Reparations (Article 63(1) American Conuentton on Human Rights), ]udgment of September 10, 1993.
Series C No. 15, para. 114.)

88. However, the Court must sentence Peru to the pay the expenditures that the victims' next of kin may
have incurred during these proceedings, which determination shall be left to the Government and the
Commission, the Court reserving the right to determine them should the parties not reach an agreement.

89. Article 63(1) of the Convention states as follows:

1. If the Court finds that there has been a violation of a right or freedom protected by this
Convention, the Court shall rule that the injured party be ensured the enjoyment of his right or freedom
that was violated. Ir shall also rule, if appropriate, that the consequences of the measure or situation that
constituted the breach of such right or freedom be remedied and that fair compensation be paid to the
injured party.

In the current circumstances it is clear that the Court may not rule that the victims be guaranteed the enjoy
ment of the rights of which they were deprived. It ís then only appropriate to determine the reparation of the
consequences of the violation and the payment of fair compensation.

90. The Court lacks the elements of judgment that would enable it to determine the extent of the compensa
tíon, as such information was neither submitted by the parties nor discussed during the proceedings. Therefore,
the Court shalllimit itself to the passing of an in genere judgment, leaving its determination in the hands of the
parties. Should the parties not reach an agreement, the final decision shall be made by the Court.

x

91. Therefore,

THECOURT,

unanimously

1. Declares that Peru has violated the right to life recognized in Article 4(1) of the American Convention
on Human Rights, in relation to Article 1(1) thereof, to the detriment of Víctor Neira-Alegría, Edgar Zenteno
Escobar and William Zenteno-Escobar.

2. Declares that Peru has, to the detriment of the three persons cited, violated the right to babeas corpus
established in Article 7(6), in relation to the prohibition established in Article 27(2) of the American
Convention on Human Rights.

3. Decides that Peru is obliged to pay fair compensation to the next of kín of the victims on the occasion
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of these proceedings and to reimburse the expenditures that they have incurred in their petitíons befare the
na tianal authorities.

4. Decides that the form and extent of the compensation and the reimbursernent of the expenditures shall
be determined by Peru and the Commission, by mutual agreement, within a terrn of six months as of the date
of notification of this judgment.

5. Reserves the power to review and approve the agreement and, should there be no agreement, to deter-
mine the extent of the compensation and expenditures, to which effect the Court do es not clase this case.

Done in Spanish and in English, the Spanish text being authentic, at the seat of the Court in San José, Costa
Rica, on january 19, 1995.

Hernán Salgada-Pe. tes

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Rafael Nieto-Navia

Read at a public session at the Seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica, on january 20, 1995.

So Ordered

Héctor Fix-Zarnudio
President

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



APPENDIXV

INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

GENIE LACAYO CASE

PREUMINARY OBJECTIONS

]UDGMENT OF JANUARY 27, 1995

In the Genie Lacayo Case,

The Inter-Arnerican Court of Human Rights, composed of the following judges:

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President
Rafael Níeto-Navia, ]udge
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, ]udge
Máximo Pacheco-Gómez, ]udge;

also present:

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

pursuant to article 31 of the Rules of Procedure Chereinafter "the Rules of Procedure") of the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights Chereinafter "the Court"), delivers the following judgment on the preliminary objec
tions interposed by the Government of Nicaragua Chereinafter the "Government" or "Nicaragua") in its sub
missions and oral arguments at the public hearing.
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1

1. The ínstant case was submitted to the Court by the Inter-Arnerícan Cornmission on Human Rights (here
inafter the "Commission" or the "Inter-Arnerican Cornmission") on Ianuary 6, 1994, against Nicaragua "for the
events that occurred as ofjuly 23, 1991, the date on which the denial ofjustice -originating in the action of
State agents-- first occurred with the death oflean Paul Gente-Lacayo, in the city ofManagua, Nicaragua, on
October 28, 1990," which gave rise to Petition N° 10.792.

2. As the "PURPOSE OF THE APPUCATION" the Ínter-American Cornmission asks the Court the follow-
ing:

1. That it declare that the Government of the Republic of Nicaragua has violated Articles: 8, right to a
fair trial; 25, right to judicial protectlon, and 24, right to equal protection, of the Convention, in relation to
Article 1(1) thereof, which establishes the obligation to respect and ensure such rights. These rights were
víolated as a result of the Judicial Branch's reluctance to prosecute and punish those responsible, and to
order the payment of reparatíons for the damages caused. In like manner, that it also declare that the
Government of the Republic of Nicaragua has violated Article 2 of the Convention by not having adopted
domestíc laws intended to ensure such rights and prevent the occurrence of similar incidents in the future.

2. That, on the basis of the principIe of pacta sunt servanda it declare that the Government of Nicaragua
has violated Article 51(2) of the American Convention by not carryíng out the recommendations made by
the Commission.

3. That ít require the Government of Nicaragua to identify and punish, on the basis of investigations
made, those responsible, thereby preventing the consummation of acts of grave impuníty that damage the
foundations of the legal arder.

4. That it declare that the enforceability of Decrees 591 and 600, known as "Law on the Organization
of the Mílítary Judge Advocate and Milítary Criminal Procedure," and "Provisional Military Criminal Law,"
which govern military criminal jurisdiction, are incompatible with the object and purpose of the American
Convention on Human Rights and that they must be adjusted to the latter in confarmity with the cornmít
ments acquired pursuant to Article 2 thereof.

5. That it declare that the Government of Nicaragua must provide, in accordance with Article 63(1) of
the Convention, to repair and compensate the next of kin of the victims for the acts committed by State
agents as described in this application.

6. That the State of Nicaragua be sentenced to pay court costs and attorneys' fees in relationship to this
action.

3. In submitting the case to the Court, the Cornmissíon invoked Articles 50 and 51 of the American
Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter the "Convention" or the "American Convention") and 26 and sub
sequent artícles of the Rules of Procedure. It designated Michael Reisman, First Vice President, as delegate,
and Edíth Márquez-Rodríguez, Executive Secretary, and Mílton Castillo, an attorney of the Secretaríat, as attor
neys. It also designated Robert K. Goldman as Advíser, and José Miguel Vivanco as assistant, accredited "as
the attorney representing the victim."

4. By note of january 21, 1994, the Court Secretariat (hereinafter the "Secretariat''), after the President of
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the Court (hereinafter the "President'') conduded his preliminary study, notified the Government of Nicaragua
of the case. The Court informed the Government that it had three months to file a written answer to the appli
cation (Art. 29(1) of the Rules of Procedure) and 30 days following notification of the application to file pre
liminary objections (Art. 31(1) of the Rules of Procedure). On February 3, 1994, the Government informed the
Court of its designation of Ambassador José Antonio Tijerino-Medrano as agent. It also named Marco Gerardo
Monroy-Cabra as Adviser and Carlos José Hernández-López and Víctor Manuel Ordóñez as Assistants.

5. On February 7, 1994, the President, at the request of the Government, granted the latter an extension
of 90 days to answer the complaint and an additional term of 30 days to file preliminary objections.

6. On March 21, 1994, Nicaragua interposed the following preliminary objections:

Pírst. Lack of jurisdiction of the Ínter-American Court of Human Rights.

Second. Lack of the admissibility requirements as provided for in Artícle 46 of the American Convention
on Human Rights.

Third. Procedural errors by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights in the handling of the case
and in the complaint submitted to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights.

Fourth. Undue accumulation of petitions in the complaint submitted by the Inter-Arnerican Commission
on Human Rights.

The following requests were added:

First. Dismiss the complaint submitted by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights concerning
the Jean Paul Genie-Lacayo Case, on the basis of the objections proposed in this submission, and abstain
from admitting these proceedings.

Second, arder, íf the Court deems it appropriate, the holding of a public hearing to provide further ver
bal support to the proposed objections.

Third. Sentence the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to the payment of court costs and attor
neys' fees.

That same day the Secretariat transmitted the Government's submission to the Commission, indicating
the Commission had thirty days after receipt of the writings to reply. The Commission's observations were

received at the Secretariat on April 24, 1994, and transmitted, together with the Government's submission, to
the persons mentioned in Artide 28(1) of the Rules of Procedure.

On May 23, 1994, the Government submitted its answer to the complaint. Both documents were also
transmítted by the Secretariat to the persons referred to in Artide 28(1) of the Rules of Procedure.

By Order of june 22, 1994, the President ordered that a public hearing be convoked on "tbe prelimi
objections submitted by the Gouernment and the observations on those objections submitted by the Inter

American Cornmissiori" Additional1y, the President, at the request of the Government, asked the Commission
a copy of the pertinent part 1101 the minutes 01 tbose sessions uibere tbe case 01 the youtb jean Paul

<serue-cacavo bad been discussed and resolved, as well as those 01 'tbe sessions .uibere the reconsideration
the Gouernment ofNicaragua had been discussed and tbe decision was made to submit tbis case
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to tbe Inter-Arnerican Court ofHuman Rigbts." On july 20, the Comrnission sent copies of the requested doc
uments.

10. The public hearing took place at the seat of the Court on November 18, 1994.

Appearing before the Court:

Por the Government of Nicaragua:

José Antonio Tljerino-Medrano, Agent,

Marco Gerardo Monroy-Cabra, Advíser,

CarIos José Hernández-López, Attorney General,

Víctor Manuel Ordóñez, Assistant Attorney General.

Por the Inter-Arnerícan Commission on Human Rights:

Michael Reisman, Delegate,

Milton Castillo, Adviser,

Robert K. Goldman, Assistant,

José Miguel Vivanco, Assistant,

Osear Herdocia, Assistant.

n

11. According to the complaint submitted to the Commission on February 15, 1991, at approxírnately 8:35
in the evening of October 28, 1990, the youth jean Paul Genie-Lacayo, age 16, resident of the city of Managua,
was traveling by car to his home in the Las Colinas subdivision. After having stopped at a restaurant, he took
the road to Masaya and between kilometers 7 and 8 he came upon a convoy of vehícles transporting military
personnel who, in response to his attempts to pass thern, fired their weapons at him. The victim did not die
imrnediately but was abandoned on the highway and died from hypovolemic shock as a consequence of his
bleeding. According to investigations, this young manis automobile was machine-gunned with weapons fram
two or more vehicIes and 51 cartridge sheIls of AK-47 ammunition were found at the site of the events.
According to the baIlistics report, the automobíle had 19 buIlet ímpacts, aIl made while the vehicle was rnov
ing and only three shots taken at a short distance after it had already stopped.

12. According to the Commission, a deputy commandant of the Nicaraguan Natíonal Police, Mauricio
Aguilar-Somarríba, who, according to his parents was in charge of the investigation of Genie-Lacayo's death,
was killed, The Government denied that this officer had been in charge of the ínvestigation and sent the Court
a case file stating that the author of this deed had been sentenced to three years in prison,

13. The Cornmission maintains in lts complaint that agents of the Government, acting in their capacity as
public offícers, carried out actions that resulted in a denial of [ustice. It is appropríate to mention that these
actions include the dísappearance of evidence, the conternpt of military witnesses in refusing to appear and
depose before the Seventh judge of the Criminal Dístrict of Managua, the failure to process internal proceed
ings within a reasonable deadline and the application of rules contrary to the purposes and objectives of the
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Convention (such as Decrees 591 and 600 relative to the Law on the Organizatíon of the Military judge
Advocate and Mílitary Criminal Procedure and the Provisional Mílitary Criminal Law). These actíons prevent
ed an impartíal ínvestigation that would punish those responsible and compensare the next of kin of the vic
timo The Commission adds that the events on whích the complaínt is based began on july 23, 1991, the date
on which the Office of the Attorney General of justice, then the only public criminal actíon authority, sub
mitted the complaint to the judicial Branch.

14. By note of February 27, 1991, the Commission transmítted the complaínt to the Government and
requested that it send the information it considered appropriate and that would make it possíble to assess
whether the domestíc legal measures had been exhausted.

15. On March 13, 1991, the Government inforrned the Inter-American Commission that with respect to
Petítion Nº 10.792, a Special Investigatíve Committee of the National Assembly for the Genie Lacayo Case had
applied for technical advíce from the Government of Venezuela.

16. On May 29, 1991, the Government sent the Commission a document which included a copy of a note
sígned on the 23rd of the same month and year by the Vice Minister of the Interior, Dr. José Bernard Pallaís
Arana. That note accornpanied a report which "contains fundamental aspects on the case under consider
ation, detailing the action taken by the police, the juridical framework, and the submission of tbe proceedings
to the Cffice of the Attorney General offustice" The note further sta tes "that it must be taken into consider
ation that the remedy of appearing before that Honorable jurisdiction [the Commission] can take place only
after the legal measures untbin the country have been exhausted."

17. On March 10, 1993, the Cornmission issued Report Nº 2/93, whose concludíng sectíon reads as follows:

VI. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 The Government of Nicaragua is responsible for the violation 01' the right to life, right to humane
treatment, right to a fair trial, right to equal protection and right to judicial protection of Jean Paul Genie
Lacayo (Artieles 4, 5, 8(1), 24 and 25 of the Convention) for events that occurred on October 28, 1990, in
the city of Managua.

6.2 The Government of Nicaragua has not complied with the obligations to respect human rights and
freedoms as guaranteed by Article 1 of the American Convention on Human Rights, to which Nicaragua ís
a State Party.

6.3 The Government of Nicaragua has not complied with the duty to adopt internal legal measures as
established in Artiele 2 of the American Convention on Human Rights, to which Nicaragua is a State Party.

6.4 Because of the nature of events, this case is not susceptible to a friendly settlement as described in
Article 48(1)(0 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

VII. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 It recommends that the Government ofNicaragua punish the material authors, as well as their accorn
plices and accessoríes, for the crime of homicide to the detriment of jean Paul Gente-Lacayo.

7.2 It recommends that the Government of Nicaragua pay fair compensatory damages to the direct rel
atives of the victim.
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7.3 It recommends that the Government of Nicaragua accept the jurisdiction of the Inter-Amerícan Court
of Human Rights in the specífíc case on which this report is based.

7.4 It requests that the Government of Nicaragua inform the Inter-American Commission on Human
Rights within three months of the measures it adopts, in accordance wíth the recommendations in para
graphs 7.1,7.2, and 7.3 concerning the instant case.

7.5 If after three months the case has not be en resolved by the Government of Nicaragua, the
Commission shall state its opinion and conclusions on the matter submitted for its consideration and it shall
make a decision regarding the publícatíon of thís report, pursuant to Article 51(1) of the American
Convention on Human Rights. Also, the present report shall be transmitted to the Government of Nicaragua
and to the petitioners, who are not authorízcd to make it public,

18. On May 21, 1993, the Government requested that the Commission reconsider Report Nº 2/93. In its
request, among other thíngs, the Government pointed out that "in tbe case under consideration, tbe internal
measures bave not been exbausted." In the same document it reíterated this concept by expressing "tbatpre
cisely because 01 tbe fact tbat tbe internal measures bave not been exbausted and a decision ott an appeal is
pending ... we also do not know ... to iobicb judicial procedure tbis matter bas to be referred" This petí
tion was dísrníssed by the Commission during its 84th Session where the Report of March 10, 1993 was con
firmed and a decision was made, in conformity with Articles 50 and 51 of the Convention, to submit the case
to the consideration of the Court. In the pertinent section of the Cornmission's Nº 5 Minutes of October 7,
1993, it is stated that "tbe Inter-American Commission decided to confirm Rep011NQ2/93 relative to tbe Case
01lean Paul Gente-Lacayo and to submit it to tbe Inter-American Court 01Human Rigbts."

m

19. The competency of the Court to hear the instant case shall be dealt with when the first preliminary
objection interposed by the Government, the "lack 01 jurisdiction 01 tbe Inter-American Court 01 Human
Rigbts," is examined.

IV

20. The Court will now consider the preliminary objections submítted by the Government (supra para. 6).

21. The fírst objection is the "lack ofjurisdiction of tbe Ínter-American Court ofHuman Rigbts," which the
Government bases on the Nicaraguan acceptance of the Court's jurisdiction on February 12, 1991 "[slubject to
tbe reservation tbat tbis recognüion 01 competence applies only to cases arising solely out 01 events subsequent
to, and out 01acts wbicb began to be committed alter, tbe date 01 deposit 01 tbis declaration toitb tbe Secretary
General al tbe Organization 01American States [hereinafter "the OAS")." This objection states that the events
referred to in the application occurred on October 28, 1990, a date that precedes the acceptance of [urisdiction,
thus, in accordance with the provisions of Articles 61(1) and 61(2) of the Convention, the Court would not have
[urisdiction. The Government accepted ''jor tbis case tbe jurisdtction 01 tbe Ínter-American Court 01 Human
Rigbts only and exclusively under tbe precise terms 01 tbe complaint submitted by tbe Iruer-Americari
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commission on Human Rigbts in its subtitle 'Pulpose ofthe Application'," but maintained "the objection oJ lack
oJ jurisdiction as to euents baoing occurred before February 12, 1991, otber tban those to which tbis specific
acceptance statement refers''

22. The Inter-American Commission requested that this preliminary objection be rejected since

the death ofJean Paul Genie occurred on October 28, 1990; however, the purpose of thc application is not
limited to the violation of the right to life, which took place befare the date of acceptance of the manda
tory jurisdiction of the Court by Nicaragua, but rather to the subsequent events which have generated the
international responsibility of the State for the violation of the ríghts to judicial protection and guarantees,
equal protection and the duty to adopt domestic legal measures in relationship to the obligation to respect
and ensure (Art. 1(1)) the full enjoyment of the rights recognized in Articles 2, 8, 24, and 25 of the American
Convention on Human Rights.

The Commission feels that the unjustified del ay in the administration of justice, the obstruction of the
judicial proceedings by agents who acted under the cover of a public function and the application of norms
incompatible with the object and purpose of the American Convention occurred after February 12, 1991:
they originated on the day in which the judicial proceedings started, that is, ]uly 23, 1991. Consequently,
the Commission feels that the Court is competent to examine the matter of lack of diligence in the judicial
investigation and the punishment of those responsible.

In this same respect, according to the Commission, Nícaragua's reservation to its acceptance of the Court's
jurisdiction does not affect the Court's capacity to hear the instant case.

23. The Court understands that Nicaragua's acceptance of jurisdiction as formulated expressly for this case
is independent ofthe declaration of a general nature that it submitted on February 12, 1991, the date of deposit
of its declaration befare the Secretary General of the üAS. Under the terms of Article 62, States may declare
that they accept the jurisdiction of the Court "on al! matters ... al'Jor specific cases . . . concerning the inter
pretation and application of tbe prouisions ofthis Conoeruion:"

24. Nicaragua has made both declarations subject to conditions, in one case excluding occurrences prior
to, or occurrences brought under consideration prior to February 12, 1991, and in the other case with the lim
itation that jurisdiction applies "only and exclusively under the precise terms" that appear in "the subtitle
'PU1pose afthe Applicatian', " of the Commission (supra para. 2).

25. The Court does not feel it necessary to state its position at this time concerning the effect of the exis
tence of two acts of acceptance of jurisdiction. In principIe, in the Commission's "Purpose of the Applicatiori'
there appear no demands relative to the violation of the victim's right to life or to humane treatment, events
which occurred prior to Nicaragua's acceptance of jurisdiction. Consequently, the Court shall limit itself to
decide, in due time, on these matters --and in any event it could not exceed the scope of this matter without
the risk of adopting an ultra petita decision->. In adopting this position, the Court shall not be found to lack
jurisdiction, since Nicaragua has expressly accepted that the Court has jurisdiction over such a matter.

26. Therefore, the Court holds that this preliminary objection is inadmissible and declares itself competent
to hear the present case.

27. The second objection interposed by the Government is the failure of the Commission to comply with
the requirements of admissibility as provided for in Article 46 of the Convention. According to the
Government, the Commission should not have admitted the application when it was submitted on February
15, 1991, for lack of compliance with the requirement of prior exhaustion of domes tic remedies to which
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ArticIe 46(1) of the Convention refers, since at that time the criminal proceedings brought in response to the
death of the youth Genie-Lacayo were in progress. In support of its objection, Nicaragua refers to the judicial
proceedings before the State's military criminal autharities and their multiple procedures. It affirms that the
objections are not interposed with respect to the exhaustion of remedies referred to in Article 46(2)(a); that
the injured person has not been prevented from exhausting the remedies and that there has not been an unjus
tífied delay in the administration of justice.

28. The Commission asks that this objection be dismissed since the party that invokes non-exhaustion of
domestic remedies has the obligation to specifically identify these remedies befare the Commission and
Nicaragua has not done so. It adds that the internal remedies are fully exhausted since the regular criminal
prosecution concluded on December 20, 1993 with the Supreme Court's judgment. The Commission also
alleges that Nicaragua's military criminal jurisdiction is not independent, that the enforceability and applica
tion of Decrees 591 and 600 is incompatible with the object and purpose of the Convention, and that the delay
in the criminal investigation of the death of Jean Paul Genie-Lacayo cannot be justified by excessive work
loads of the Judicial Branch, as has been done in this case.

29. In the instant case, the Commission's petition refers to Nicaragua's violation of ArticIes 8 (Right to a Fair
Trial), 25 (Right to Judicial Protection), and 24 (Right to Equal Treatrnent) of the Convention, "as a result of
tbe judicial Brancb 's reluctance to prosecute and punisb tbose responsible and to order tbe payment of repa
rations for tbe damages caused" by the death of Genie-Lacayo. The Court feels that the articles invoked by
the Commission refer to the administration of justice and are closely related, as is logical, to the "internal
remedies" whose non-exhaustion Nicaragua alleges.

30. The file naturally contains arguments by both parties on this matter and copies of the judicial pro
ceedings have been added. Al! these documents show that the subject of non-exhaustion of internal remedies
is related to the merits since it has to do with the judicial remedies available in Nicaragua as well as their
applicability and effectiveness. On another occasion, this Court stated as follows:

In such cases, given the interplay between the problem of domestic remedies and the very violation of
human ríghts, the question of their prior exhaustion must be taken up with the merits of the case.
(vetasquez Rodríguez Case, Preltminary Objecttons, ]udgment of ]une 26, 1987. Series e No. 1, para. 94;
Fairén Garbi and Salís Corrales Case, Preliminary Objections, ]udgment ofjune 26, 1987. Series e No. 2,
para. 93, and Godínez Cruz Case, Prelimtnary Objecttons, ]udgment of june 26, 1987. Series e No. 3, para.
96.)

.31. Under such circumstances and because of the stated reasons, the Court shall join this objection to the
merits.

32. The third objection has been stated by Nicaragua in generic terms as "procedural errors by tbe
Comrnission in tbe handling of tbe case and in tbe complaint" The Government mentions four "errors" in its
objection, which the Court shall analyze separately below.

33. In the first point of this objection the Government alleges that the Commission "did not refuse to admit
tbe application 01' communication in spite of tbe fact tbat tbere was full proof tbat tbe criminal inuestigation
andprosecution were proceeding normally in accordance witb tbe legislation in force in Nicaragua."

34. The Commission affirms that its practice has been to consider the admissibility of an application togeth
er with the merits of the complaint and that, in the instant case, its decision with respect to admissibility falls
within the legal boundaries allowed it by the Convention and its Rules of Procedures. The Commission felt
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that the inforrnatíon ir received from the petitioner was sufficient at the time to establish its competency.

35. In pointing out this "error," the Government does not refer to any article applicable to the circumstance
that ir mentions; nor do es it support its objection in any other way. If the allegation of the Government refers
to the exhaustion of remedies, the Court has already previously decided to join that objection to the rnerits.
If instead, it refers to the admissibility, whether because an express declaration was not made or because a
declaration was made implicitly together with the merits, the Court reiterates what it has already expressed on
another occasion by stating that

the Commission's failure to make an express declaration on the question of admissibility of the instant case
is not a valid basis for concluding that such failure barred proper consideration by the Commission, and
subseguently, by the Court (Arts. 46-51 and 61(2) of the Convention). (Vetásquez Rodríguez Case,

Preliminary Objections, supra 30, para. 41; Fairén Garbi and Solís Corrales Case, Preliminary Objections,

supra 30, para. 46, and Godinez CIUZ Case, Preliminary Objections, supra 30, para. 44.)

36. It is true that íf "the admission ofa petition does not require an express and formal act, such an act is
necessary ifit isfound to be inadmissible." (Velásquez Rodríguez Case, Preliminary Objections, supra 30, para.
40; Fairén Garbi and Solís Corrales Case, Preliminary Objections, supra 30, para. 45, and Godinez Cruz Case,
Preliminary Objections, supra 30, para. 43.) The Convention not only determines what requirements a peti
tion or communication must meet in arder to be admitted by the Commission (Art. 46) but also determines
cases of inadmissibility (Art. 47). The Government's arguments seem to indicate that ir understands this prin
cipIe, since it states "there was full proofthat the criminal inuestigation andprosecution were proceeding nor
mally" and the petition before the Commission was "manifestly groundless" or totally inapplicable under the
terms of Article 47(c) ("The Commission shall consider tnadmissible anypetition or communication submitted
underArticles 44 or 45 if: ... e) the statements ofthe petitioner or ofthe state indicate that the petüion 01' com
munication is manifestly groundless or obviously out oforder '). Nevertheless, the subjects ()f the investigation
and the criminal proceedings are part of the merits, whereby ir becomes evident that, for the Commission, it
was neither "obvious" nor "manifest" that there were arguments to declare the case inadmissible. The terms of
Article 47(c) exclude any conclusion based on appearance and demand a "clear; manifest certainty so per
ceptible that nobody may rationally place it in doubt" (Royal Spanish Academy, Dictionary of the Spanish
Language), which is not the case here.

37. On the second point ofthe third preliminary objection, the Government maintains that the Commission,
in determining that "[blecause of the very nature of the euents, this case [was] not susceptible to a friendly set
tlement," restricted the scope of this rule of the Convention (Art. 48(l)(f)) which does not distinguish between
matters which are susceptible to a friendly settlement and those which are noto Based on the Court's decision
in the judgment on the preliminary objections in the Caballero Delgado and Santana Case (Caballero Delgado
and Santana Case, Preliminary Objections, Judgment of Ianuary 21, 1994. Series C No. 17), the Government
alleges that the Commission did not duly support its denial of a friendly settlement.

38. The Commission answered, arnong other arguments, that the reconclliatíon 'mechanism is not manda
tory and is applied by ir discretionarily, not arbitrarily, on the basis of the needs and characteristics of the case.
The Commission added that Nicaragua did not intend to request a friendly settlement procedure since it
always denied being responsible for the events that occurred in the instant case. Furthermore, "simply by read
ing Article 45 ofthe Rules ofProcedure ofthe Commission it is uiiderstandable that both the Gouernment and
the petitioner may at al! times ask the Commission to inüiate a reconciliation ptocedure,lI

39. In the jurisprudential development of this subject matter (Caballero Delgado and Santana Case,
Preliminary Objections, supra 37), which is subsequent to the date of the Commission's Report to which the
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Government refers, thís Court has said that the Commission does not have arbitrary powers in this respect,
but that it may, exceptionally and on the basís of essential arguments, circurnvent the reconciliation proce
dure. In this case the Commission invoked only the "nature" of the matter, However, the avoidance of the
friendly settlernent procedure does not harm the Government, since the latter may apply for it at any time. It
is evident that, in order to reach a friendly settlernent, the resolute intervention of the parties involved, narne
Iy the Government and the victims, whose disposition to reach a friendly settlement is of the essence, is indis
pensable. While it is true that the Cornmission should have played an active role, it was within the
Government's possibilities to apply for a friendly settlement and it did not do so. It then may not rightfully
object to the Commission's decisión. The Court deems such reasoning by the Government groundless.

40. The third point made by the Government as part of this objection Is that the Cornmission did not cor
rectly apply Article 51 of the Convention in the way thís norm has been interpreted by this Court. (Cet1ain
Attributes 01tbe Inter-American Commission on Human Rigbts (Arts. 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 50 and 51 01the
American Conoention on Human Rigbts), Advisory Opinion OC 13/93 of ]uly 16, 1993. Series A No. 13.) The
Government feels that the Commission was wrong in considering, in the purpose of the application, that the
Court should declare, on the basís of the principIe of pacta sunt seruanda, that the Government had violated
Article 51(2) of the Convention for failure to comply with the recommenelations formulated by the
Commission. In the Government's opinion, "this request is not applicable and causes the application to be inap
propriate" since Article 51 of the Convention is not applícable if the case is submitted to the Court.

41. The Cornmission affírms that it did not incorrectly apply the provisions of Articles 50 and 51 of the
Convention since, while it does mention such precepts in the cornplaint, it never prepareel the seconel report,
which is prepared only when the case is not submítted to the Court.

42. Accordíng to the pertinent section of the Nº 5 Minutes of the Commission of October 7, 1993, "the Inter
American Commission decided to confirm Report NQ 2/93 relatiue to tbejean Paul Gente-Lacayo Case and sub
mit it to the fnter-American Court 01Human Rights" (underlining by the Court). The Court finds, therefore,
that the report to which Article 51 of the Convention refers does not existo

43. The complaint does, nonetheless, contain a request to the Court "[t]hat, on the basis 01the principie 01
pacta sunt seroanda it declare that the Gouernment 01Nicaragua has uiolated article 51(2) 01tbe American
Conuention by failing to comply with tbe Commission's recommendattons" The Court finds it inappropriate to
state its position at this time, since whether or not governrnents violate either the pacta sunt seruanda princi
pIe or the Convention by failing to comply wlth the "recommendations" of the Cornmission is not a prelímí
nary lssue. The Court shall have to resolve thís request on the meríts. To establísh whether or not this request
is founeled is not appropriate at this stage.

44. The fourth point allegeel by the Government in this preliminary objection is that there is an

inconsistency hetween the conclusíon foreseen in section 6(1) of Report 2/93 of March 10, 1993, which
refers to the violation oflean Paul Geníe-Lacayo's ríght lo lite as provided for in Article 4 al' the Convention
and the actual cornplaínt whích fails to request that the Court state its position on the alleged violation 01'
Article 4 al' the Canvention.

45. In its reply, the Commission states that "tbe complaint 01the Commission refers strictly to the uiolation
01rigbts relatiue to judicial guarantees and protection as prouided101' in Articles 8 and 25 01tbe Conuention
and Article 2 oftbe same, al! related to Article 1(1)' and that "consequently, tbere exists ... no 'inconsistency'"

46. The Court observes that in Conclusion 6(1) of Report Nº 2/93 of March 10, 1993, it is incleeel stated that
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the Government ís responsible for violating Artiele 4 (Right to Life) of the Convention, together with Artieles 8
(Right to a Fair Trial), 24 (Right to Equal Protection) and 25 (Right to Judicial Protection). In the application,
reference is made only to the latter three Artieles, and Artiele 4 is omitted. Report Nº 2/93 of the Commission
is the report to which Artiele 50 of the Convention refers. Such Reports fal! under the attributes of the
Commission in its function "to promete the observan ce and protection ofhuman rights" pursuant to Artiele 41
of the Convention (cfr. Certain Attributes of the Commission, supra 40, para. 23) which obviously ineludes al!
recognized rights and must be protected, even if the States have not accepted the jurisdiction of the Court. The
purpose of the Report is to urge the State involved to adopt the recommendations that it suggests. When the
Commission made the decision to submit the case to the Court, it díd so precisely because, in its opinion, such
recommendations had not been adopted. The Commission omitted the violation of Artiele 4 because it was
aware that the events related to this precept, by virtue of the date on whích they occurred, lied beyond the
jurisdiction of the Court. In the opinion of the Court, this can neither be regarded as an inconsistency nar be
accepted as a preliminary objection.

47. The Government bases its fourth objection on the allegation that the Commission's request to deelare
the legal effect of Decrees 591 and 600 incompatible with the object and purpose of the Convention, consti
tutes a request for an advisory opinion pursuant to Artiele 64(2). It adds that thís request could only be made
by the Government and fails to comply with the requirements established by the Rules of Procedure and can
not be joined to a contentious case.

48. The Commission has al!eged that it is competent and has the obligation to ensure respect for the
Convention, that Nicaragua is obliged to adjust its legislation to the Convention and that Artiele 64(2) of the
Convention is not the only means to examine the compatibility of the legislation with the Convention.

49. On a prior occasion this Court has stated that "[a] State may violate ... the Conuention, in many ways
... Likewise, it may adopt prooisions which do not conform to its obligaiions under the Convention," and that,
in respect of its function to promote the observance and protection of human rights, the Commission has the
"pouer to rule, as in the case of any other act, that a norm 01' internal law violates the Conuention . . ."
(Certain Attributes ofthe Inter-Arnerican Commission on Human Rights, supra 40, paras. 26 and 37.) However,
in the instant case, the abstract compatibility, such as the Commission has formulated ít in the "Purpose ofthe
Application," between the decrees mentioned and the Convention, is something that pertains to the Court's
advisory (Art. 64(2)), and not its contentious (Art. 62(3)) jurisdiction.

50. The purpose of the Court's contentious jurisdiction is not to review nationallegislations in their abstract
conception. Contentious jurisdiction is intended to resolve specific cases where it may be alleged that an act
of a State carried out agaínst certain individuals is contrary to the Convention. In considering the merits of the
case, the Court shall have to examine whether or not the conduct of the Government conformed to the
Convention, since, as it has already stated:

the Court would have to weigh and decide whether the action attributed to the sta te constítutes a violation
of the rights and freedoms protected under the Convention, regardless of whether or not such action is con
sistent with the state's domestic law ... (International Responsibtlity for the Promuigation and Enforcement
ofLaws in violatton of the Conuention (Arts. 1 and 2, American Conuention on Human Rights), Advisory

Opinion OC-14/94 of December 9, 1994. Series A No. 14, para. 48.)

51. In accordance with the preceding, this objection presented by the Government ís admissible only with
respect to the Commission's request on the abstract compatibility of Decrees 591 and 600 and the Convention.
As far as the other aspects of the application are concerned, the jurisdiction of the Court remains unalterable
due to the fact that this rnatter is independent of the Cornrnission's rernaining requests. However, this Court
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reserves the power to examine in the merits of the case the effects of the application of the cited decrees in
relationship to the human rights recognized by the Convention and involved in thís case.

v

52. In regards to the court costs and attorney's fees which the Government requests the Commission to be
liable, the Court does not find it appropriate to order such costs.

VI

53. Therefore,

'fHECOURT,

unanimously

1. Declares that it is competent to hear the instant case, except regarding the abstract compatibility of

Decrees 591 and 600 of Nicaragua with the Inter-Arnerícan Convention on Human Rights.

2. Rejects the preliminary objections interposed by the Government of Nicaragua, except for the objection

relative to the non-exhaustion of internal jurisdictional remedies, which shall be resolved together with the

merits of the case.

3. Considers that the objections of the Government of Nicaragua posed in opposition to the statements in

the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights' complaint concerning the mandatory nature of its recom

mendations, are not preliminary objections but rather essential questions on the merits that shall be resolved

in due time.

4. Does not consider it appropriate to award court costs and attorneys' fees.

5. Resolves to continue hearing the present case.
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Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentic. Read in a public hearing at the seat of the
Court in San José, Costa Rica, on January 27, 1995.

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary

.»:
Rafael Nieto-Navia

So ordered,

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary



APPENDIXVI

ORDER OF THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

EL AMPARO CASE

MAY 17,1995

HAVING SEEN:

1. The Judgment of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights of january 18, 1995, on the instant case.

2. The brief of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of April18, 1995.

CONSIDERING:

1. That Article 67 of the American Convention 00 Human Rights establishes:

The judgment of the Court shall be final and not subject to appea!. In case of disagreement as to
the meaning or scope of the judgment, the Court shall interpret it at the request of any of the parties, pro
víded the request is made wíthín nínety days from notífícatíon of the judgment.

2. That, in the April 18 brief, the Inter-American Cornmissíon requests:

A. To expressly declare that, due to the nature of its decisión of january 18, 1995, the partíes
may interpose an application for ínterpretation on the "El Amparo" Judgment after the nínety day period
established by Article 67 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

B. That the ninety day period established to interpose an application for interpretatíon on the
aforementioned judgment shall not start to run from the date of notíflcatíon of said judgment, but -should
this be the case- from the moment when the parties faíl to reach an agreement.

C. In the event that the Honorable Court not accept the aboye paragraphs A and B, and there-
fore consider inadmissible the Government ofVenezuela's interpretation on the effective periods to ínterpose
such applícatíon, the Inter-Amerícan Comrnission on Human Rights then requests that the Court consider the
application for ínterpretatíon of the judgment of the "El Amparo" Case submitted, pursuant to Article 67 of
the American Convention and Article 50 of the Rules of Procedure of the Court.

3. That resolutory part 3 of the january 18, 1995 Judgment, "[d]ecides that the reparations and the forrn
and amount 01 the indemnificaiion shall be determined by the Republic 01 Venezuela and the Iruer-American
Commission on Human Rights, by mutual agreement, untbin six montbs as 01 tbe notification 01 tbis judg
ment."
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4. That pursuant to resolutory part 4 of saidJudgment, the Court '{r]eserues the rigbt to reuiew and approue
the agreement, and in the euent an agreement is not reached, the Court shall determine the scope of the repa
rations and the amount ofthe indemnities, court costs and attorneys'fees, to which effect it retains the case on
its docket."

5. That the period granted by the Court to the parties to determine by mutual agreement "the reparations
and tbe form and amount ofthe indemnificatiorr has not yet expired.

NOW, mEREFORE:

mE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

in conformity with Article 45(2) of the Rules of Procedure,

unanímously,

DECIDES:

1. Not to render, at the moment, a decision concerning the requests of the Inter-Amerícan Commission on
Human Rights.

2. Upon expiration of the six-month deadline, íf the Republic of Venezuela and the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights have reached an agreement, the Court shall exercise its authority to review and
approve it if the Court deems it appropriate; and if no agreement has been reached between the parties, the
Court shall determine the scope of the reparations and the amount of the indemnification and the court costs
and attorneys' fees and other matters of the case.

~
Héctor Fix-Zamudio

President

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Antonio A. Caneado-Trindade

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



APPENDIX VII

INUR-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

GENIE LACAYO CASE

ORDER OF MAY 18, 1995
(ART. 54(3) AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS)

The Inter-Amerícan Court of Human Ríghts, composed of the following judges:

Héctor Pix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Posantes, Vice President
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, ]udge
Máximo Pacheco-Górnez, ]udge
Oliver jackman, ]udge
Alirio Abreu-Burellí, ]udge
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, ]udge

also present,

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary and
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

delívers the following decision, pursuant to Artícle 45(2) of the Rules of Procedure of the Ínter-American Court
of Human Ríghts (hereinafter "the Rules of Procedure"), concerning its composition in the Genie Lacayo Case.

1

1. In a letter dated February 23, 1995 (REF.: CDH-S/üSü), sent to the President of the Court, ]udge Caneado
Trindade stated:

as the phase of preliminary objections of the Genie Lacayo Case is concluded, and before beginning the
phase of examínatíon of the merits of the case, may 1, as a duty of conscíence, formally request the Inter
American Court of Human Rights, as currently composed, ... to adopt a resolution on the prior question
of íts composition to hear the merits of the case.

He added that his formal request:
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is motivated by the high respect that I have for the Court as an Institution, by the necessity that I find of a
clear and correct interpretation of the norms that govern its functioning as an organ of protection of human
rights Cincluding as an additional guarantee for the parties), and by the determination to preserve the
integrity of my mandate as ]udge.

H

2. The Court concludes that it has jurisdiction, as currently composed, to decide on its composition in the
Genie Lacayo Case, as it is always one single Court regardless of the judges who serve on it.

3. On]une 29, 1992 the Court issued an Order concerning its composition in the Neira Alegría et al. Case,
a case in which the preliminary objections interposed by the Government of Peru were found to be without
merito That Order established that the Court, with its composition as of that time, would continue to hear the
case, thus excluding the judges whose terms had expired. The Order did not refer to the consideration of
motions filed against the judgment, which were to contínue to be heard by the judges who rendered that judg
mento

4. The Court's Order, which was based on the necessity of reconciling the texts of Article 54(3) of the
Convention, in the four officiallanguages, with Articles 31 through 33 of the Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties, stated in relevant part:

The Court finds that the only solution that would satisfy both extremesand be compatible with the stated
"object and purpose" is to refer to the moment at which it takes up the merits of the case. The phrase "take
up the merits" shall not, however, be interpreted in a restrictive sense, since it is only very rarely that a spe
cifíc moment can be singled out as the time when the Court "decides" to take up the merits of a case or,
what ís more likely, the time when it decides not to proceed or to suspend the proceedings.

5. The Order quoted aboye was issued in a case in which the preliminary objections had been declared
to be without merito However, in the present case, the Court decided in its judgment of ]anuary 27, 1995, to
join the preliminary objection of non-exhaustion of domestic remedies to the merits. Moreover, in the june
29, 1992 Neira Alegría et al. Case Order, an issue similar to that raised in the present case was examined and
affirmed in paragraph 28, which reads:

Oral proceedings on the merits would without doubt serve as an indication -though not the only one
that the case has been admitted. It can happen, for example, that in analyzing the preliminary objections
the Court might have to address the merits in whole or in part, even when it does so in order to decide,
as it has in the past, that it will join one or more of the former to the latter.

6. The reasoning cited aboye is applicable to the Genie Lacayo Case, since in Genie Lacayo a preliminary
objection has been joined to the merits. The result of this joinder is that the judges that decided on the pre
liminary objections took up the merits of the case. Therefore, they are the judges that should resolve the mer
its.

7. Moreover, this Court decided in its Agreement of November 18, 1994 (Minutes Number 3), with its com
position as of that date, to continue hearing the Genie Lacayo Case, both as to preliminary objections and the
merits should a preliminary objection be joined to the merits, such as has subsequently taken place.

For that reason, this Court considers that there is not sufficient reason to modify the agreement.
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m

Now, Therefore

THECOURT

DECIDES

unanimously

1. That it has [urísdíctíon, as currentIy composed, to decide on its composition for the continuation of the
Genie Lacayo Case.

by six votes to one

2. To continue hearing the merits of the Genie Lacayo Case with the composition of the Court that deliv-
ered the judgment on the preliminary objections.

]udge Caneado Trindade filed a dissenting opinion.

]udges ]ackman and Abreu Burelli filed concurring opinions.

Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentic, on this eighteenth day of May, 1995.

~
Héctor Fix-Zamudío

President

Alírio Abreu-Burellí

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Ó~l-""
Oliver ]ackman

Antonio A. Caneado Trindade

~.
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary



DISSENTING OPINION OF ]UDGE A.A. CAN(:ADO TRINDADE

1. 1 regret that 1 cannot join in the decision of the majority of the Court as to resolutory point 2 of the
present Order. 1 will set forth the grounds for my position on each of the central points of the subject matter
of this Resolution, namely: a) the jurisdiction and procedure of the Court for the determination of its com
position: b) the scope of preliminary objections and their relationship to the merits; and e) the problem of the
joinder of a preliminary objection of admissibility to the merits.

l. The Jurisdiction and Procedure of the Court for the Determínation of Its Composftlon,

2. The Inter-American Court of Human Rights is one single Court, irrespective of the ]udges who serve on
it. As such, it has jurisdiction, as currently composed, to decide on its composition in the present case. This
point was clarified in the present Resolution (resolutory point 1), issued in response to my formal request
(transcribed in paragraph 1) to the effect that it took such a decisión, as the Court has just done. May 1 at first
recall the background that led to the present Resolution, so as to dísclose its significance and clarify the rea
sons for my request.

3. The Court had decided, in the course of its XXX Regular Session (from 16 November to 11 December
1994), that, with its composition as of that time, it would continue hearing the Gerrie Lacayo case, both as
to "preliminary objections and the merits, should a preliminary objection bejoined to the merits' (Minutes No.
3, of 18 November 1994, page 2, followed by Minutes No. 12, of 1 December 1994, page 2). That decision of
18 November 1994, which the Court refers to as an "agreement" (acuerdo) in paragraph 7 of the present
Resolution, was based on a simple working assumption, in that it preceded the ]udgment on Preliminary
Objections in the Gerrie Lacayo case, prejudging this latter, which was not rendered by the Court (with its
previous composition) until more than two months later, on 27 ]anuary 1995, during the Court's XVI Special
Session, when the new composition of the Court was already sworn in. That judgment, in fact, joined one of
the preliminary objections to the merits.

4. Shortly before that judgment was rendered, in the course of the debates of the XXXI Regular Session of
the Court (already with its new composition), I raised the question of the Court's composition in the present
case (Minutes No. 3, of 16 January 1995, page 2). In my understanding, the detennination of the composition
of the Court should have been the object of a Resolution preceded by a thorough and in depth discussion of
the matter. As no decision was reached on the question at that time, at the conclusion of the phase of pre
liminary objections 1 took the initiative of making a formal written request that the Court proceed to consider
the matter and adopt a Resolution, as it has, in fact, now done.

5. -In reality, there continued to be an abysmal distance between the sítuation created by the "agreement"
(acuerdo) of 18 November 1994, and the provisions of Article 54(3) of the American Convention on Human
Rights and Article 5(3) of the Statute of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, accordíng to which, ]udges
whose terms have expired, would only in exceptional circumstances continue serving with respect to cases
which they have already begun to hear and that are still "pending" ("en estado de sentencia"/ "em fase de
sentenca't/ven instance,,).l) In my understanding, an in depth examination of this .issue was required for three
reasons. Firstly, the precedents of Neira Alegría and Gangaram Panday2) as to this question were not ade
quate to the present case, and that required a well reasoned decision of the Court that would serve as prece-

1) The extent of the terminological variations in the four languages was considered in the Resolution of the Court of
29 ]une 1992 in the Neira Alegría case.
2) In these cases, the point being examined was raised at the same stage of the proceedings, namely, after the con
clusion of the phase of preliminary objections and before having entered into consideration of the merits. Cf. Resolutions
of the Court of 29 june 1992 in the Neira Alegría case and of 7 ]uly 1992 in the Gangaram Panday case.
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dent for similar cases which might arise subsequent to the present Resolution in the Gerrie Lacayo case
Secondly, an in depth exarnination of the question could put an end to the uncertainties that have surround
ed the Court's own practice on the matter, which, for example, permeate the reasoning, on the one hand, and
the conclusion, on the other, of its Resolution of 29 ]une 1992 in the Neira Alegría case. Thirdly, in my view,
the adoption of a formal Resolution, preceded by a full debate on the matter, was required, because of the
need for transparency of the proceedings, which is applicable even more forcefully to the organs of interna
tional protection of human rights, This matter could not continue to be the object of only a simple internal
deliberation (contained in the private Minutes) of the Court, as the parties have the ríght to know the criteria
that have guíded the Court in deciding on its composition. An adequate interpretatíon of the norms that gov
ern the functioning of the Court is required, as an addítíonal guarantee for the partíes.

6. With the present Resolution, the Court has rernedied the situation that was of great concern to me; nev
ertheless, the object of my formal request has been only partially fulfilled, as to the adoption of this Resolution,
but not as to an in depth analysis of the matter and the juridical foundations of the Resolution. Although the
Court correctly decided (resolutory point 1) that lt has [urisdiction, with its present cornposition, to decide on
its composition in the Gerrie Lacayo case, it has regrettably lost a unique opportunity to undertake a more
profound study of the subject and to establish clear criteria to guíde subsequent decisions on the matter. The
central point to be examined in the present case, whích the Court has refrained from considering, is distinct
from the one dealt with in this Resolution. For the purpose of determining the composition of the Court in
the Genie Lacayo case, thís Resolution should have concentrated on clarifying the difficult issues of the scope
of preliminary objections, of the distinct types of these latter, and of their relationship to the merits. 1 thus fear
that uncertainties will unfortunately continue to mark the practice of the Court on this poínt, until the Court
definitely decides to revise the criterium -in my víew ínadequate- followed to date on the matter.

n. Prelímínary Objections: Scope and Relatíonshíp to the Meríts.

7. International judicial practice indicates, in cases such as this, that the criterium for determining the corn
position of a court is that ofwhether a]udge has previously participated in the hearings. The Court's]udgment
of 27 ]anuary 1995 on Preliminary übjections in the present Gerrie Lacayo case makes it clear that the pub
líe hearing which took place dealt specifically with preliminary objections (paragraph 9). Such objections were
examined but not the merits. The Court itself expressly referred, in its recent Resolutions of 17 May 1995 in
the Paniagua Morales, Castillo Paez and Loayza Tamayo cases, to "two distinct procedural pbases, that 01
preliminary objections and the merits', and warned that "the non-suspension 01the proceedings on the merits
does not affect the distinct and separate nature 01the phase 01preliminary objections' (consideranda 1 and 2
of those Resolutions).

8. This is so by virtue of a general principie of procedure: in fact, the main juridical systems know the
general principie of law reus in excipiendo lit actor, whereby the party that raises a preliminary objection is
allowed to appear in the position of claimant during that phase of the procedure. Thus, in the proceedings
on preliminary objections, the positíons of the parties are reversed, distinctly from what occurs as to the mer
its. Even though this juridical technique has evolved in both international (arbitral and judicial) as well as
domestic procedure (that is, in the domestic juridical systems, going back to Roman law), it seems to me that
the time has come to evaluate the consequences of lts undifferentiated application in the context of the Inter
national protection of human rights, given its specificity.

9. In the present Gerrie Lacayo case, by joining one of the preliminary objections to the merits, the Court
made It clear that ít would pass on to an entirely new phase, not yet initiated, for hearing the merits; with that
joinder, it determined even more clearly that it would proceed to a new phase. It is disclosed, without doubt,
from its ]udgment of 27 ]anuary 1995 on Preliminary Objections, that the Court did not begin to address the
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merits. Thus, in considering one ofthe points raised by the Government ofNicaragua (concerning Article 51(2)
of the American Convention), the Court he Id it "inappropriate to state itsposition at tbis time, since..Itbls] is
not a preliminary issue. Tbe Court sball baue to resolve ibis request on tbe merits. To establisb wbetber or not
tbis request is founded is not appropriate at tbts stage" (paragraph 43, emphasis added). Moreover, the
Court reserved the facuity lito examine in tbe merits oftbe case' the effects of the applícatíon of Decrees 591
and 600 on the human rights protected by the American Convention and which are at issue in the case (para
graph 5I). In resolutory point 3 of the ]udgment, the Court considered that the objections of the Government
of Nicaragua to the points raised in the application of the Inter-Amerícan Commission on Human Rights, con
cerning the obligatory nature of the recommendations of the Commission, "are not preliminary objections but
ratber essential questions on tbe merits tbat shal! be resolved in due time" (emphasis added), that is,
when the Court actually passes on to the examination of the merits.

10. The ]udges who participate in the oral hearings in the phase of preliminary objections continue to serve
with regard to cases that they have begun to hear, until a judgment has been rendered in that preliminary
phase, even though their term has expired duríng that phase, changes in the composition of the Court in
subsequent phases in no way affect its identity as a single judicial organ. Rather, to the contrary, by avoiding
prolonged periods of parallel cornpositions- the unity of the Court is reinforced. In the present case, it is clear
from the Court's own ]udgment on Preliminary Objections that the Court did not enter into the merits of the
case: in thís phase, as the Court expressly indicated, it limited itself to an examination of points relating to
preliminary objections, leaving for the subsequent phase any and all other points pertaining to the merits. In
refraining from entering into the merits, the Court pondered that, in that phase, it could not deal with ques
tions pertaining to the merits: the Court's decision was, in fact, specífícally on preliminary objections. Any
argument or assertion to the contrary requires demonstration.

DI. The Problern of the Joinder of a Prelíminary Objectíon of Admissibility to the Meríts.

11. In the present Resolution, the Court finds that the joinder of a preliminary objection to the merits is
determínative in arder to maintain the "agreement" (acuerdo) of 18 November 1994, that ís, its former corn
position to hear the merits of the Genie Lacayo case (paragraphs 6-7). In its ]udgment on Preliminary
Objections of 27 ]anuary 1995, the Court rejected the preliminary objections ínterposed by the Government
of Nicaragua, except one, that of non-exhaustion of domestic remedies, which the Court decided "will be
resolved togetber witb tbe merits oftbe case' (resolutory point 2 of the ]udgment, and d. paragraph 31).

12. In my understanding, within the context of the international protection of human rights, this prelimi
nary objection is of pure admíssfbíllty, which, in a system such as that of the American Convention on
Human Rights,4) should be resolved definitively by the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights. The
question, in fact, had already be en examined by the Commission, which had decided that the case disclosed
"two oftbe tbree exceptions' to the rule of exhaustion of local remedies.V quoting also the case-law of the
Inter-American Court itself on the matter. 6) And, as the Court itself recalled in its ]udgment of 27]anuary 1995
on the Preliminary Objections in the present case, the Commission had dismissed the request of the
Government of Nicaragua to reconsider the objection of non-exhaustíon of local remedies (paragraph 18).

3) In the specific cases of ínterpretatíon of a judgment there can be no doubt that the Court is composed of the
]udges who considered the merits (and the reparations and cornpensatlon), as the Inter-American Court already correctly
c1arified in the Velásquez Rodriguez and Godínez Cruz cases (Iudgments of 17 August 1990).
4) And until now also of the European Convention of Human Rights, at least until the day when Protocol n. 11 (of
1994) to the European Convention enters into force.
5) Inter-American Commission of Human Rights, Report n, 2/93, of 1993, paragraphs 5(5), 5(17), and 5(29).
6) Ibíd. at paras. 5(31) and 5(32).
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13. The Court's decision .to join this prelímínary objection to the merits (resolutory point 2 of that
]udgment), nevertheless, now reopens this question of pure admíssibility, and in two instances, namely, in the
phase of preliminary objections, and in the subsequent phase of the merits. Such a decision of joinder, given
its exceptional character, should always be based on solid juridical grounds. The reassuring jurisprudence
constante of this Court, which coincides with that of other organs of international protection of human rights,
is widely known; according to it, human rights treaties are not multilateral treaties of the traditional type, con
cluded in light of the exchange of reciprocal interests and benefits of the Parties, but rather treaties that are
inspired by superior values, for the common good, having as object and purpose the protection of the fun
damental rights of human beíngs, including vis-a-vis their own State.

14. In my view, it milita tes against the ultimate purpose and the specificity of the international law of
human rights, to permit the conditions of admissibility of cornmunications or petitions on alleged violations
of human rights to be reopened and reexamined twice or three times in the sarne case. The reopening and
reconsideration by the Court, twice, of a question of pure admissibility which had been previously examined
and decided by the Commission brings about a division of the proceedings into a sort of "w atertight corn
partments.!17) The present context of protection requires the application of clear and precise rules of law, and
an agile, transparent and efficacious procedure, as a guarantee for the parties, and not a mechanical and rit
ualistic procedure, lacking adequate criteria.

15. I am aware that my position on this point, which I had already stated and elaborated in my Concurring
Opinion in the Gangaram Panday case (Judgment of 4 December 1991, on prelimina~Objections), con
tinues to be a solitary position in the heart of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, ) vox clamantis in
deserto, but I defend it today with the same conviction with which I have be en upholding it in my personal
capacity for almost two decades:9) I am deeply convinced that it is the position which best complies with
the ultimate purpose of. a system of protection such as that of the American Convention on Human Rights,
and 1 dare to nourish the hope that the future evolution of the system will prove me right.

16. It is not suffícíent that the current Rules of Procedure of the Court provide that the presentation of pre
liminary objections does not cause the suspensión of the proceedíngs on the merits, unless the Court express
ly so decides (Article 31(4)). It is necessary to go further. Firstly, there is room for giving greater precision to
the meaning and extent of this provision, and the Court has taken a first step in this direction with the
Resolutions of 17 May 1995 in the Paníagua Morales, Castillo Páez and Loayza Tamayo cases, aboye meFl

tioned; the next step to that effect would be a reform of the pertinent provisions of its Rules of Procedure.

17. Secondly, there should be greater reflection on the scope of preliminary objections in the present con
text of protection. Preliminary objectíons should be given careful treatment in the interest of a good adrninis
tration of justice and as a guarantee to the parties. On the basis of this treatment is the requirement not to
prejudge the merits. But it is somewhat distinct to attribute topreliminary objections of admissibility a dimeFl

sion that they do not have, as the experience accumulated in the present domain of protection reveals that
such objections are interposed often as obstructions or dilatory obstac1es to delay the proceedings.
Furthermore, I do not see how can one take advantage of the joinder of a preliminary objection of admissi
bility to the meríts, lacking data venia a solid juridical foundation, to pretend that such decision may have a
bearing on the determination of the composition itself of the Court to enter into the examination of the rner
its of a case. I consider that position to be unfounded.

7) To invoke an expression utilized by the Court in its Resolution of 29 june 1992 in the Neira Alegría case.
8) As is also a minority position in the heart of the European Court of Human Rights.
9) Cf., e.g., 10 Revue des droits de I'hornme/Human RightsJournal- Paris (1977) pp. 141-185, esp. pp. 142-153.
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IV. Conchrsíons.

Having expresseel the grounels for my position, 1 concluele that:

1. The Court, as currently cornposed, has jurisdiction to decide on its composition in the present Gerrie
Lacayo case;

2. The present Resolution, by means of its resolutory point 1, recognizes that the imperative of trans
parency of the proceedings encompasses also the procedure for the determination of the composition of the
Court for the consideration of a case, as an additional guarantee for the parties;

3. The "agreement" (acuerdo) of 18 November 1994, besides being ultra vires, maintains an inadequate
criterium, that should have been modified by the Court in the present Resolution so as to guiele better its sub
sequent practice on this point;

4. The Judgment of the Court of 27 january 1995 on Preliminary Objections in the Gerrie Lacayo case
reveals that the Court did not enter into the merits of the case. And the Court itself has expressly recognizeel,
in its more recent case-law, the elistinct anel separate nature of the phase of preliminary objections, by virtue
of a general principie of procedure,

5. The reopening and reconsideration of questions of pure aelmissibility in distinct phases of the proce
dure militates against the ultimate purpose and the specificity of the international law of human rights, ren
dering the procedure, instead of agile and effícacíous, simply ritualistic;

6. The joinder of a preliminary objection of aelmissibility to the merits, a measure of exceptional charac
ter, should thereby be baseel on salid jurielical grounds, and has no incielence on the eletermination of the
composition of the Court to enter into the merits of a case;

7. The Court, with its present composition, has jurisdiction to enter into the merits of the present Geníe
Lacayo case.

Antonio Augusto Caneado Trindaele
Judge

~
Manuel E. Ventura Robles

Secretary



CONCURlUNG OPINION OF JUDGE JACKMAN

1 have joined the majority in this Order because 1 am satisfied that it represents the most appropriate solution
in the present case.

1 am of opinion, however, that, despite the diffículties of interpretation surrounding Article 54(3) of the
American Convention on Human Rights, because of variations in the Spanish, English, French, and Portuguese
texts, it would be in keepíng wíth the spirit of the Article and the purposes of the Convention if the Court
were able to draw a clear line between the procedural rights and the fundamental rights of the parties to a
case insofar as the continuity of membership of the síttíng Court Is concerned. Such a distinction might prop
erly be eventually reflected in the Rules of Procedure of the Court.

Oliver ]ackman
]udge

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



CONCURRING OPINION OF JUDGE ABREU DUREllI

1 share in the decision of the majority, but only as to procedure, without compromising my opinion on the
merits of the case, since 1 consider that the criterion that supports the Order should be examined.

Alirio Abreu-Burelli
judge

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary



APPENDIX VIII

ORDER OF 1HE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
OF MAY 18, 1995

PROVISIONAL MEASURES REQUESTED BY THE
INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

COLOTENANGO CASE

HAVING SEEN:

1. The resolutory part of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights' Decision of December 1, 1994, which
establishes:

1. To extend the provisional measures adopted pursuant to the Decision of june 22, 1994, on the
Colotenango Case for a term of six months from today, and to expand them to include Mrs. Francisca Sales
Martín.

2. To require the Government of Guatemala to use all the means at its disposal to enforce the arrest
warrant issued against the 13 patrol members charged as suspects in the case befare the Second Trial Court
of Huehuetenango ínvolvíng the criminal acts which took place on August 3, 1993, in Colotenango.

3. To request the Government of Guatemala to inform the Court every 90 days regarding the measures
it has adopted to comply with this order.

4. To request the Commission to inform the Court of any fact or circumstance that it deems impartant
to the implementation of such measures.

5. To instruct the Secretariat of the Court to transmit the information it receives from the Government
of Guatemala to the Inter-Arnerican Commission on Human Rights in arder that the latter may submit its
observations to the Court within the followíng 30 days. Likewise, to transmit to the Government of
Guatemala any reparts it receives from the Commission in order to have the Government's observations
within a similar periodo

6. To request the Government and the Commission to urge the beneficiaries of the measures referred
to in points 1 and 2 of the Court's decision of june 22, 1994, to cooperate with the Government in arder
to enable the latter to more efficiently adopt the relevant security measures.



7. Upon expiratíon of the extended deadline and unless the Court receíves creclíble ínformation that the
círcumstances of extreme gravity and urgency contínue to prevail, the measures ordered by the Court shall
cease to be in effect.

2. The reports of the Government of Guatemala received by the Court on March 2 and May 5 of 1995
respectively, as well as the extension of the latter of May 15, 1995, which inform the Court on the measures
adopted in eomplianee with resolutory part 3 of the Court's Decision of Deeember 1, 1994.

3. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights' written observations on the aforementioned reports,
reeeived by the Court on March 31 and May 18 of 1995 in conformity with resolutory part 4 of the Court's
Decision of December 1 of the previous year.

CONSIDERING:

1. That the extended deadline of the provisional measures established in resolutory part 7 of the Court's
of December 1, 1994 Decision, expires on june 1, 1995.

2. That to date, the Government has adopted provisions to comply with the requests made by the Inter
American Court; however, no "credible informatiort' has be en presented demonstrating that the circumstances
of extreme gravity and urgency have eeased, especially with regard to eompliance with the "arrest uiarrant
issued against the 13 patrol members charged as suspects in the case before the Second Trial Court of
Huebuetenango involving the criminal acts which took place on August 3, 1993, in Colotenango." That
although the efforts made by the Government in adopting provisional measures show willingness to comply
with the requests, they have not been fully implemented.

3. That 'the information sent by the Commission and the Government to the Court is contradictory on
sorne points, specifically in relatíon to the arrested patrol members.

4. That according to the document subrnitted by the Commission today, there exists ínformatíon reveal
ing contínuing acts of intimidation and threats against the persons for which the provisional measures were
adopted and for sorne of these people the ríght to movement and residence are still restricted. Therefore, there
is a eontinued eoneern for the prevention of human rights víolatíon by the Court.

5. That, if upon expíratíon of the extended deadline granted to the Government by the Court in its
Decision of December 1, 1994, no credible information has been reeeived on the effeetive results of the pro
visional measures that were adopted, making it neeessary to extend the requested measures in order to pro
teet the right to lífe and integrity of the persons for which sueh measures were requested.

NOW, THEREFORE:

THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS,

based on Article 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and exercising the authority conferred
on it by Articles 24 and 45 of the Rules of Proeedure,
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DECIDES:

1. To extend until February 1, 1996, the provisional measures ordered pursuant to the Court's decision of
]une 22, 1994, and expanded pursuant to the decisíon of December 1, 1994, on the Colotenango Case.

2. To request that the Government of Guatemala subrnit credible informarían to the Court every 45 days
as of the date of this Order, regarding the effective results of the mensures adopted in the course of saíd termo

3. To request that the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights inform the Court of any fact or cir-
cumstance that it deems important to the execution of such measures.

4. To instruct the Secretariat of the Court to transmit the inforrnatíon ir receives from the Government of
Guatemala to the Inter-Amerícan Comrnission on Human Rights in arder that the latter may submit its obser
vations to the Court within the following 30 days. Likewíse, to transmit to the Government of Guatemala any
reports it receives from the Cornmission in arder to obtain the Government's observatíons within a similar
periodo

~."/
~~

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President

Máximo

Alirio Abreu-Burellí

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

~'
Alejandro Montíel-Argüello

Olíver ]ackman

~~-k~~
Antonio A. Caneado-Tríndade



APPENDIXIX

ORDER OF mE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
OF SEP'fEMBER 21, 1995

REPARATIONS

EL AMPARO CASE

HAVING SEEN:

1. The ]udgment of ]anuary 18, 1995, delivered on the instant case by the Inter-American Court of Human
Rights.

2. The Inter-Amerícan Commission on Human Rights' Chereinafter "the Commission" or the "Inter
American Commissíon") April 18, 1995 brief, requesting the Court either to render a decision regarding the
possibility of extendíng the 9ü-day deadline established in Artiele 67 of the American Convention on Human
Rights Chereinafter "the Convention" or "the American Convention") for filing the request for interpretation of
the judgment in this matter, or to consider such petition immediately interposed.

3. The Court's Order of May 17, 1995, resolving in the first place, not to render a decision on the
Commission's requests. Second, it decided that, in the event that an agreement is reached between the
Government of Venezuela Chereinafter "the Government" or "Venezuela") and the Ínter-American Commission
after the síx-month period granted by the aforementioned judgment has expired, the Court would use its pow
ers to examine the agreement, and -if appropriate- to approve it. In the event that no agreement is
reached, "tbe Court sball determine tbe scope oftbe reparations and tbe amount oftbe indemnification, court
costs and attorney'sfees and otber matters oftbe case."

4. The Goverment's note of ]uly 7, 1995, to the President of the Court, requesting to "consider tbe possi-
bility and admissibility ofextending tbe six-montb period set fortb in tbe [udgment"

5. The Inter-American Commission's brief of ]uly 18, 1995, which states that "it would not bave any incon-
venience in extending, for no more tban tbree montbs, tbe period initially establisbed by tbe Court."

6. The notes of ]uly 28, 1995, from the President of the Court to the Inter-American Commission and the
Government, stating that he is not empowered to modify the deadline set by the Court's ]udgment, and that
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such request will be transmitted to the fuIl Court during its next session. In these notes, he added that "tbere
is no bindrance for tbe parties to continue tuitb tbeir conuersations?

7. The Government's letter of September 12, 1995, to the President of the Court, which reports having
received from the Ínter-American Commission a "brief containing the victims' compensation and reparation
requests" and that, once analyzed, the parties will hold a meeting scheduled for October of this year "to dis
cuss and conclude the matter."

CONSIDERING THAT:

1. The Court is not ernpowered to modify the period established in Article 67 of the American Convention.
In addition, the Commission requests to consider the request for interpretatíon of the correspondíng judgment
interposed, in the event that such extension is not granted. The Court considers that the this request do es not
comply fully with the requirernents provided for in Article 500) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court, which
require that "[alpplications for an interpretation pursuant to Article 67 of the Conueniion shall be filed with the
Secretariat in ten copies and shall state untb precision the issues relating to the meaning or scope of the judg
ment on which the interpretation is requested."

2. That pursuant to resolutory part 3 of the ]anuary 18, 1995 ]udgment, the period granted to Venezuela
and the Inter-American Commission to reach an agreement expired on ]uly 18, 1995. To date, the Court has
not been notified of such an agreement. .

3. In keeping with resolutory part 4 of said ]udgment, in the event that the partíes fail to reach an agree
ment, "the Court shall determine the scope of the reparations and the amount of indemnities, court costs and
attorneys'fees, to which effect it retains the case on its docket."

4. That pursuant to Artícle 67 of the American Convention, the judgments of this Court are final and not
subject to appea!. Therefore, this Court must proceed with the reparations and compensation phase. The fore
going does not hinder the Government and the Commission from continuing -during this new procedural
stage- with the conversations already initiated with the objective of reaching an agreement. In any case,
such an agreement shaIl be considered by the Court, in view of its responsibility to protect human nghts

NOW, TIlEREFORE

THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS,

in exercíse of the authority conferred on it by Articles 630) of the American Convention and Article 45 of the
Rules of Procedure,

DECIDES:

1. To refuse the requests for interpretation of judgment submitted by the Ínter-American Commission on
Human Rights on April18, 1995.

2. To declare inadmissible the requests of the Government of Venezuela and the Ínter-American
Commission on Human Rights to extend the period set by the ]udgment of ]anuary 18, 1995.



J
Alirio Abreu-BurelÜ

~'

Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

~
Héctor Fix-Zamudio

President

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary
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~..k~~
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade

a. Grant the Ínter-American Commission on Human Rights until November 3,1995, to submit a brief
and the evidence at its disposal to determine the reparations and compensation in the instant case.

b. Grant the Government of the Republic of Venezuela until january 2, 1996, to submit its observa
tions on the Inter-Amerícan Commission on Human Rights' brief referred to in the previous paragraph.

Hernán Salgado-Pe' tes

3. To initiate the reparations and compensation procedures, and therefore:
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ORDER OF THE PRESIDENT
OF THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

OF]UNE 4, 1995

PROVISIONAL MEASURES REQUESTED BY THE
INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
IN THE MATTER OF THE REPUBllC OF GUATEMALA

CARPIO NICOllE CASE

HAVING SEEN:

1. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights' (hereinafter "the Cornmission" or "the Inter
American Cornmission") june 1, 1995 brief, received at the Secretariat of the Court that same day, which
requested that the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court") grant provisional measures
regarding the Jorge Carpio NicoUe Case (No. 11.333), whích is currently before the Commission. The request
was based on Articles 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Conventlon" or
"the American Convention"), 24 of the Rules of Procedure of the Court (hereinafter "the Rules of Procedure")
and 76 of the Regulations of the Commission, and ís related to the situation descríbed in its bríef which con
stitutes "a prima facie case 01 urgent and grave danger to the Uves andphysieal integrity 01the toitnesses' Marta
Elena Arrivillaga de Carpio, Karen Fischer de Carpio, Mario López-Arrivillaga and Angel Isidro Girón-Girón as
weU as Líe. Abraham Méndez-García, "Prosecutor of tbe proeess in the inuestigation 01 the death 01 Lic. Jorge
Carpio-Nicolle"

2. That on March 21, 1995, the Center for justice and International Law (CEJIL - Centro por la Justicia y
el Derecho Internacional) filed a petition before the Commission with regard to the Jorge Carpio NieoUe Case
No. 11.333, whích, since july 12,1994, is beíng heard by Commission. This petítíon contains a request for pro
visional measures pursuant to Artícles 63(2) of the Convention and 76 of the Regulations of the Commission
and Article 23 (sic) of the Rules of Procedure, and is based on the facts and inforrnation provided by the
Commission in its june 1, 1995 communieation.

3. That according to the Cornmission's brief, Mr. Jorge Carpio-Nícolle, ex-presidential candidate of the
National Center Uníon (UCN - Unión del Centro Nacional) and journalist, was murdered together with three
other political leaders of that party on july 3, 1993, while they were traveling for work reasons in several
departments of Guatemala, after having been intercepted by "a group 01 approximately 15 to 30 armed Civil
Self-Defense Patrolmen." in the place known as "Molino del Tesoro," in the Munícipality of Chichieastenango,
El Quiché.

4. That the witnesses, Marta Elena Arrivíllaga de Carpio (widow ofJorge Carpio); Karen Fischer de Carpio
(daughter-ín-law of Jorge Carpio); Mario López-Arrivillaga (nephew of Marta de Carpio and former
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Congressman of the DCN Party) , and Angel Isidra Girón-Girón, lito tbe murders mentioned in tbe foregoing
point" were subjected to acts of harassment, intimidation, and threats against their lives and physical integri
ty.

5. That on October 24,1994, the Inter-American Commission, "acting pursuant to Article 29 ofits Rules of
Procedure' requested that "given tbe seriousness of tbe denunciation", the Government of the Republic of
Guatemala (hereinafter "Guatemala" or "the Government") adopt the following precautionary measures on
behalf of the aforementioned witnesses:

a) Adopt provisional mea sures to guarantee the right to life and personal integrity of the afaremen
tioned persons.

b) Inform the rnilitary authoritíes of the Military Zone -to which the Voluntary Civil Defense
Committees of San Pedro jocopilas answer- in arder for the authorítíes to ínform the Committees of thc
sítuation and instruct themto control any activíty carríed out by its members that may threaten or attack
the protected persons.

c) Since the measures are destined to guarantee the tranquílíty of the protected persons, that the
Government make a serious and effective ínvestigatíon into the threats and to punísh those responsible,
and

d) Guarantee the free appearance of the witnesses at the criminal trial and the normal development
of the process, and to tighten the precautions to avoid reprisals arising from their testimonies.

6. That on December 7, 1994, the Government replied to the Commission that it was inadmissible to
request such precautionary measures since, according to the Political Constitution of Guatemala, "[i]t is tbe
responstbility oftbe State to guarantee its citizens the lije, liberty, justice, security, peace, and integral deuelop
ment of the individual and tbat Guatemala had an internal legal system tbat controlled the means to accom
plisb tbis' and that with respect to concrete measures requested, it informed:

a. that only Mrs. Físcher and Mr. Arrívíllaga had fulfilled the oblígatíon of denouncing the threats; b. that
Mrs. Fischer's denunciatíon has been attended to by the judicial authorities; c. that the National Police inves
tigated the harassment to Mr. Arrivíllaga, d. that Mr. Girón deníed havíng receíved death threats before the
competent authoritíes, e. that since November 10, 1994, the Headquarters of the National Police had estab
lished a permanent personal securíty service wíth three patrol uníts and the corresponding crew far Líe,

Marta Arrívillaga de Carpio, Mrs. Karen Fischer de Carpío, and the offíces of "El Gráfico" newspaper; f. that
wíth respect to Mr. Arrívíllaga, the necessary contacts were beíng made to províde hirn wíth the securíty

that he had before and which had been withdrawn on October 13, 1994.

7. That during its visit in loco to Guatemala in December of 1994, the Commission "learned of tbe con
tinuous tbreats receiued by Prosecutor Abrabam Méndez" and requested fram the Government "protection for
tbe Prosecutor in tbe Jorge Carpio Nicolle Case in view of the tbreats and intimidating acts against bim."

8. That according to the document submitted by the Commission on May 31, 1995, it received additional
information fram the petitioners stating the following:

The sítuatíon of seríous danger faced by the witness, next of kín, and even authorities that investí
gate the case has not decreased. We have great fear that the threats and assaults may íntensífy in the near
future, gíven the current development of the case. On April 19, 1995, the Tenth Court of Appeals decíded
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in favor of an appeal ínterposed by the private prosecutor. In regards to the events, this means that the
action will probably be reopened for more evidence. Considering that the facts denounced in the preví

ous writings occurred while testimony was open, next of km, wítnesses and attorneys fear that the threats
and harassment may increase with the reopening of the case for testimony.

The Special Prosecutor in the Carpio Case has received new threats. Recently, five men travelíng in a
light blue car arrived at the offices of the Public Ministry, entered the building disregarding the security of the
place, and scoured all the offices of the premises asking for Attorney Abraham Méndez. Finally, they left wíth
out having found the Prosecutor. The men identified themselves as members of the Presidential Staff.

CONSIDERING:

1. That Guatemala is a State Party to the American Convention since May 25, 1978, and that it accepted
the contentious jurisdiction of the Court, as set out in Artide 62 of the Convention, on March 9, 1987.

2. That Artide 63(2) of the Convention provides that, in case of extreme gravity and urgency, and when
necessary to avoid irreparable damages to persons, the Court may, at the request of the Commission, adopt
such provisional measures as it deems pertinent in matters not yet submitted to its consideration.

3. That Artide 1(1) of the American Convention establíshes the obligation of the State Parties to respect
the rights and freedoms recognized in that treaty and to ensure to a11 persons subject to their jurisdiction the
free and fu11 exercise of those rights and freedoms.

4. That Guatemala is therefore under the obligation to adopt a11 necessary measures to protect the life and
integrity of those persons whose rights might be threatened.

5. As the Commission has stated in íts request for provisional measures, the situation reported to the Court
constitutes 11 a prima jade case oj urgent and grave danger to the lives and physical integrity oj the untnesses
and prosecuting Attorney inuestigating the deatb" of Jorge Carpío-Nicolle and others, and therefore considers
that "[tlhe deuelopment ojthe euents reveals the existence oja deliberate purpose to obstruct the legal process."

6. In its request the Commission considers that:

the internal adopted measures have been shown to be inefficient to protect the safety of the protected
persons. This has been demonstrated by the continuous attacks and denounced threats and the incapacity
of the authorities to investigate and punísh the perpetrators of these threats, even though the víctims have
provided concrete documentation in this regard.

NOW, mEREFORE:

mE PRESIDENT OF mE INUR-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS,

based on Article 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and exercising the authority conterreo
on it by Article 24(4) of its Rules of Procedure, in prior consultation with the Permanent Commission
Court,
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DECIDES:

1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt without delay all necessary mea
sures to effectively ensure the protection of the lives and personal integríty of the following persons: MARTA
ELENA ARRIVILLAGA DE CARPIO, KAREN FISCHER DE CARPIO, MARIO LOPEZ-ARRIVILLAGA, ANGEL
ISIDRO GIRON-GIRON, and ABRAHAM MENDEZ-GARCIA, and to investigate the threats and harassment of
the persons named and to punish those responsible.

2. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt all necessary measures so that wit
nesses to the Carpio Case can testify, and so that the prosecutor in the case, Abraham Méndez-García, can ful
fill his duties without pressure or reprisals.

3. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala inform the military authorities of the
Military Zone to which the Civil Defense Committees of San Pedro ]ocopilas answer, to instruct these
Committees to refraín from taking any actions that would put the Iives or personal íntegrity of the indivlduals
named at risk.

4. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala submit a report to the President of the
Court every thirty days from the date of this Order, on the measures taken pursuant to this Order, so as to
bring the information to the attention of the Court.

5. To instruct the Secretariat of the Court to transmit the reports presented by the Government of the
Republic of Guatemala to the Inter-American Commissíon on Human Rights without delay, which shall then
present its observations not later than fifteen days after receipt of the pertinent information.

6. To submit this Order for the Court's consideratíon and pertinent effects during its next regular sessíon
and, if it deems it appropriate, to hold a public hearíng on this matter during that same periodo

Héctor Fix-Zamudio
President

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

Montrouís, Haití, 4 ]une 1995



APPENDIXXI

ORDER OF THE PRESIDENT OF
THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

OF ]ULY 26, 1995

EXPANSION OF PROVISIONAL MEASURES REQUESTED BY THE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION
ON HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE MATTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF GUATEMALA

CARPIO NICOllE CASE

HAVING SEEN:

1. The Order of the President of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the President")
of June 4, 1995 in which he decided:

1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt without delay a11 necessary mea
sures to effectively ensure the protection of the lives and personal integrity of the fo11owing persons:
MARTA ELENA ARRIVILLAGA DE CARPIO, KAREN FISCHER DE CARPIO, MARIO LOPEZ-ARRIVILLAGA,
ANGEL ISIDRO GIRON-GIRON, and ABRAHAM MENDEZ-GARCIA, and to investigate the threats and
harassrnent of the persons narned and to punish those responsible.

2. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt a11 necessary measures so that
witnesses to the Carpio Case can testífy, and so that the prosecutor in the case, Abraharn Méndez-García,
can fulfi11 his duties wíthout pressure or reprisals.

3. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala inform the mílitary authorities of the
Military Zone to which the Civil Defense Committees of San Pedro ]ocopilas answer, to instruct these
Committees to refrain from takíng any actions that would put the lives or personal integrity of the indivíd

uals named at risk.

4. To request that the Government of the Republíc of Guatemala submit a report to the Presiclent of the
Court every thirty days from the date of this Order, on the measures taken pursuant to this Orcler, so as to
bring the ínforrnatíon to the attention of the Court.

5. To ínstruct the Secretaríat of the Court to transmit the reports presented by the Government of the
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Republic of Guatemala to the Inter-Arnerican Commission on Human Rights without delay, which shall then

present its observations not later than fifteen clays after receipt of the pertinent information.

6. To submit this Order for the Court's consideration ancl pertinent effects cluring its next regular ses-
sion and, if it deems it appropriate, to hold a public hearing on this matter cluring that same periodo

2. The Order of the President of ]une 30, 1995 in which he summoned the Inter-American Commission
on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Inter-American Cornmission") and the Government of the Republic of
Guatemala Chereinafter "the Government") to a public hearíng on this matter, whích will take place on
September 16, 1995 at 10 amo

3. The note of ]uly 20, 1995 fram the Inter-American Commission in which it requests that the Inter
American Court of Human Rights Chereinafter "the Court'') expand the urgent measures and require that the
Government pratect the life and personal integrity of Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer-Pivaral. As grounds for its
request, the Inter-Amerícan Commission asserts that on ]uly 7, 1995 at approximately 21 hours, Mrs. Fischer
Pivaral was in front ofthe house of her sister, Karen Fischer de Carpio, widow of]orge Carpio-Nícolle. There,
"three heavily armed men, who were waiting in the cul-de-sac in front ofher sister Karen 's house, held her up,
forced her to get out of the cal', snatched away her cellular telephone, and insulted her for approximately ten
minutes. Finally, they stole her cal' keys and.fled while Lorraine took shelter behind Karen 's armored car." With
the purpose of confirming the intimidating nature of these acts, the Ínter-American Commission dernonstrat
ed that the motive of robbery in this case can be discarded, since the vehicle was not damaged and no objects
of economic value were taken from Mrs. Lorraine Fischer-Pivaral, The Commission in its note requests, more
over, that the Court adopt "whatever measures are necessary to investigate this outrage and sanction those
responsible. "

CONSIDERING:

1. That the Government has not complied with the duty set forth in resolutory part 4 of the ]une 4, 1995
Order of the President;

2. That the request of the Inter-American Commission puts forward new facts that affect Mrs. Lorraine
Maric Fischer-Pivaral, who ís not included on the list of persons protected by the urgent measures issued by
the President on ]une 4, 1995;

3. That there is a direct family relatíonshlp between Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer-Pivaral and Mrs. Karen
Fischer de Carpio that bears on the facts which gave rise to the request of the Inter-American Cornmission for
provisional measures in the Carpio Nicolle Case and that leads to the conclusion that the acts of lntimidatíon
of whích Mrs. Fischer-Pívaral was a victim could put her life and physical integrity in grave danger.

4. That the facts described by the Inter-Amerlcan Commission are credible to the Court and demonstrate
in this situation the prima facie characteristics of gravity and urgency that justify the Court's adoption of the
provisional measures it deems pertinent to avoid grave and irreparable damages to the person 011 whose
behalf they are requested;

5. That in accordance with Article 1(1) of the American Convention on Human Rights, the Government in
its capacity as State Party is obligated to respect the rights and freedoms recognized in the Convention and to
ensure their free and full exercise to all persons subject to their jurisdiction.
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NOW, THEREFORE:

THE PRESIDENT OF THE mUR-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

pursuant to Artide 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and exercising the authority conferred
on him by Artide 24(4) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court, and in previous consultation with the
Permanent Commission of the Court,

DECIDES:

l. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala expand the urgent measures set forth in
the Order of the President of june 4, 1995, to include Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer-Pivaral and to request that
the Government investigate and punish those responsible for the events denounced by the Ínter-American
Commission on Human Rights.

2. To request that the Republic of Guatemala comply with the submíssion of the first report, as ordered
in resolutory part 4 of the june 4, 1995 Order of the President, and indude Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer-Pivaral
in subsequent reports which must be submitted within the time-limits set in said Order.

.:'>.
~~

Héctor Fix Zarnudio
President

~~.~

( Ana María Reina
Deputy Secretary



APPENDIX XII

ORDER OF TIIE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
OF SEPTEMBER 19, 1995

PROVISIONAL MEASURES REQUESTED BY
TIIE INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

IN TIIE MATTER OF TIIE REPUBLlC OF GUATEMALA

CARPIO NICOUE CASE

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, composed of the following judges:

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President
Alejandro Montíel-Argüello, Judge
Máximo Pacheco-Górnez, Judge
Oliver jackman, judge
Alirio Abreu-Burellí, judge
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, judge:

aIso present:

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

delivers the foIlowing Order:

1. On june 1, 1995 the Ínter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Commission" or the
"Inter-American Commission") submitted to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court"
or "the Inter-American Court") a resolution adopted that same day concerning the Jorge Carpio Nicolle Case
(No. 11.333), which was being heard by the Commission. In that resolution the Commission requested that
the Court order the provisional measures necessary to protect the life and physical integrity of five persons,
family members of Mr. Carpio-Nicolle and officials, who through their work, have had sorne relation with the
investigation of his death.
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2. By means of the autharity conferred by Article 24(4) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court (hereinafter
"the Rules of Procedure"), the President of the Court (hereinafter "the President") issued an Order of June 4,
1995 in which he decideel:

1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt without delay all necessary mea
sures to effectively ensure the protection of the lives and personal integrity of the following persons:
MARTA ELENA ARRIVILLAGA DE CARPIO, KAREN FISCHER DE CARPIO, MARIO LOPEZ ARRIVILLAGA,
ANGEL ISIDRO GIRON GIRON, and ABRAHAM MENDEZ GARCIA, and to investiga te the threats and
harassment of the persons named and to punish those responsible.

2. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt all necessary measures so that
witnesses to the Carpio Case can testify, and so that the prosecutor in the case, Abraham Méndez-García,
can fulfill his duties without pressure or reprisals.

3. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala inform the military authorities of the
Military Zone to whích the Civil Defense Committees of San Pedro Jocopilas answer, to instruct these
Committees to refrain from taking any actions that would put the lives or personal integrity of the índívíd
uals named at risk.

4. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala submit a report to the President of the
Court every thirty days from the date of this Order, on the measures taken pursuant to this Order, so as to
bring the information to the attention of the Court.

5. To instruct the Secretariat of the Court to transmit the reports presented by the Government of the
Republic of Guatemala to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights without delay, which shall then
present its observations not later than fifteen days after receipt of the pertinent information.

6. To submit this Order for the Court's consideration and pertinent effects during its next regular ses-
sion and, if it deems ít appropriate, to hold a public hearing on this matter during that same periodo

3. On june 30, 1995, the President decided to summon the Government of the Republic of Guatemala
(hereinafter "the Government" 01' "Guatemala") and the Inter-American Commission to appear at a public hear
ing on September 16, 1995 so that the Court could he al' the parties' respective viewpoints, befare making a
elecision on the Commission's request.

4. On july 20, 1995, the Commission submitted to the Inter-Amerícan Court a request for expansion of the
measures, ordered by the President on june 4 of this same year, to include Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer-Pivaral,
sister of Mrs. Karen Fischer ele Carpio. On july 26, 1995 the President issued an Order in which he decieleel:

1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala expand the urgent measures set forth
in the Order of the President of june 4, 1995, to inelude Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer-Pivaral and to request
that the Government investigate and punish those responsible for the events denounced by the Inter
American Commission on Human Rights.

2. To request that theRepublic of Guatemala comply wíih the submission of the first report, as ordered
in resolutory part 4 of the june 4, 1995 Order of the President, and inelude Mrs. Lorraine Maric Fischer
Pivaral in subsequent reports whích must be submitted within the time-limits set in said Order.

5. On August 1, 1995, Guatemala submitteel to the Ínter-American Court a copy of its first repart elated
june 27, 1995, in which it enumerated the precautionary measures taken in response to the Ínter-American
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Commission's request dated October 24, 1994 regarding the family members and other persons connected to
the Carpio Nicolle Case. In that report it affirmed that on November 23, 1994 the Headquarters of the National
Police ordered that the necessary security measures be provided to said persons. These measures were extend
ed, at the request of the Cornmission, to the Prosecutor of the justice Department, Mr, Abraham Méndez
García, who is in charge of the investigation in the case of Mr. Carpio-Nicolle's death, That same day, the Court
transmítted the report to the Cornmission so that it could make any comments it considered relevant.

6. On August 3, 1995, the Government sent the Court a copy of its second report dated july 31, 1995 in
which the Government informed the Court that a meeting had taken place on july 7 of this year, which was
attended by Marta Elena Arrivíllaga de Carpio, Karen Fischer de Carpio, Mario López-Arrívíllaga and Abraharn
Méndez-García. At that meeting, the Minister of the Interior presenteel those named with several proposals for
their protection. They accepted the Government's proposal to proviele persons for their individual protection,
on the condition that each person to be protected designare his or her own security agents anel that the
Government assume the cost. These conelitions were accepted by the Deputy Minister of the Interior. Despite
their refusal to continue receiving protection from agents of the National Police, the Deputy Minister of the
Interior ordered that patrols be maintaineel in the neighborhooel of the offices of the newspaper "El Gráfico"
and at the residence of Mrs. Marta Elena Arrivillaga de Carpio, widow of Carpio-Nicolle. The Government also
announced that Mr. Mario López-Arrivillaga, nephew of Marta Elena Arrivillaga ele Carpio anel former mern
ber of parliament of the DCN party, has a National Police security agent at his servíce and that Mrs. Marta
Elena Arrivillaga de Carpio has two security agents from the National Police since before the instatement of
the present provisional measures. As to Mr. Angel Isidro Gírón-Girón, the report stated that he works with the
Treasury Police in the Department of Totonicapan, but the Report did not specify on. the measures that had
been taken by the Government for his securíty.

7. In this seconel report the Government also revealed that on july 14, 1995 in compliance with the
President's request, ít hael asked the Minister of National Defense to "circulate precise orders to the autborities
ofMilitary Zone Number 20, hased in Santa Cruz del Quiché, El Quiché, to instruct the Voluntary Civil Defense
Committees ofSan Pedro [ocopilas to refrain from taking any actions that uould put at risk the lije 01' person
al integrity ofany one of the persons" for whom provisional measures had been adopted.

8. On September 1, 1995 the Government sent the Court a copy of the third report in which it stateel that
the provisional measures taken on behalf of Marta Elena Arrivillaga de Carpio, Karen Fischer de Carpio, Mario
López-Arrivillaga, Angel Isidro Girón-Girón and Abraham Méndez-Garcia continued in force and that those
índíviduals had forwarded the names of the persons they wanteel assigned to guard theír personal safety.
Subsequentiy the Minister of the Interior proceeded to contract the guards who had been designateel.
According to thís report, Mrs. Marta Elena Arrivillaga de Carpio and Mrs. Karen Fisher de Carpio each have
four persons assigned to their security and Mr. Abraham Ménelez has been assigneel two persons. Mr. Mario
López-Arrivillaga refuseel the aIlocation of additional persons for his security. The Minístry of the Interior was
awaiting the list of names of the persons who woulel be responsible for the security of Mrs. Lorraine Maric
Físcher-Pivaral. In relation to the incident which befell Mrs. Fischer-Plvaral on july 7, 1995, giving ríse to the
expansíon of provisional rneasures, the Government announceel that the State Attorney General hael initiated
an investigation to which he assígned Prosecutor Alfonso Palacios. Thís report did not specify the security
measures that the State had afforeled to Mr. Angel Isidro Girón-Girón.

9. The public hearing took place on September 16, 1995 at the seat of the Court. There appeared:

for the Government of Guatemala:

Vicente Arranz-Sanz, Presídent of COPREDEH

Angel Cornte-Cojulún, Director General of the National Police
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Dennis Alonzo-Mazariegos, Executive Director of COPREDEH

Cruz Munguía-Sosa, General Regional Coordinator of COPREDEH

for the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights:

Claudio Grossman, delegate,

David]. Padilla, attorney,

Denise Gilman, attorney,

Ariel Dulitzky, assistant,

Marcela Matamoros, assistant

10. On September 16, 1995, during the public hearing, the Commission presented to the Court a document
dated February 8, 1995 from Prosecutor Abraham Méndez-García addressed to the Central Regional Director
of the United Nations Verification Commission for Guatemala -MINUGUA- in which he reported that he had
"been the object 01 surveillance, harassment, intimidation, and assault" as a result of his procedural role in
the investigation of the Carpio Nicolle Case, and that he had informed the proper authorities of these facts.
In view of the submission of this document, the Government requested that the Court grant it a period of time
to make observations, which was granted.

Moreover, during the hearing the Government promised to make an appointment with Mr. Angel Isidro Girón
Girón to verify the necessity of adopting provisional measures to protect his life and personal integrity.

WHEREAS:

1. That Guatemala is a Party to the American Convention on Human Rights in which Article 1(1) sets forth
the obligation of the State Parties to respect the rights and freedoms recognized in that treaty and to ensure
their free and full exercise to all persons subject to its [urisdiction, and that on March 9, 1987 Guatemala
accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of thís Court pursuant to Article 62 of the Convention,

2. That Article 63(2) of the Convention provides that:

In cases of extreme gravity and urgency, and when necessary to avoíd irreparable damage to persons, the
Court shall adopt such provisional measures as it deems pertinent in matters it has under consideration.
With respect to a case not yet submitted to the Court, it may act at the request of the Commission.

3. That Guatemala is obligated in every case to preserve the life and integrity of those persons whose
rights could be threatened,

4. That the Court considers that the measures taken by the President on june 4 and july 26 of the present
year are necessary and should be ratified,

5. That the Government of Guatemala, through its representative, explicitly and repeatedly expressed dur
ing the hearing its willingness to maintain and ensure the effectiveness of the provisional measures ordered
by the Court in this case.
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NOW, mEREFORE:

mE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

exercising the authority conferred on it by Article 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and
Article 24 of its Rules,

DECIDES:

1. To confirm and to adopt as its own the urgent measures taken by the President in the Orders of ]une 4
and ]uly 26, 1995.

2. That these provisional measures will be in force for six months as of notification of this Order.

3. To require the Government of the Republic of Guatemala to continue providing monthly information
on the provisional measures taken.

4. To require the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to present to the Court its observations
on the information submitted by the Government no later than fífteen days after its receipt.

5. That the President of the Court will arder additional pertinent measures, if necessary, depending on the
facts put forth by the Commission at the September 16, 1995 hearing.

Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentic, on thís nineteenth day of September, 1995.

~
Héctor Fix-Zamudio

President

Hernán Salgado-Pes tes

M=@ilmez
.1 /)

/ /
Auno Abreu-Burellí

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Ó~A"
Oliver ]ackman

~-k1i.~
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade



APPENDIX XIll

ORDER OF nm PRESIDENT OF
INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

OF AUGUST 16, 1995

PROVISIONAL MEASURES REQUESTED BY THE
INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
IN nm MATTER OF nm REPUBllC OF GUATEMALA

BLAKE CASE

WHEREAS:

1. The brief and its annexes, dated August 3, 1995, received that same day at the Secretariat of the Inter
American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Secretariat"), submírted an application by the Inter-American
Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Commission" or "the Inter-American Commission") to the Inter
American Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court"), by virtue of Articles 50 and 51 of the American
Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Convention" or "the American Convention") and 26 and fol
lowíng of the Rules of Procedure of the Court (hereinafter "the Rules of Procedure"), against the Republíc of
Guatemala "jor tbe uiolation of'tbe rigbts to personal liberty, life, andfreedom of expression as well as for tbe
denial ojjustice to tbe detriment ojNicbolas Cbapman Blake." Said application is currently in the preliminary
review stage as provided for by Article 27 of the Rules of Procedure.

2. The brief of August 11, 1995, receíved at the Secretariat that sarne day, submits a request by the Inter
American Commission to the Court, by virtue of Articles 63(2) of the Convention and 24 of the Rules of
Procedure, for provisional rneasures in the Blake Case with respect to the situation which was described as
"a case ojextreme urgency' and with the object of avoiding irreparable injury to Mr. Justo Victoriano Martínez
Morales, a wítness in the case, and his lmmediate farníly: Floridalma Rosalina López-Molina (wife), Víctor
Hansel Morales-López (son), Edgar Ibal Martínez-López (son), and Sylvia Patricia Martínez-López (daughter).

3. The request for provisional measures ís based on the following facts:

a. Accordíng to saíd request, Mr. Justo Martínez Is "a key untness in the {BlakeJ Case' as a cense
quence of the ínvestigatíons he undertook relating to the circurnstances that led to the kidnapping and
dísappearance of Mr. Blake in the village of Las Majadas and its envírons, As a result of these investi
gations, Mr. Martínez established that "years later the Guatemalan Arrny had ordered tbat tbe remains
ofMI'. Blake Iand those of Mr. Griffith Davis] be burned and bidden and bad uiarned the villagers ojEl
Llano tbat tbey should not reveal tobat bad tahen place." The information obtained by Mr. Martínez was
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later confirmed by proof offered, among others, by the Commander of the Civil Self-Defense Patrol, Mr.
Felipe Alva.

b. Mr. Martínez had received, on prior occasions, death threats "from members ojthe civil patrols of
El Llano and its enuirons' for having informed the United States Embassy offlcials in Guatemala of the
way in which, according to him, Mr. Blake had been assassínated and for having given information con
cerning the members of the patrol who had participated in his kidnapping and assassination. As a
result of these threats, and thanks to the help of the U.S. Ernbassy, Mr. Martínez was transferred to a
school in Huehuetenango ayear and a half latero

c. Fol!owing the hearing held at the seat of the Commíssion on February 14, 1995, Mr. Martínez was
again the object of reiterated telephone threats stating that there would be attempts on his life and the
lives of his relatives. In the last few months, .the life of Mr. Martínez has run a "mucb greater risk giuen
that the prosecutor who is handling the case has called bim to testify."

d. On May 3, 1995, motivated by the notíficatíon of Report 5/95, the Commission requested that the
Government of Guatemala adopt those precautionary measures necessary to safeguard the life, liberty,
and integrity of Mr. Martínez. The Commission requested that, within a thirty day period, the
Government inform it of the measures that had be en adopted in fulfillment of the request and the
results of those measures. Nevertheless, as of the date of the presentation of this request, the
Commission has not received any response from Guatemala.

CONSIDERING:

1. That Guatemala is a State Party to the American Convention on Human Rights as of May 25, 1978 and,
on March 9, 1987, accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of this Court in accordance with Artiele 62 of the
Convention;

2. That Artiele 63(2) of the Convention provides that, in cases of extreme gravity and urgency, and when
necessary to avoid irreparable damage to persons, the Court may adopt such provisional measures as it deems
pertinent in matters under its consideration;

3. That Artiele 1(1) of the American Convention índícates the duty of States Parties to respect the rights
and freedoms recognized in this Treaty and to guarantee the free and ful! exercise of those rights to any per
son under their jurisdiction;

4. That under the present círcumstances, the affirmations and proof offered by the Commission merit the
credibility necessary to prima facie c1assify this situation as one of extreme urgency which [ustífíes the taking
of urgent measures in order to avoid irreparable injury to those persons in whose favor the request was made.

NOW, TIffiREFORE:

TIffi PRESIDENT OF TIffi INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

taking into account Artiele 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and using the authority con
ferred on him by Article 24(4) of the Rules of Procedure, and having previously consulted with the Permanent
Commission of the Court,
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DECIDES:

1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt without deJay any measures nec
essary to effectively ensure the protection and personal safety of: JUSTO VICTORIANO MARTINEZ-MORALES,
FLORIDALMA ROSALINA LOPEZ-MOLINA, VICTOR HANSEL MORALES-LOPEZ, EDGAR IBAL MARTINEZ
LOPEZ, and SYLVIA PATRICIA MARTINEZ-LOPEZ.

2. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt any measures necessary so that
the afarementioned persons may continue residing in their place of domicile and be guaranteed that no agents
of the Guatemalan State nar other persons acting uncler the authority of the State shaIl persecute or threaten
them.

3. That the Government of the Republic of Guatemala present to the President of the Court by September
5, 1995, at the latest, a report on the measures adopted so that the Court may be informed of these during its
next regular session which wilI take place September 11 to 22, 1995.

~
Héctor Fix-Zamuclio

President

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary



APPENDIX XIV

ORDER OF mE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
OF SEPTEMBER 22, 1995

PROVISIONAL MEASURES REQUESTED BY mn
INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
IN raa MATTER OF mn REPUBllC OF GUATEMALA

BLAKE CASE

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, composed as follows:

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President
Alejandro Montíel-Argüello, ]udge
Máximo Pacheco-Górnez, ]udge
Oliver ]ackman, ]udge
Alirio Abreu-Burellí, ]udge
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade, ]udge;

also present:

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, ami
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

issues the following arder:

1. On August 11, 1995, the Inter-American Cornrnission on Human Rights (hereinafter "the Commission"
01' "the Ínter-American Commission") presented the Inter-Arnerícan Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the
Court" 01' "the Inter-American Court'') a request for provisional measures relative to the Blake Case, presently
befare the Court. In its brief, the Commission requested that the Court take whatever provisional measures it
might deem necessary on behalf of Mr. Justo Victoriano Martinez-Morales, who is considered to be a key wit
ness in the Blake Case, as well as on behalf of four members of his family.

2. The President of the Court (hereinafter "the President''), using the powers conferred on him by ArticIe
24(4) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court, íssued an arder on August 16, 1995 directing that:

1. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala adopt without delay any measures
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necessary to effectively ensure the protection ancl personal safety of: JUSTO VICTORIANO MARTINEZ
MORALES, FLORIDALMA ROSALINA LOPEZ-MOLINA, VICTOR HANSEL MORALES-LOPEZ, EDGAR IBAL
MARTINEZ-LOPEZ, ancl SYLVIA PATRICIA MARTINEZ-LOPEZ.

2. To request that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala aclopt any measures necessary so that
the aforementioned persons may continue residing in their place of domicile and be guaranteed that no
agents of the Guatemalan State nor other persons acting under the authority of the State shall persecute or
threaten them.

3. That the Government of the Republic of Guatemala present to the President of the Court by
September 5, 1995, at the latest, a report on the measures aclopted so that the Court may be informed of
these c1uring its next regular session which will take place September 11 to 22, 1995.

3. On September 6, 1995, the Government of theRepublic of Guatemala (hereínafter "the Government")
presented the Inter-American Court with the requested report, dated the 4th of the same month. In this report,
the Government stated that it adopted precautionary measures on behalf of Mr. Justo Martínez on june 2, 1995
and communicated these to the Commission and later reported them again on August 29 and that no "case o/
extreme urgency" exists while the Government "has complied ioitbin the indicated time limit ... agreeing to
al! measures necessary to safeguard the life andphysical integrity o/Mr. justo Martinez and his family." Also,
the mentioned report states that Mr. Martínez denied having received threats or attacks against his person or
his family and would not agree to any measure for personal safety. For this reason, the National Police of
Huehuetenango offered to guard his residence with a night patrol after 8:00 pm, to whích he agreed.

4. On September 21, 1995, the Inter-American Commission sent the Court its observations on the report
presented by the Government dated September 4 of this same year. The Commission reiterated that a sítua
tion of extreme urgency exists, that Mr. Justo Martínez had be en the object of "deatb threats for baoing
informed officials from the U.S. Embassy in Guatemala about the way in ubicb, as best he could determine,
Mr. Blake had been assassinated and about the members oftbe patrols that participated in his hidnapping and
death." The Commission pointed out that these threats, which extend to Mr. Martínez's relatives, "are part o/
a systematic practice ... o/ the security forces o/ Guatemala against untnesses in cases o/ serious human rights
abuses and otolations. "

CONSIDERING:

1. That Guatemala is a State Party to the American Convention on Human Rights whose Article 1(1) indi
cates the duty of States Parties to respect the rights and freedoms recognized in this Treaty and to guarantee
the free and full exercise of those rights to any person under their jurisdiction;

2. That On March 9, 1987, Guatemala recognized the jurisdiction of this Court, in accordance with Article
62 of the American Convention on Human Rights;

3. That the Government has declared to the Court that it has "offered al! measures necessary to safeguard
the life and physical integrity o/Mr. justo Martinez and his familyi"

4. That the Commission requests that this Tribunal approve provisional measures in this present case,
given that "the reasons that motivated the request made by the Commission on August 11, 1995 continue to
exist;"

5. That the case as known as the Blake Case is presently before the Court, and it is the duty of this Court
to avoid irreparable harm to persons, whích is understood to includeguarding the complete security of wit-
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nesses and their relatíves and determining whether the measures adopted by the Government ha ve been suf
fícient,

NOW, THEREFORE:

THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

using the authoríty conferred on it by Articles 63(2) of the American Convention on Human Rights and 24 of
the Rules of Procedure of the Court,

DECIDES:

1. To ratífy the August 16, 1995 Order of the President and request that the Government of the Republic
of Guatemala maintain provisional measures on behalf of: Justo Victoriano Martínez-Morales, Floridalrna
Rosalina López-Molina, Víctor Hansel Morales-López, Edgar Ibal Martinez-López, and Sylvia Patricia Martínez
López.

2. To require that the Government of the Republic of Guatemala inforrn the Court every three months of
the provisional measures that have been taken.

3. To require that the Inter-Amerícan Commission on Human Rights transrnít to the Court its observations
on the reports of the Government of the Republic of Guatemala within the month following notífícatíon of
said reports,

Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentíc, at the seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica,

on September 22, 1995. ~/

~~
Héctor Fíx-Zamudio

President

Hcm~l¡/'" es
Máximo Pacheco-Gómez

Alirio Abreu-Burelli
~-

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

¿~'
Alejandro Montiel-Arguéllo

Oliver jackman

Antonio A. Caneado Trindade



APPENDIXXV

ORDER OF THE INTER-AMEIUCAN COURT OF HUMAN IUGHTS
OF SEPTEMBER 11, 1995

PANIAGUA MORALES ETAL. CASE

HAVING SEEN:

1. The August 29, 1995 brief frorn the Government of Guatemala (hereinafter "Government" or
"Guatemala"), notifying the Inter-Arnerican Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "Court" or "Inter-American
Court") that Judge ad hoc Edgar Enrique Larraondo-Salguera was to be replaced by Mr, Alfonso Novales
Aguirre. Included with this brief was a copy of the curriculum vitae of Mr. Novales-Aguirre.

2. The August 31, 1995 letter in which the Secretary of the Court, on instructions from the President of
the Court, judge Héctor Fix-Zamudio, informed the Government that replacement of the Judge ad hoc would
be included as the first item on the agenda of the Thírty-Second Regular Session, so it could be decided by
the full Court.

3. The August 22, 1995 note frorn the Ambassador of Guatemala in Costa Rica, Mr. Julio Gándara
Valenzuela, remíttíng a list of persons who will represent the Government in the public hearing on prelimi
nary objections, to take place on Septernber 16, 1995. This list íncludes the name of Mr. Alfonso Novales
Aguírre as assistant to the Government.

4. That the judge ad hoc whose replacement is being requested was sworn in by the Court cluring its
Thirty-First Regular Session and at that time began hearing the case.

CONSIDERlNG:

1. That an adboc judge is similar in nature to other judges on the Inter-American Court, in that he cloes
not represent a particular government, is not its agent and sits on the Court in an individual capacity, as
stipulated in Article 52 of the Convention, ami in accordance with Article 55(4). An ad hoc juclge is required
to meet the same prerequisites as permanent judges. The provísíon for all perrnanent and ad hoc judges to
sit on the Court in an individual capacity is based on and must always allow for the need to protect the inde
pendence and impartiality of an international court of justice;

2. That the Statute of the Court establishes the sarne righrs, duties and responsibilities for all judges,
whether permanent 01' ad hoc (Article 10(5), in accordance with the provisions fram Chapter IV of the Statute
of the Court);

3. That in this specific case, judge ad hocEdgar En~ique Larraondo-Salguera, after being designated and
sworn in, and subsequently joined the Court as judge, even participated in the Court's May 17, 1995 Order
concerning the present case. To date the Court is unaware ofanyfactor that might bar him frorn serving as
ad hoc judge, and in these circumstances he cannot be replaced, and
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Héctor Fix-Zamudio

President
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4. That the Court also takes note that the person proposed by the Government to sit as ad hoc judge was
also designated as an Assistant to the Government for the public hearing on preliminary objections next
September 16, 1995. This fact in and of itself would constitute clear grounds for incornpatibility by virtue of
Article 18(c) of the Statute of the Court, which sta tes that the exercise of the position of judge on the Court
is incompatible with positions and activities "that might prevent the judges from discharging their duties, or
that might affect their independence or impartiality."

NOW, THEREFORE:

THE INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS,

in accordance with Article 44(2) of its Rules of Procedure,

DECIDES:

By five votes to one,

To disallow the request for the substitution of ]udge ad hoc Enrique Larraondo-Salguero by Mr. Alfonso
Novales-Aguírre, in the Paniagua Morales et al. Case.

judge Montíel-Argüello dissents.

Judge Caneado Trindade presented a concurring opinion.

Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentic, at the seat of the Court in San José, Costa Rica
on September 11, 1995.

Hernán Salgado- santes

A49:~..k~
Antonio A. Caneado Trindade

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary

~~ArgÜellO

Alirio Abreu-Burelli



Díssentíng Vote of judge Montíel-Argüello

1. The institution 01' ad hoc judge has been heavily criticized in doctrine in permanent international courts
as unnecessary, and a mere carryover from courts 01' arbitration. Some authors have proposed that the insti
tution be abolished, with the condition that any judge who is a national 01' one 01' the Parties be removed from
the case. This solution would seemingly attribute the institution 01' the ad hoc judge to the objective 01' pre
serving the impartiality 01' the court.

2. However, the institution has been defended on the grounds that an ad hoc judge is not quite the same
as the other judges. He or she takes an obligatory oath to serve honorably, independently and impartíally,
and cannot be considered a representative 01' the nominating State, as can be corroborated by the numerous
cases 01' ad hoc judges who have voted against the desires 01' that state,

3. The Informal Inter-Allied Committee entrusted in 1920 to draft a proposed Statute for the Permanent
International Court 01' justice expressed the same opinion in paragraph 39 01' its report, in the fo11owing terms:

Ideally, this system would appear to be open to objeetion in the sense that it departs frorn the idea of per
manenee and the non-national eharaeter of the Court; but in practíce, we feel it is essential and must be
preserved. In fact, the eountries will not feel full confídence in the decisions of the Court in cases affecting
them if the court does not include a judge of the nationality of the other Party. Moreover, even though the
national judges are not, nor ought they to be, representatives ol' their own eountries to the Court, they play
a useful role by supplying local knowledge ancl a national viewpoint. .

4. Thus, no one ís better equipped than the government nominating an ad hoc ]udge to determine
whether that person is able to supply "local knowledge and a national uieuipoint" Allowing for the self-evi
dent fact that in some cases, the person norninated has lost this abílíty, it would fa11 to the government 01' the
country to malee this decisión, jeopardizing its own honor if the Court were to conduct an investigation to
determine whether in fact such a grounds for disqualification existed.

5. It is important to note that Artiele 10(5) 01' the Statute 01' our Court lists provisions applicable to ad hoc
judges. It omits Artiele 21, resignation and incapacity, which states that resignation shall not go into effect until
it has been accepted by the Court, and that the Court itself is to decide whether a judge is incapable 01' per
forming his or her functions.

6. Based on these arguments, and without giving any opinion on the person being proposed, 1 believe
that the government 01' Guatemala has the right to replace the a aboye named ad hoc judge.

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



Concurrmg Opiníon ofjudge A.A. Caneado Trfndade

1. I have signed the Resolution of the Court, with which I fully concur. As clearly results frorn the
American Convention on Human Rights itself (Article 55(4) in combination with Article 52) and frorn the
Statute of the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (Articles 10(5) and 15 until 20), the ad hoc ]udge is not
an agent of the Government, but rather a )udge for the cas d'espéce. This is illustrated by the history of the
Inter-American Court, which has documented cases of the work of ad hoc ]udges whose votes have be en to
the same effect as those of perrnanent ]udges (juges titulaires), against the respondent State.

2. Thus, once an ad hoc]udge is sworn in and integrated into the Court, he cannot be unilateraly removed
from it by one of the parties, the respondent State. Any reasoníng to the contrary would hardly find a rea
sonable explanation for the retention of the figure of the ad hoc ]udge in international adjudication, even more
so in a domain like that of the international pratection of human rights, widely recognized as being endowed
with a specificity of its own.

3. The institution of the ad hoc judge bears witness to the íncídence of metajuridical considerations in the
functioning of international adjudication. It ís, in reality, a rernnant of the classic arbitral practice transplanted
into judicial practice, disclosing, moreover, a conceptual difference between international and national judi
cial organs. Thus conceived, the institution of the ad hoc judge has permeated the Statute of the Permanent
Court of International justice, and that of the International Court of ]ustice, and has survived to this date in
the systerns of the American Convention on Human Rights, and of the European Conventioo on Human Rights.

4. In international adjudication in the domain of the ioternational pratection of human rights, the balance
of the Court (as to its composition) does not mean - cannot mean - the constant evaluation by this latter of
the interests or perceptions of the parties (or of the respondent State in the cas d'espéce ), otherwise its impar
tiality and independence would be undermined. The superior considerations whích ought to guide the Court
must always turn to the guarantee of the effective pratection of human rights.

5. The renunciation (renuncia) of an ad hocjudge does not amount to his withdrawal (retirada) by the
respondent party. Article 21 of the Statute of the Inter-Arnerican Court provides for the renunciation and inca
pacity of judges. The incapacíty will be determined by the Court itself; the renunciation, in its turn, will be
effective only when it has been accepted by the Court (paragraphs 2 and 1, respectively). The fact that there
is no express provisión on this specific point in relation to ad hoc ]udges, does not mean, in my view, that
it ís up to one of the parties - the respondent - on its own initiative to replace an ad hoc judge, already ínte
grated into the Court, without having presented his renunciation to it, and without the configuration - to the
best of the Court's knowledge - of any incapacity, and furthermore having already commenced to hear the
case, as happens in the instant Paniagua Morales and Others case(cf. Resolution ofthe Court of 17 May 1995).

6. Precisely in order to fill the gaps of the applicable legal texts, the Inter-American Court exercises the
important function of the interpretation of the letter and the spirit of the American Convention on Human
Rights. The basic concern of the Court, more than with the perceptions of the parties as to the extent of their
own faculties, cannot, in my view, be other than with the preservatíon of its total impartiality and índepen-
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dence so that it may contribute effectively wíth the accomplishment of the ultimate object and purpose of the
American Convention on Human Rights. The present Resolution of the Court contitutes a correct step in this
direction.

~~.,k11~
Antonio Augusto Caneado Trindade

]udge

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary



APPENDIX XVI

ORDER OF mE INTER-AMElUCAN COURT OF HUMAN lUGHTS
OF SEPTEMBER 19, 1995

CONSIDElUNG:

1. That it is expedient to make a general decision resolving the Court's composition in cases in which the
Court has rendered a judgment on the merits, but a decision on reparations and com,pensation is still pend
ing as is the Court's supervision of State compliance with the judgment;

2. That on ]une 29, 1992 the Court issued an Order in the Neira Alegría et al. Case, a case in which the
prelimioary objectioos had beeo found to be without merito lo that Order, the Court decided to contioue hear
iog the case with its oew compositioo, except for motions filed agaiost the judgment;

3. That this decisioo, which reconciles the texts of Article 54(3) in the four officiallanguages, was based
on the criterioo that the Court enters ioto a new phase of the proceedings fol!owing a judgment on prelimi
oary objections;

4. That the same criterioo is applicable to a judgment 00 reparatioos and compensatioo and to the Court's
supervision of State compliance with the judgment, as these are oew and distinct phases of the proceedings
which fol!ow a judgment on the merits of the case;

5. That the composition of the Court in each phase, retaioiog the sarne judges that made the decisioos ín
that phase, contributes to the speed of proceediogs in cases in which a violation of human rights has be en
verified, to the prompt reparation of the consequeoces of that violatioo, and to the just compensation of the
injured party,

DECIDES:

unanimously,

That al! issues related to a decision on reparations and compeosation, and to the supervísíon of compliaoce
with this Court's judgments, fal! to the judges who served 00 the Court at the time the Court decided those
matters, unless a public heariog has already takeo place, in which case the judges that were present at that
hearing will decide the issue.
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]udges Fix-Zamudio and Caneado Trindade issued individual concurring opinions.

Héctor Fix-Zarnudio
President

Hernán Salgado-Pes ntes Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Oliver ]ackman

/)
/

Alirio Abreu-Burelli

~ ..
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary

Antonio A. Caneado Trindade



INDIVIDUAL CONCURRING OPINION OF JUDGE FIX-ZAMUDIO

1 join the Order of the Court solely because it contributes to speedy proceedings on reparations and corn
pensation when a violation of human rights has been demonstrated, and because this has also be en the
practice, for similar reasons, in ínternatíonal courts. Conceptually, however, it cannot be sustainecl that the
praceedings fixing reparations and compensation are separate frorn the merits of the case in which the
respective judgment was made.

Héctor Fix-Zarnudio
judge

~-
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary



INDIVIDUAL CONCURRING OPINION OF JUDGE A.A. CANIC;ADO TRINDADE

The present Order, which 1 joined, establishes clear criteria that contribu te to guarantee the flexible and effí
cient praceedings necessary in cases involving human rights violations and the corresponding decisions on
reparations and compensation. In relation to the subject matter of consideranda 2 and 3, 1 wish to add my
understanding that the fhase of preliminary objections is always of a distinct character fram that of the pra
ceedings on the merits, ) irrespective of the Court's decision on those objectíons.é-'

Antonio Augusto Caneado Trindade
]udge

~
Manuel E. Ventura-Robles

Secretary

1) As this Court expressly recognized in its Orclers 01' May 17 1995 in the Paniagua Morales !l1 al., Castillo Paez and
Loayza Tarnayo Cases (consideranda 1 and 2 01' the Court's Orders),

2) The grounds for rny understancling can be found expressed in rny Dissenting Opinion in the Genie Lacayo Case
COrdel' 01' the Court 01' May 18, 1995).



APPENDIX XVII

INTER-AMERICAN COURT OF HUMAN RIGHTS

CABALLERO DELGADO AND SANTANA CASE

JUDGMENT OF DECEMBER 8, 1995

In the case of Caballero-Delgado and Santana,

the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, composed of the following judges:

Héctor Fix-Zamudio, President
Hernán Salgado-Pesantes, Vice President
Rafael Nieto-Navia, ]udge
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello, judge
Máximo Pacheco-Gómez, judge

also present,

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles, Secretary, and
Ana María Reina, Deputy Secretary

pursuant to Article 45(1) of the Rules of Procedure (hereinafter "the Rules of Procedure") of the Inter-American
Court of Human Rights (hereinafter "the Court"), delivers the following judgment in the instant case.

1

1. On December 24, 1992, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (hereinafter"the
Commission" or the "the Ínter-American Commission") submitted to this Court a case against theRepublic of
Colombia (hereinafter "the Government" or "Colombia"). The case originated on April4, 1989 in a "requestfor
urgent action" sent on that date to the Commission and in a petition (No. 10.319) against Colombia received
at the Secretariat of the Commission on April 5, 1989. The Inter-American Commission appointed Leo
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Valladares-Lanza as its Delegate before the Court and Edith Márquez-Rodríguez and Manuel Velasco-Clark as
Assistants. Moreover, it named as Legal Counsel Gustavo Gallón-Giraldo, María Consuelo del Río, Jorge
Górnez-Lizarazo, Juan E. Méndez and José Miguel Vivanco.

2. The Commission invoked Articles 50 and 51 of the American Convention on Human Rights (hereinafter
"the Convention" or "the American Convention") and Article 26 and following of the Rules of Procedure. The
Commission submitted this case to the Court for a decision as to whether Colombia had violated Articles 4
(Right to Life) , 5 (Right to Humane Treatment), 7 (Right to Personal Liberty), 8 (Right to a Fair Trial), and 25
(Right to Judicial Protection), all read in conjunction with Article 1(1) of the Convention which establishes the
duty to respect and ensure those rights, to the detriment of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen
Santana. In addition, "based on the principie of pacta sunt servanda," the Commission alleged that the
Government had violated Article 2 of the Convention, by not adopting the domestic legal measures which
give effect to those rights, and Article 51(2) in conjunction with 29(b) of the Convention, by not carrying out
the recommendations of the Commission. The Commission asked the Court to require the Government to
"institute the inuestigations necessary to identify the responsible parties and impose punisbrnent ... inform tbe
relatives of the uictims of tbe latter's uibereabouts ... [declare thatl it must remedy tbe acts committed by gou
ernrnent agents and pay fair compensation to tbe uictims' next of kin ... [and order it] to pay tbe costs and
attorney'sfees of tbese proceedings."

3. According to the Commission, on February 7, 1989, Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen
Santana were captured in the District of Guaduas, in the jurisdiction of the Municipality of San Alberto,
Department of El Cesar, Colombia, by a military patrol composed of units of the Colombian Army stationed
at the Líbano military base (jurisdiction of San Alberto), attached to the Fifth Brigade headquartered in
Bucaramanga. The detention took place because of Isidro Caballero's active involvement over an eleven year
period as a leader of the Santander Teachers' Union. He had been he Id previously in the Model Prison of
Bucaramanga for the crime of illegally carrying arms and was released in 1986. From that time, however, he
was constantly harassed and threatened. María del Carmen Santana, "about uibom tbe Commission bas very lit
tle information, [also] was a member of tbe Mouement April 19 (M-19J' and worked with Isidro Caballero
Delgado enlisting community participation for the "Meeting for Coexistence and Normalization" which was to
be held on February 16, 1989 in the Municipality of San Alberto. This activity had been planned by the
"Regional Dialogue Committee" and involved "organizing meetings.fora, and debates in uarious regions in an
eifort to find a political solution to tbe armed conflict."

4. The application alleges that on February 7, 1989, Elida González-Vergel, a peasant woman who was
passing the place where the victims were captured, was detained by the same Army patrol and later released.
She saw Isidro Caballero-Delgado, wearing a camouflage military uniform, and a woman who was wíth them.
Javier Páez, a resident of that region who served as the victims' guide, was detained by the Army, tortured,
and later set free. From the interrogation to which he was subjected and the radio communications of the
military patrol that detained him, he learned of the detention of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del
Carmen Santana. After his release, he notified the unions and political organizations to which they belonged.
They, in turn, notified the relatives of the detained individuals.

5. The application adds that Isidro Caballero-Delgado's family and various union and human rights orga
nizations began to search for the detainees at the military facilities. They were told that Isidro Caballero
Delgado and María del Carmen Santana had not been detained. Legal and administrative actions were brought
in an attempt to establish the whereabouts of the two persons who had disappeared and to punish those
directly responsible, all to no avail. No reparations were obtained for the damages caused.

6. On April 4, 1989, the Commission, acting on a request for urgent action from a "reliable source" and
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before receiving a formal communication from the petitioners, motu proprio sent the Government the corn
plaint and requested that extraordínary measures be taken to protect the lives and personal safety of the vic
tirns. On April 5 of that same year, the Commission received the formal petition from the petitioners, which
it processed under No. 10.319. The proceedings before the Commission were conduded on September 25,
1992, with the approval of "final" Report Nº 31/92 ratifying Report Nº 31/91, which included the Commission's
resolution to submit the case to the Court. The case was submitted on December 24, 1992, pursuant to Article
51(1) of the American Convention.

n

7. The Court has jurisdiction to hear the instant case. Colombia has been a State Party to the Convention
since july 31, 1973 and accepted the contentious jurisdiction of the Court, as set out in Article 62 of the
Convention, on june 21, 1985.

m

8. The application to the Court was transmitted to the Government by the Secretariat of the Court (here
inafter "the Secretariat") on january 15, 1993, after it had been duly examined by the President of the Court
(hereinafter "the President"),

9. On january 28, 1993, the Government notified the Court of the appointment of Attorney Jaime Bernal-
Cuéllar as its Agent, and Attorney Weiner Atiza-Moreno as its Alternate Agent.

10. By order of February 5, 1993, the President granted the Government's request for a forty-fíve day ex ten
sion of the time limit established by Article 29(1) of the Rules of Procedure for filing an answer to the appli
cation in this case. On February 16, 1993, the Court also granted the Government a fífteen day extension of
the deadline to submit its memorial on the preliminary objections.

11. The Government interposed preliminary objections on March 2,1993, and the Commission responded
to them on April 6 of the same year. The answer to the application was submitted on june 2, 1993.

12. On July 12, 1993, judge Rafael Nieto-Navia was elected President. As the new President is Colombian,
by Order of july 13, 1993, he relinquished the presidency for the instant case to judge Sonia Picado-Sotela,
the Vice President. Subsequently, by Order of the President of june 22, 1994 and owing to the Vice President's
renunciation of her position as judge of the Court, the presidency for the consideration of this case was ceded
to judge Héctor Fix-Zamudio,

13. On july 15, 1993, a public hearing was held for the presentation of oral arguments on the preliminary
objections interposed by the Government, and on january 21, 1994 the Court delivered its judgment, decid
ing unanimously to:

1. Rejects the preliminary objections interposed by the Government of Colombia.

2. Decides to proceed wíth the consideration of the instant case.
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14. By Order of the President of August 18, 1993, the Government was asked, at the Commission's request,
to submit the records of eight dífferent domestic proceedings in Colombia and other documentation related
to this case. The Government submitted saíd documentation by means of communications of November 15
and 19, 1993, and February 7, 1994.

15. By note of March 24, 1994, the Government informed the Court of the protection provided to María
Nodelia Parra-Rodríguez, the companion of Isidro Caballero-Delgado, by the Administrative Department of
Security (hereinafter "DAS") of Colombia.

16. By means of a note dated April 22, 1994, the Governrnent submitted the list of witnesses to be sum
moned by the Court to appear at the public hearings on the merits of the case. Later, by note of October 26,
1994, the Government partially modifíed that listo The Inter-Amerícan Commission, by notes of April 27,
November 17, and November 28, 1994, submitted the líst of its witnesses and requested that the testírnony of
Rosa Delia Valderrama be taken in Colombia due to her poor state of health. Upon the agreement of the
Government, the President, by Order of July 18, 1994, named Professor Bernardo Gaitán-Mahecha as the
expert representing the Court. On October 15, 1994, the Professor oversaw the questioning of Mrs. Valderrama
which was conducted by representatives of the Government and the Commission,

17. On july 18, 1994, the President summoned the parties to a public hearing, to begín on November 28
of the same year, to receive the testimony of the witnesses named by the parties and the arguments on the
merits of the case. That order was partially modified by the President on November .15, 1994 in order to
replace two of the proposed witnesses of the Government and to summon the new witnesses named by the
Government.

18. From November 28 to December 1, 1994, the Court held public hearings on the merits of the case and
heard the closing arguments of the parties.

There appeared before the Court

for the Government of Colombia:

Jaime Bernal-Cuéllar, Agent

Gerardo Barbosa-Castillo, Counsel

Jaime Lombana-Villalba, Counsel

for the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights:

Leo Valladares-Lanza, Delegate

Oscar Luján Fappiano, Member

Manuel Velasco-Clark, Attorney of the Secretariat

Gustavo Gallón-Gíraldo, Assistant

Tatiana Rincón, Assistant

José Miguel Vivanco, Assistant

Juan E. Méndez, Assistant
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Witnesses presented by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights:

Zoilo Javier jerez-Medina

María Nodelia Parra-Rodríguez

Elizabeth Monsalve-Camacho

Elida González-Vergel

Ricardo Vargas-López

Javier Páez

Guillermo Guerrero-Zambrano

Luis Alberto Gil-Castillo

Víctor Enrique Navarro-jirnénez

Witnesses presented by the Government of Colombia:

Armando Sarmiento-Mantilla

Manuel José Cepeda-Espinosa

Hernando Valencia-Villa

Luis Alberto Restrepo-Moreno

Juan Salcedo-Lora.

19. On December 7, 1994, at the request of the Commission, the Court ordered provisional rneasures
requíring that the Government adopt those measures necessary to protect the lives and personal integrity of
Gonzalo Arias-Alturo, Javier Páez, Guillermo Guerrero-Zambrano, Elida González-Vergel and María Nodelia
Parra-Rodríguez. By means of cornmunications of December 8, 1994, March 7 and 8 and August 11, 1995, the
Government ínforrned the Court of the measures taken in compliance with thís arder.

20. By note of December 19, 1994, the Government sent the Court a copy of the records of the proceed
ings in progress in Colombia concerning the disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen
Santana.

21. The Court, by Order of january 25, 1995, appointed Gabriel Burgos-Mantilla and Bernardo Gaitán
Mahecha as experts to take the testimony in Colombia of Gonzalo Arias-Alturo and Diego Hernán Velandia
Pastrana, who did not testify befare the Court. On March 11, 1995 these experts too k the testimony of Gonzalo
Arias-Alturo. Hernán Velandia-Pastrana could not be questíoned as he would not voluntarily appear. The
Government, which was the party that named hirn, did not insist on the testimony, because it did not con
sider it to be indispensable.

22. On December 1, 1994, in its final brief in this case, the Government stated that:

A. The facts, which have been regarded as true in the application, have not substantiated with
proof that conforms .to the standards of sound. proof.•. In effect; the evidence in the case is contradictory
and does not effectívely demonstrate the participation of Colombian soldiers in the events described, or
even the existence of the alleged violation of the provisions ofthe American Convention on Human Rights.

B. Consequently, the evidence obtaíned to date cannot lead to an assertíon 01' the responsíbílíty 01' the
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Colombian Government, considering that there is no certain knowledge that its agents took part in the
events which are the object of the applícation. Additional!y, the decisions made in the judicial proceedings
in the investigation of these same events comply with the norms and principIes of the substantive and pro
cedurallaw in force and applicable in the country.

The Government, moreover, requested that the Court, "render a judgment absoluing the Gouernment of
Colombia beca use of the failure of the Inier-American Commission on Human Rigbts to prove the cbarges it
hadformulated . . . "

23. On February 24, 1995, the Commission submitted its final brief in which it requested that the Court:

1. Declare that the Government of Colombia is responsible for the violations cited [of the rights pro-
vided for in Articles 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 25 of the Convention, al! read in conjunction with Article 1(1)].

2. Declare that based on the principIe of pacta sunt servanda, in accordance with Article 26 of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, the Government has violated Articles 51(2) and 44 of the
American Convention read in conjunction with Article 1(1) by deliberately failing to comply with the rec
ommendations made by the Ínter-American Commission.

3. Require that the Government of Colombia continue the necessary investigations until those respon
sible have been identified and punished, thereby avoiding the commission of acts of serious impunity that
transgress the very bases of the legal system.

4. Require that the Government of Colombia, in conformity with the judgment of the Court inthe
Velásquez Rodríguez Case, inform the family of the whereabouts of the víctíms.

5. Declare that the Colombian Government must make reparations and pay compensation to the rela
tives of the victims for the acts committed by its agents and institutions, in compliance with that established
under Article 63(1) of the Convention. For that purpose the Court should enter into the damages phase in
which the victims' families can participate.

6. Order the Colombian Government to pay the costs incurred by the counsel of the Commission in
assembling the witnesses.

24. As a consequence of the March 11, 1995 deposítíon of Gonzalo Arias-Altura in the city of Bucaramanga,
Colombia, the Commission asked the Court to request that the Government exhume the bodies of Isidra
Caballera-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana and summon qualified experts to collaborate with those
named by the Court in order to identify their mortal remains. Likewise, it requested the adoption of "special
securíty measures'' to avoid unlawful tampering with the graves by those who would like to eliminate all ves
tiges that would lead to a clarification of the facts. The Commission also requested "exceptional precautíon
ary measures" to pratect the life and personal safety of Einer Pinzón, "who is the only suruiuor that knows
exactly where these people are buried." The Commission reiterated the request for "precautionary measures"
on behalf of Gonzalo Arias-Altura who "has told the Commission tbat the measures requestedpreuiously on bts
behalfhave not been adequately implemented and that bis lije is in imminent danger."

25. Before acceding to the request of the previous paragraph and for the purpose of gathering more evi
dence, the Secretariat, following the instructions of the President, requested that the Government submit sev
eral documents to which the Commission had not had access. With respect to Einer Pinzón, the Government
agreed to receive his testimony in Colombia. On April 26, 1995 the Government sent the remaining docu
mentation.
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26. On March 30, 1995, the Commission again requested the adoption of provisional measures on behalf
of Gonzalo Arias-Alturo because he had be en "suddenly transferred [rom the Model Prisan of Bucaramanga
to the Prison ofArmenia-Quindio." which in the Commission's judgment "does not offer guarantees for the
case, because his lije and personal security...uiould be in imminent danger" The following day the President
requested information about this move from the Government. By a communication of April 26, 1995, the
Government responded that as soon as the Office of the Attorney General of Colombia became aware of this
transfer, it immediately asked the General Office of the National Penitentiary Institute (INPEC) "to arder the
immediate return of the prisoner to the city ofBucaramanga," where he has been since that time.

27. On April 21, 1995, the Government remitted a copy of a report from the National Office of Public
Prosecutors of Colombia concerning a judicial inspection conducted by the department in Bucaramanga
where, according to information supplied by Gonzalo Arias-Alturo, the remains of Isidro Caballero-Delgado
could be found. The Inter-Arnerican Commission, by note of May 3, 1995, asserted that this effort had taken
place without the presence of the Commission or the representatives of the victims and without the partici
patíon of the magistrate commissioned by the Court. The Government responded by means of a communi
cation of May 13, 1995, that the investigation had been conducted by the Office of the Public Prosecutor "untb
in the autonomy that characterizes it, in accordance toitb constituttonal and legal autbority. "

28. On October 6, 1995, Colombia submírted information on the advances made in the internal criminal
investigation conducted by the Regional Office of the Public Prosecutors of Santafé de Bogotá, in which it
reported on the resolution of the legal situation of several of those implicated and ordered preventive deten
tion for Gonzalo Arias-Alturo. By comrnunícations of November 30 and December 5, 1995 the Government
sent new documentation concerning other developments in the investigation.

IV

29. The Inter-American Cornmissíon submitted with its application copies of testimony of witnesses, news-
paper clippings, diagrams, maps, and reports.

30. The Government submitted to this Court volurninous récords of the proceedings conducted by several
civil and military authorities related to the disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen
Santana.

31. Included among these files was the record of an investigative proceeding in the lower criminal court
initiated on March 2, 1989, before the Second Mobile Court of Criminal Investigation. That action resulted in
an Order of September 20,1990, which in conjunction with the Order ofthe 11th of the same month, absolved
for lack of evidence all of those charged and ordered their ímrnedíate release. Although the case was closed
on October 3, 1990, it was reopened as of March 12, 1992 due to the alleged participation of Carlos Julio
Pínzón-Fontecha in the events. He was later shown to have died on May 29, 1989. Currently, the investiga
tion has been reopened because of the statement of an official of the Prosecutor's Office. The official who
reported that, in an interview undertaken as part of an investigation, Gonzalo Arias-Alturo related facts incrim
inating himself and others in the cornmission of the crime under investigation.

32. It has also been confirmed that, from February 27 to june 6, 1989, preliminaryproceedings inquiring
into those responsíble for the kidnapping of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana took
place before the 26th Court of Military Criminal Investigation. These proceedings were suspended because, at
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that time, no member of the Army was connected wíth the events.

33. In the course of oral arguments thís Court heard the testimony of witnesses called by the Cornrnission
and the Government. This testimony ís surnmarized in the following paragraphs. Witness Doctor Zoilo Javier
jerez-Medina testified that he is Presídent of the Committee for Human Rights of Santander; that Isidro
Caballero-Delgado offered to organíze a forum in San Alberto; that he could not be precise as to the date on
which he had seen Caballero-Delgado for the last time, but that it was at the end of October, 1988; and that
on February 9 or 10, 1989, he found out about his disappearance.

34. WitnessMaría NodelíaParra-Rodríguez testífíed that she is an educator, but that, at present, ínstead of
working as a teacher, she ls the director of the Teachers' Union of Santander; that she had Iíved wíth Caballero
Delgado since 1986; that they are co-owners of an apartment, and that they had a chíld in 1988; that Caballero
Delgado had many responsibilities in the Teachers' Uníon: that in 1984 he was arrested for illegally carrying
weapons and was sentenced to 36 months in prison but was released in November 1986; that Caballero
Delgado told her that he was a militant member ofthe M-19 and was afraid; that in December 1987 or january
1988 members of DAS carne to the Union looking for hírn and he also received death threats by telephone;
that Caballero-Delgado told her that he was in charge of organízíng a Forum for Citizens' Coexistence in San
Alberto; that the Laborers'Union of Santander was affiliated with USITRAS, which is the trade uníon organí
zatíon of the Department of Santander that sponsored the Forum, that Caballero-Delgado left for San Alberto
in the middle of january, because the Forum was going to take place on February 16, and it required prepa
ratíon, that he called her every week and that he called on Thursday of the week before February 7 and left
a message that he would call her on February 7, but that call never carne through, that on February 8 she
received word that Caballero-Delgado had been captured the previous day by an Army patrol; that on the 9th
she filed a writ of habeas corpus in the Superior Court of Bucaramanga and on the 10th she traveled to San
Alberto where she met with the leaders of the Union and asked them to [oin in the search; that they proposed
that a committee accompany her the next day to speak wíth the peasants, look over the farm, take pho
tographs, and fínd witnesses; that she went to the Líbano mobile base, and there Sergeant Cárdenas denied
that Caballero-Delgado had been captured; that on the same day she went to the Morrison or Morrínson Base
where Lieutenant Ríos told her that he had no knowledge of the capture; that three months later she found
out that the resu1ts of the writ of habeas corpus had been negative; that she wentto the Mayor's Offíce in San
Alberto, and from there she went with the Municipal Representative, Doctor Isabel Monsalve, to the Guaduas
District where they talked with Rosa Delia Valderrama; that Mrs. Valderrama told them that Caballero-Delgado
had been detained and recognized him from the photograph they showed her; that both Mrs. Valderrama and
her granddaughter rendered testimony before Doctor Monsalve and stated throughout it that the capture had
been made by members of the Army who identífied themselves as such and dressed in camouflage uniforms;
that, subsequently, they went to the Morrison Military Base and there the Cornrnander-in-Chief, Colonel
Velandia-Pastrana, denied that Caballero-Delgado had been captured; that Caballero-Delgado was detained in
the company of María del Carmen Santana, who the wítness did not know; that Doña Rosa and her grand
daughter had said that Caballero-Delgado had dísappeared in the company of a woman, and María del
Carmen Santana ts named in the writ of habeas corpus and all of the judicial motíons; that she requested that
a judge be named for the criminal ínvestígation, that sorne of thoseresponslble were found in the jaíls, includ
íng Gonzalo Pinzón-Fontecha, who was identífied in the líne-up by one of the witnesses, and Gonzalo Arias
Alturo, who was also ídentífíed as beíng one ofthe perpetrators; that Captain Héctor Alirio Forero-Quintero
could not be identífied and lt was then that the telephone death threats began and that witness Javier Páez,
who was goíng to identify Captain Forero was also threatened and díd not contact her agaín, that
Admlnistrative judge Bias Almanza told her that Captain Forero, had sent him a threatening letter; that she
had received more threats, that she had gone with sixty teachers to the Episcopal Pala ce to make the author
ities pass judgment ón the disappearance of Caballero-Delgado; that after these actions almost all of the reme
dies to establish the whereabouts of Caballero-Delgado were exhausted; that she subsequently continued
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receiving threats and that since May 1993 she has been guardecl by two officials of DAS and one from the
Public Prosecutor's Office of Bucaramanga; that she knows that witness Javier Páez ancl the leacler of the
Union of San Alberto, Guillermo Guerrero-Zambrano, have been threatened; that twenty teachers have been
assassinated in Santancler and more than four hunclred have been assassinated in the country, that Judge BIas
Almanza told her that Gonzalo Arias-Alturo had informed him, off the record, that Caballero-Delgado was
dead; that Gonzalo Arías-Alturo, Captain Héctor Alirio Forero-Quintero, and Norberto Báez-Báez had been
charged and exonerated, although the proceeding was reopened; that she told the person in charge of the
investigation to try to find Arias-Alturo, whích was done, and he informed on the persons who had ordered
him to execute Caballero-Delgado and told where they had possibly buried him; that Arias-Alturo stated that
the persons who participated in the events were members of the Army; that she knows that Arias-Alturo is at
Iíberty, that according to witnesses Rosa Delia Valderrama and Sobeida Quintero, the soldiers had Caballero
Delgado detained from approximately one thirty in the afternoon until four, not in the house but about twen
ty meters away: that in addition to those witnesses, Elida González saw him detained; that later the Army went
to the house of Carmen Belén Aparicio between four and five in the afternoon, that there were no acts of vio
lence during the interrogation, and that Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana were taken away
separately by Army patrols; .that Javier Páez was captured the next day; that Rosa Delia Valderrama identified
Caballero-Delgado from a photograph that she showed her; that Doctor Horacio Serpa-Uribe knew Caballero
Delgado and visited him when he was in jail and offered to assist in establishing his whereabouts; that Manuel
Salvador Betancourt telephoned the Commander of the Morrison Base in order to make visual inspection; that
at the request of the Ínter-American Commission, the Government has assigneel three persons for her proteo
tion; that she isthe complainant in the investigative proceeding ami acknowledges that the authorities ha ve
tried to accumulate the greatest amount of evielence; that she has not submitted a claim against the State for
compensation of damages; that she is affiliateel with the Ministry of Eelucation, but since 1984 or 1985 has had
a union commission; that to continue receiving the salary of a teacher is an exception maele on her behalf,
anel the Government has not withhelel her pay; that she eloes not know what weapon Caballero-Delgado was
carrying when he was arrested for carrying weapons illegally; that the M-19 was a clandestine movement that
trieel to finel a political opening, anel it is now a legal political movement that is calleel the Democratic Alliance
M-19; that DAS is the Administrative Department of Security anel is a civilian organization; that only the Army
uses camouflage uníforrns, that after the disappearance of Caballero-Delgado, Pinzón-Fontecha and Arias
Alturo were in prison for attacking toll booths, anel Captain Forero was also imprisoned for the same reason;
and that the threat from Colonel or General Cifuentes was maele by means of a politician whose na me she
withhelel.

35. Witness Elizabeth Monsalve-Camacho, attorney, testifieel that from 1987 to 1989 she worked in the
Municipality of San Alberto, initially as the Secretary of Government and later as the Municipal Representative;
that in míd-Pebruary, 1989, María Nodelia Parra-Rodríguez anel two other persons came to her office to ask
her assistance in taking testimony; that she had never known Caballero-Delgado; that they went to the
Guaduas District anel there took the statements of a woman nameel Rosa Delia anel a girl named Sobeida; that
the former testified that some days earlier a group from the Army had come within about fífty meters, and
then Caballero-Delgado remained talking with the Army group; that when the photograph of Caballero
Delgado was shown to the declarant, she recognizeel him, and she stated that those from the Army elid not
act violently; that they then went to the mobile Líbano Base and asked if they had detained aman and woman,
and they were answered negatively; that next they went to the Morrison Base where Colonel Velandia spoke
with them and told them that he did not have anyone detained; that she turned over the original file of the
investigation and did not fínd out anything more about the proceedings; that she left proof of the testimony
that she took in the file but not of the inquiry at the Morrison Base; that Rosa Delia Valelerrama described
Caballero as thin with a mustache, approximately thirty-three years old, and she thought she hael said that he
was dressed in a red shirt and that the young woman had on blue jeans; that there was no hinderance in the
investigation; that it is public knowledge that San Alberto is a guerrilla zone: that it is also publíc knowledge
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that the guerrillas at times dress in camouflage, the spotted uniform of the Arrny; and that she viewed Rosa
Delia Valderrama as being mentally sound.

36. Witness Elida González-Vergel testífíed that she ís a cook in Cúcuta and that she do es not know how
to read or write, that the day of the disappearance of Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana she
was going to visit her sick mother who lived on the Guaduas District; that for that reason she left San Rafael,
where she lived, at about twelve-thirty in the afternoon and arrived in San Alberto at about three; that in route
she met a group of about ten army soldiers who searched a bag that she was carrying, and that one soldier
from the coast who was swarthy, tall, and husky detained her and did not allow her to continue on her way:
that the father of her daughter is a Corporal Second-Class in the Army, and, therefore, she is familiar with sol
diers who can be recognized by their haircut and their uniform; that she knew that the group that detained
her was Army because they wore the standard uniform boots, that the man who the soldiers called "com
mander" had little stars, and the soldiers did not have them; that the commander was white, had light colored
eyes,a mustache, and wore a thick gold chain; that Caballero-Delgado and his companion were in the group
along with the soldiers, and she recognized him because on Sunday when she was at her mother's house, she
was introduced to him; that she did not speak with him or greet him; that Caballero-Delgado was dressed in
the same Army uniform, but that his companion was totally nude with her hands tied behind her back; that
she spent the night in a hut and arrived the following day at her mother's house, where she heard talk that
they had captured Caballero-Delgado and his companion; that the guerrillas use rubber boots, have long ha ir
and carry machetes tied with straps, while the Army does not use rubber boots or machetes; that she encoun
tered the military patrol at around five-thirty in the afternoon; that she did not try to conyerse with Caballero
Delgado; that she has not testified earlier; that she had seen Rosa Delia Valderrama before, but that she did
not know her narne, that from her mother's house to that of Mrs. Valderrama it is three hours on foot, and
from Mrs. Valderrama's to the site where she met the military patrol it is about ten minutes; that Caballero
Delgado had a mustache, straight hair, was tall but not very tall, and had an average build; that she has not
commented about what took place to anyone except Mrs. Valderrama; that the woman was tied up, but
Caballero-Delgado was not, and that he was standing leaning against a mango tree, that the woman had
straight hair with a rounded haircut, brown eyes, and was rather short, about twenty years of age, and that
she recognized her by her haír, and because she had seen her in her house on Sunday; that she did not
denounce what she had seen to any authority because she was afraid; that she verified that she had not tes
tified before the Court previously, but she had testified in the internal Columbian proceeding, and that her
testimony was the same; that she had not received threats, but that the rest of the family had; and that she
knows from the neighbors' comments that Caballero-Delgado had be en put to death.

37. Witness Ricardo Vargas-López testified that he is a member of the Technical Corps of Investigation of
the National Office of the Attorney General; that he retired from the police with the rank of Captain and then
[oined the Technical Corps of Criminal Investigation in Bucaramanga; that at the end ofjanuary 1992 his supe
rior, Doctor Víctor Enrique Navarro-Jiménez, National Sub-director of Criminal Investigations, went to
Bucaramanga to investigate the case of Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana, and he was cho
sen to work with him; that they went to the San Alberto Zone and took testimony from five or six persons,
including Carmen Belén Aparicio, Rosa Delia Valderrama and Javier Páez, who all asserted that members of
the Army had captured Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana, that those witnesses did not
waver in saying that the perpetrators had been members of the Army; that Dr. Navarro returned to Bogotá
and turned over the remainder of the investigation to the declarant; that Javier Páez accused two persons,
Gonzalo Arias-Alturo and Gonzalo Pinzón-Fontecha, of being part of the group that captured hirn: that he tried
to locate those two persons, and he found out that Pinzón-Fontecha had died; that he located Arias-Alturo
who told him, after the questioner had promised not to make a recording or take written notes, that he and
Pinzón-Fontecha had been in the Army and, although they later retired, they continued collaborating and spo
radically went on patrol with groups from the Arrny, that they were patrolling with three members of the Army
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in the zone of Guaduas when another patrol brought two detained teachers; that they killed them by shoot
ing them with a pistol, buried them in a common grave, had to cut up the bodies, and that a lieutenant, a
sergeant, a corporal, and two civilians participated. The witness continued, saying that he had more than
three interviews with Arías-Alturo to convince him that he was not going to compromise him, and he made
two reports to Doctor Navarro; that from his experience as a professional investigator he did not doubt what
Arias-Alturo told him; that Doctor Navarro told him to offer a sum of money to Arias-Alturo in return for a for
mal statement, but that Arias-Alturo refused and was reticent and did not want to be interviewed by him any
more; that last year the declarant was summoned to the National üffice of the Attorney General, and that there
he said what he was now sayíng, that in the interview with Rosa Delia Valderrama she told him thatthe Army
patrol had captured a teacher and hís cornpaníon, and he found her to be believable; that they took a writ
ten affidavit from Mrs. Valderrama, but that he does not remember if they also took one frorn javier Páez; that
due to his experience in dealing with ínforrners, he believed Arias-Alturo, because his version of the events
coincided with that of Javier Páez, he gave an exact description of the site, and he made his statement with
out pressure and in a spontaneous manner; that one of the reasons for offering money to Arias-Alturo was to
find the bodies, but Arias-Alturo refused to accompany them, and in that type of area it is difficult to make a
search; that he transmitted the information that he received to his superior and he does not know if it was
sent to the judicial authorities; and that from the house of Mrs. Valderrama it is some two thousand five hun
dred or three thounsand meters to the site where the informer said the bodies were buried.

38. Witness Javier Páez testifíed that he belonged to an M-19 Peace Committee in San Alberto; that in 1988
he met Caballero-Delgado who was a member of the same Committee, and the last time that he saw him was
February 7 in the zone of Guaduas; that the army captured the declarant, threw him in a ditch, and the
Sergeant in command of the group asked him if he was a guerrilla, to which he answered no, that he was a
worker; that he had been asked to get a donkey for a peasant, and he left it at the house of an elderly woman
to be given to that man, and he went to make so me purchases in the market, since Caballero-Delgado could
not leave the zone because the presence of the Army made it dangerous; that he left the donkey and went to
see Caballero-Delgado, who told him that he was going to San Alberto, and this was the last time that he saw
him; that on the eighth the Army captured the declarant at about eight in the morning when he was return
ing to Guaduas; that there were about five soldiers, and he knows that they were in the army because the
guerrillas use a green uniform, rubber boots, and the knapsack is different; that when they captured him there
was a peasant who they searched and let go, and they searched him but did not allow him to continue; that
he was detained until noon, and while they were interrogating him Mrs. Belén arrived, and they searched her,
but she did not see hírn, that they asked him where the other guerrillas were, and they told him that the day
before they had captured two of them; that Gonzalo Pinzón arrived, who he already knew, and that Gonzalo
Pinzón also recognized him; that the Líbano Base is not stationary, and that Morrison ís, that he saw an
emblem on the shoulder of a soldier that read "Santander Battalion"; that they took him to a ditch and put his
head in the water and continued asking him about the guerrillas; that they put a wet rag in his mouth, they
threatened to kill him, and they hit him with a rifle; that the Sergeant communicated by radio with the
Morrison Base, saíd that he had captured another, and asked for instructions; that in the end they let him go;
that he thinks that Pínzón-Fontecha saved his life; that Pinzón was there with the Army and was a hired assas
sin, known to be a kíller, that in his earlier testimony the declarant had not stated that he was with the M-19,
but that now he had because he was amnestied; that a peasant woman, Leonor, told him that a day earlier
they had captured Caballero-Delgado and his companion, and the peasants say that they had taken them
around the region, and that they had put an Army uniform on Caballero-Delgado, and she was in underwear
and barefoot; that on that morning he had se en Caballero-Delgado dressed in a red sweat suit, and the last
time that he saw him was before noon on Tuesday the 7th in the house of Mrs. Belén; that it was about ten
minutes from there to the house of Mrs. Valderrama; that they call it a camp because the guerrillas gather
there; that Caballero-Delgado knew the region; that they captured Caballero-Delgado at a gate alongside a
mango tree; that Caballero-Delgado was about 1.72 meters tall, husky, with straight hair, and a mustache; that
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he knew that those who captured Caballero-Delgado were in the Army because of the way they treated each
other and because of the uniform, and that they werefrom the Morrison Base because they called the Base;
that sorne wore rubber boots and others Army boots, that the donkey belonged to Andrés Ortega, and he did
not leave it at Mrs. Valderrama's house because Caballero-Delgado could not get there, that, at that time, the
guerrillas of San Alberto were not wearing camouflage uniforms, that he knows that Pinzón was a hired assas
sin because of what people said; that he, the declarant, currently receives a salary from the Colombian
Government, and he was trained and works as a guard; that on the afternoon of February 7 he stayed in the
woman's house, and he did not find out that day that they had detained Caballero-Delgado; that Santana also
participated in the Dialogue for Pea ce with the people, and he saw her that same day.

39. Witness Guillermo Guerrero-Zambrano testified that he is a resident of San Alberto and has worked
gathering fruit on an African palm plantation for nineteen years; that he met Caballero-Delgado in a Unity and
Democracy Seminar; that Unity and Democracy was not only the title of the seminar but also the name of a
group of persons that took part in activities such as talking about what is happening to the people; that the
union issued invitations to other unions to organize a Forum on Peace, and Caballero-Delgado was the dele
gate of the Educators' Union of Santander, that he carne to San Alberto, and that they became fríends, that
Caballero-Delgado was involved with the M-19; that the last time that the declarant saw him was February 4,
and he accornpanied hirn until he left in a small bus for Guaduas; that he found out about the disappearance
of Caballero-Delgado on the same day that it happened from the radio that Caballero-Delgado had given hirn,
that that day they called him at six in the afternoon and told hirn the news, and he passed it on to friends
and the Santander Educators' Uníon, and that the Union obtained permission for him to miss work and inves
tigate; that on Wednesday afternoon he went alone to Guaduas to the store at the entrance of that path where
he had introduced Caballero-Delgado to the woman, and when he returned that woman told him that they
had detained Caballero-Delgado and a young woman; that he went to the school, and there was no one there,
that then he rnet Doña Rosa Delia and her granddaughter, and at first she was afraid and saíd that she didn't
know anything, and then she told him that the Arrny had detained Caballero-Delgado; that the next day sev
eral persons stated that they had seen a girl clothed in underwear being taken away by the Army, that he
went with Nodelia to the representative, and later they took testimony from Doña Rosa and her family, and
they went to the Líbano Base and later to the Morrison Base and to La Palma; that they were treated badly at
the Líbano Base and told that those there did not know anything, and that maybe people at the Morrison
Base knew something; that at Morrison they were not allowed to enter, but Colonel Velandia told Nodelia that
he did not know anything but that the counter-guerríllas, a special army that combats guerrillas, was around
there; that then they went to La Palma, and that they did all of this in only one day, that he continues work
ing in Indupalma, although not in San Alberto, because he has received death threats, and he returned to
Bucaramanga; that he was told by the Red Cross that he is on the paramilitary's list of persons who they are
going to kili; that previously he had testified that he had not seen Santana; and that Doña Rosa Delia told him
that Caballero-Delgado arrived after mid-day.

40. Witness Luis Alberto Gil-Castillo testífied that he ís a school teacher, activist, and currently the President
of the Santander Educators' Union and a Delegate in the Assembly of Santander; that he knew Caballero
Delgado from 1969 to 1970 when he was a student; that they agreed with the dernocratic ideas of the old M
19; that Caballero-Delgado carried out political activities and was arrested in 1985 for ilIegally carrying
weapons; that later he was elected to the Board of Directors of the Workers' Trade Union of Santander (USI
TRAS); that in 1985 the disappearances started; that in 1987 there was a strike, and Caballero-Delgado was
one of the organizers; that the organízers were thought to be instruments of the guerrillas; that they asked for
protection for Caballero-Delgado, but he was only given a union commission; that it fell to Caballero-Delgado
to organíze the Forums for Peace in Bucaramanga, San Alberto, and Aguachica; that the military command of
M-19 advised him of the capture of Caballero-Delgado; that the declarant went to the Morrison Base, and
Colonel Velandia denied everything; that one of the points put forward in the negotiations between the
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Government and the M-19 was the realization of regional forums; and that in 1989 the M-19 was a clandes
tine movement, and it was risky for him to admit hís militancy.

41. Witness Doctor Víctor Enrique Navarro-Iiménez, Sub-Director of the Technical Corps of the National
Office of the Attorney General at the time of the events and currently its Director, testified that he had attend
ed four meetings in the Ministry of Foreign Relations about disappearances, and that one had be en about the
Caballero Delgado Case; that they had reached an agreement with the Military Prosecutors to sencl personnel,
and he went to Guaduas where they interviewed Carmen Aparicio, and they took photographs of the farm;
that that woman was in charge of the El Danubio Farm, and she testified that she had been threatened; that
his assistant Ricardo Vargas made contact with one of the paramilitaries, Arias-Alturo, who had just finished
serving his time for assault, and with another by the last name of Fontecha who had been identified by a scar;
that in this case he could not confirm that they were involved with soldíers; that Arias-Alturo confessed the
facts to Vargas but he was afraid, and they offered him money so that he could move to a safe place, and
then he disappeared; that all this occurred in 1992; and that they were waiting to detain Caballero-Delgado.

42. Witness Doctor Armando Sarmiento-Mantilla, the National Director of Prosecutors, testified that he
coordinated all the investigation policies of the National Office of General Prosecutors, and that the
Government had never interfered with his duties; that the Unit of Prosecutors had be en created and was ded
icated exclusively to the investigation of violations of human rights; that in Santander there was aclimate of
violence prabably due to subversion, drug trafficking, paramilitaries, and common crime; that he heard about
the investigation of the Caballero Delgado Case through the news media and knows that the National Director
of Criminal Investigation ordered the case reopened in 1992; that he had taken the testimony of one witness
who will remain unidentified, and that Arias-Alturo, who had been absolved, now is incriminating himself
and accusing the Arrny; that he knows that Arias-Altura testified that he was with some soldiers fram the
Morrison Base, they stopped a bus, made Caballero-Delgado and Santana get off, and killed thern, and that
he is willing to submit a copy of the records of all stages of the praceedings.

43. Witness Manuel José Cepeda-Espinosa testifíed that he is an attorney, and that he has been Presidential
Advisor in all matters related to constituent proceedings; that during the Government of President Barco he
drafted legal instruments to facilitate the incorporation of the M-19 into civilian life, and that the M-19 partic
ipated in the call of the Constituent Assembly and in the elections of March 1990, winning nineteen of sev
enty seats in the Constituent Assembly and one in the Presidential Tripartite, and the M-19 has a Minister in
the Cabinet; that they have developed protection for human rights and have reformed the institutions of jus
tice; that he knows of the Caballero Delgado Case only from the newspapers; that the Constituent Assembly
limited what can be done by the Public Forces during marshallaw; that the Government has issued decrees
to elímínate civílian graups carrying weapons; that from 1982 until 1991 Colombia was under marshallaw;
that the pollee and soldiers are subjected to civil justice in awardshíp proceeding; that no guerrilla grouphad
been incorporated in civílían life for the last six years; that there was a situation of armed conflict and drug
trafficking was at íts highest level; and that there was no governmental policy to obstruct the actions of unions,
nongovernmental organizations, or the administration of justice.

44. Witness Hernando Valencia-Villa testified that he is the Public Prosecutor's Human Rights Delegate in
the National Attorney General's Office; that his office has complete autonomy in investigations, and that at
present he is investigating around five hundred charges against soldiers; that the Public Prosecutor's Delegate
for Military Forces is in charge of the Caballero Delgado Case because the Human Rights Delegate was ere
ated in 1990; that in the Caballero Delgado Case they have not passed the investigatory stage,which means
that no one has been charged; that at the end of last year a special agent was appointed from the Ministry for
the proceeding in the Regional Prosecutor's Office in Barranquilla; that in eleven years, from1983 to 1994,
there were 1947 forced disappearances attributed to public officials and about 1650 have not been resolved;
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that disappearances reached their peak in the years 1988, 1989, and 1990; that in recent months there has
been recognition of the gravity of the human rights crisis; and that the proposed law on the dísappearance of
persons had not be en approved as of yet.

45. Witness Luis Alberto Restrepo-Moreno testified that he was a jesuít priest and is currently an investiga
tor at the Institute for Political Studies and International Relations at the National University; that in Colombia
there has not been a policy against human rights nor interferenee in the administration of justice; that, from
a strictly legal point of view, the only violators of human rights are agents of the State, but he thinks that all
armed political actors and, of course, the guerrillas should be considered as such, that there are many prob
lems in exercising justice in Colombia; and that from 1978 to 1982 the Government gave a somewhat free
hand to the military forces, and that there were no precautions taken to constrain human rights violations.

46. Witness, General Juan Salcedo-Lora testified that he is the Inspector General of the Arrny, that subver
sion increased considerably in the Department of El Cesar as of 1987; that groups of paramilitaries are said to
help the Government, but in reality they cause very serious problems; that an area of very grave conflicts is
centered in San Alberto; that nineteen days befare the disappearance of Caballero-Delgado there was a mas
sacre of a group of judges, investigators, and justiee officials, and the guerrillas commit all kinds of atroeities;
that the M-19, on having submitted to the law, has seats on the councils and in the Chamber and the Senate;
that its leader occupies the mayor's office in the capital of one of the departments, and the M-19 members
have been sent on diplomatic missions; that the guerrillas take the uniforms from dead soldiers, and there
have been cases in which army officials confused guerrillas with their own troops; that the guerrillas have
become engaged in drug trafficking for their financing; that the Government has tried to protect human rights
by instructing the Armed Forees, creating new institutions, and reforming the Penal Code; that his only rela
tionship tothe Caballero-Delgado Case has been in collecting documents; that the investigation has been very
difficult, the investigators have run many rísks, and the case is in the hands of the Public Prosecutor's Office
and the lower courts; that he has offered total cooperation in the exhumation of the bodies if they are able
to loeate them; that by arder of the Command of the Fífth Brigade, the Public Prosecutor's Office began six
investigations on February 27; that prison cells for detained civilians in military bases have been prohibited
since 1986 or 1987; that in San Alberto there are paramilitary groups, and in that zone there has be en sorne
crime eommitted by the army; that special forces are military organizations with training in counter-guerrílla
techniques, and they wear uniforms and cannot operate in civilian clothes; that there have been cases of cor
ruption in the public forces, and they have been processed; that the Rules of Disciplinary Regimen and the
Military Penal Code have been in existence since the mid-1980s, and there is no violation of human rights that
is not cavered therein; that in the investigation of the Caballero Delgado Case sorne witnesses accused persons
who later turned out to be innocent, and there are witnesses that disappear and do not come to appointments;
that Captain Héctor Alirio-Forero was discharged from service by means of a disciplinary action; and that the
military forces have about 200,000 men and the police have 115,000.

v

47. Additionally, the following evidence was submitted to the Court during the hearíng.

a) Investigator Ricardo Vargas-López personally submitted the report which he had made to Doctor
Víctor Enrique Navarro-Jiménez, Director of the Technical Corps of Investigation of the National Office
of the Attorney General, dated September 28, 1992. (supra para. 37) In the report he states that Gonzalo
Arías-Alturo told him:
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that he and GONZALO PINZON, after having performed their military service, collaborated with the

army as informants. As such they wore camouflage army uniforrns and integrated into patrols, On

precisely the day of the disappearance of ISIDRO CABALLERO and his companion, he and

RODRIGUEZ (sic) FONTECHA were with a patrol commanded by CAPTAIN HECTOR ALIRIO

FORERO-QUINTERO which was also rnade up of Sub-officers PLACIDO CHACON-HERNANDEZ and

NORBERTO BAEZ. It was this patrol that initially detained JAVIER PAEZ and that later received the

detainees ISIDRO CABALLERO and MARIA DEL CARMENSANTANAfrom another detachment in the
zone, to later kili them and bury them in a common grave, in a site know by ARIAS-ALTURO, who
promised to identify it.

b) The testimony rendered by Gonzalo Arias-Alturo on November 24, 1994 before the Regional
Prosecutor of Barranquilla, submitted by the Agent of Colombia. Arias-Alturo testified that there was a
meeting of officials at the Morrison Base presided over by General Alfonso Baca-Perillas, Commander
of the Army's Fifth Brigade; that there it was decided to authorize Captain Héctor Alirio Forero-Quintero
and another captain, whose name he does not remember, to organize a group, of which Arias-Alturo
was a member, to capture Isidro Caballero-Delgado; that dressed as guerrillas they stopped a bus and
ordered the passengers to get out; that when Caballero-Delgado showed his identification card to
Captain Forero he detained him; that the rest of the passengers got back on the bus, but a woman who
was with him also stayed; that they turned the two over to the paramilitaries of the Riverandia Farm,
who tied them up and put them in a small truck; that they tortured and killed them, and that Gonzalo
and Einer offered to dig a grave; that he heard Captain Forero say that Caballero-Delgado and María
del Carmen Santana were in a meeting with the guerrillas; that he could find ayoung man who knows
the burial site because he buried them, and that man is Einer, since Gonzalo is dead; that the order
carne from the Morrison Base, and that the person who fired two shots to the head of each of the
detainees is a paramilitary by the name of Segundo who administers the Riverandia Farrn: that the other
captain who went with them is named Jorge Enrique García-García; that the operation was coordinat
ed by the Fifth Brigade of the Army, and that they did not detain Caballero-Delgado and María del
Carmen Santana in the farm of a peasant woman, "tbey uiere only cbecking to see if tbey uiere 01' uiere
not to be found in tbe area. Tbe troopfound out tbat tbey were tbere, because an informant said tbey
uiere in tbe area at a meeting in a scbool, tbat toas located above tbe farm uibere tbey stopped tbem.
Tbey stopped tbem to verify bis identity and to find out uibere be toas going."

c) Witness Juan Salcedo-Lora brought 35 slides and 13 photographs related to the investigation into
the disappearance of Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana. The slides and photographs
were meant to demonstrate, among other things, that on occasion the guerrillas use military uniforms.

d) Witness Hernando Valencia-Villa brought Report III on Human Rights, Colombia 1993-1994,
issued by the Attorney General of the Nation.

48. At the Commission's request the Court appointed Colombian jurist, Bernardo Gaitán-Mahecha as expert
to take the testimony of Rosa Delia Valderrama in Colombia, who due to her poor state of health could not
travel to the seat of the Court (supra para. 16). On that occasion, they read her the statements that she had
given to the Municipal Representative of San Alberto, the Second Mobile Court of Criminal Investigation of
the Judicial District of Valledupar on March 18, 1989, and the National Sub-director of Criminal Investigation
and the Technical Corps of the Judicial Police on january 22, 1992. She confirmed them in their entirety. In
the first statement, she had testified that on February 7 [1989], at approximately one in the afternoon, an Army
group dressed in camouflage was on her farm; that a young man and woman arrived, and heasked if his god
father Andrés had left amule, and the declarant answered no; that the Army group capturedthem, they sat
down to talk, and at about four in the afternoon they were taken away: that he was dressedin red pants and
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a red shirt and she was in blue jeans and a black shirt; and that the persons in the group appeared to be from
the National Army. When the witness was shown a photograph of Isidro Caballero-Delgado, she said that he
was the person who had been detained. In her second statement she had added that one of the members of
the military group was called "my Sergeant" by the others. Moreover, in her third statement the witness added
that about ten minutes before the young man and woman arrived, an Army group had arrived and was sit
ting in a neighboring kiosk near the house. When the young man and woman left, another group of soldíers,
who were on a hill about 120 meters from the house, came running down to catch up with them, and those
that were in the house joined them. There were about fifteen that ca me down the hill and about four that
were in the house.

49. In addition to confirming her earlier testimony the witness answered the questions put to her by the
Government representative. She testified, among other things, that the person who came to her house differed
from the photograph that they had shown her in that he did not have a mustache, and that the soldiers who
came to her house had their faces covered with a red cloth. On being questioned by the Commission Delegate,
she testified that the soldiers arrived at about noon, asked her if she had weapons of the guerrillas, and
searched the house.

50. The Government has sent a copy of the testimony, rendered by Gonzalo Arias-Alturo on December 19,
1994 before the Assistant Attorney of the General Office for the Attention and Processing of Complaints of the
Public Defender's Office; the declarant testifled that on january 3, 1989, two professional counter-guerrilla
groups were reunited to organíze a special Delfín group, of which he was a member, and that group was
attached to the Santander Battalion: that on january 9 they moved to the Morrison Base, and there General
Alfonso Baca-Perillas, who coordinated operations in the zone, visited them; that the group was organized in
San Alberto under the command of Captain Héctor Alirio Forero-Quintero; that the group moved toward
Minas, which is a town on the highway to the coast between San Alberto and Morrison, and Captain Forero
Quintero told them that their mission was to capture a leader of the M-19 named Isidro Caballero-Delgado;
that on February 6 they were told that Caballero-Delgado was in the zone and should not be detained in the
presence of many people, that at about 4:30 Sergeant Vanegas advised them that he had talked with Caballero
Delgado, who told him that he was going to Bucaramanga; that at about 6:30 the same Sergeant said that
Caballero-Delgado had boarded a COOPETRAN bus; that Captain Forero-Quintero set up a road block that
detained the bus, and Luis Gonzalo Pinzón-Fontecha boarded the bus and ordered all the passengers to get
out and present their identification; that when they identified Caballero-Delgado they detained him together
with María Del Carmen Santana who was traveling with him, and they turned them over to the paramilitaries;
that at about 11:30 pm he arrived at the Riverandia Farm with Captain Forero-Quintero and others and asked
for Captain Jorge Enrique García-García; that they found him with Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen
Santana who were gagged with adhesive tape, and there was also another person detained; that they had
pulled out part of Caballero-Delgado's mustache; that Captain Forero said to Segundo, the paramilitary corn
mander whose family name he does not know, that he already knew what they had to do with the detainees;
that Segundo called to Vicente Pinzón-Fontecha and Einer Pinzón-Pinzón to take the three detainees, and that
the witness also went with them; that they cut off the legs of the detainees so that they would fit in so me
hales that Einer had dug, and later they informed Captain Forero-Quintero that they had buried them; that the
capture of Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana was not at the house of a peasant woman but
rather in a bus, after Sergeant Vanegas informed them that he had talked with hirn: that the reason that the
peasants say that they captured him there may have been because Vanegas accompanied Caballero-Delgado
almost to the highway, that the capture in the bus took place between 6:30 and 7:00 pm; that he asked
Segundo about the instructions that Captain Forero had given him, and he answered that they were to kili and
disappear the detainees; that he does not know who the third detainee was, but that he is buried with
Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana; that he did not witness the death of the detainees because
he was on guard about thirty meters away and only heard the shots, and that the third detainee was killed
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with a knife; that he can make a sketch of the place of the burial, but that Einer Pinzón is the one who knows
the exact place; that the valuables and papers of the detained were given to Captain García-García; that this
is the first time that he has testified in a complete forrn; and that he wants to be given a fair hearing and secu
rity for his life and his family. A rough sketch made and signed by the witness is attached to the statement.

51. The Government also submitted the record of the investigations conducted on the Riverandia Farm on
March 11, 1995 by the Criminal Department of the Technical Corps of the National Office of the General
Prosecutor of Bucaramanga. According to this investigatory record a probable area was selected where,
according to an unnamed witness, the rernains of two disappeared persons might be buried; they rnade four
excavations without finding human rernains, and observed that the ground was uníforrnly compact with no
sign of disturbance in many years. The attempt was concluded after measuring the area and photographing
it. Then, on two later occasíons, the Government reported two more unsuccessful attempts to locate these
remains.

52. In the deposition taken by the Colombian Jurist Gabriel Burgos-Mantilla, commissioned by this Court,
and in which the Delegate of the Inter-American Commission, its Attorneys, and the Government representa
tives participated (supra para. 21), Gonzalo Arias-Alturo gave a different version of the details about the mur
der of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana.

53. The Court will now specify the relevant facts that it considers proved:

a) That the Municipality of San Alberto (El Cesar), the place where the events under consideration
occurred, was at that time a zone of intense army, paramilitary and guerrilla activity (specifically the
testimony of Gonzalo Arías-Alturo, Carlos Julio Parra-Rarnírez, Elizabeth Monsalve-Camacho, Armando
Sarmiento-Mantilla, and Juan Salcedo-Lora).

b) Notwithstanding the fact that much of the testimony rendered before thís Tribunal, both at the
public hearing and in Colombia, and in the domestic proceedings conducted in that country differs as
to details about the place and the hour of detention, there exists suffícíent evidence to infer the rea
sonable conclusion that the detention and the disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del
Carmen Santana were carried out by persons who belonged to the Colombian Army and by several
civilians who collaborated with them (testimony of Rosa Delia Valderrama, the minar Sobeida Quintero,
Elida González-Vergel, Javier Páez, and the declarations of Gonzalo Arias-Alturo). The fact that more
than six years have passed, and there has been no news of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del
Carmen Santana permits the reasonable conclusion that they are dead,

c) This conclusion is reinforced by data from the criminal action that took place befare the Second
judge of the Public Order of Valledupar for the kidnapping of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del
Carmen Santana. In that case, preventive detention was ordered against Gonzalo Pinzón-Fontecha,
Captain Héctor Alirio Farero-Quintero, and Gonzalo Arías-Alturo, as a precaution, because the judge
determined that there were factors that raised the presumption of their responsibility for that crime.
They were later absolved due to insufficient evidence. The criminal action was ordered reopened, how
ever, because of the subsequent statements of Gonzalo Arias-Alturo.

d) Moreover, one must take into consideration other actions before criminal and military courts, in
which those accused and Corporal Norberto Báez-Báez were sentenced for other unlawful acts (aggra
vated robbery, breach of faith, añd íllegally carryíng weapons) which took place one month after the
disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana. These sentences dernon
strate that the soldiers and civilians named acted in concert to commit crimes. The statements given by
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Captain Forero in that proceeding resulted in hís being subjected to psychiatric examinations and to
treatment in a military hospital for "a paranoid mental disorder of a permanent nature, " according to
the doctor's examination,

e) Finally, in the arder of April 26, 1990 in the Court of military discipline, Captain Forero was ulti
mately discharged from the Colombian Army because,"be did not carry out bis obligation ofcustodian,
as guarantor of tbe lije and personal safety ofItuol citizens, conduct tbat lead to tbe disappearance of
tbose apprebended at tbe bands of military troops ... ", an event which took place one year earlier in
the region next to that in whích the disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgaado and María del Carmen
Santa na took place.

t) Conversely, thís Tribunal does not find suffíclent evidence to demonstrate that Isidro Caballero
Delgado and María del Carmen Santana had been subjected to torture or inhumane treatment during
their detention, since that allegation ís based solely on the vague testimony of Elida González-Vergel
and Gonzalo Arias-Alturo and was not confirmed by the statements of the other witnesses.

VII

54. Once it has been established that the detention and disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and
María del Carmen Santana was carried out by members of the Colombian Army and civilians who acted as
soldiers, it remains to be determined, in accordance with the norms of international law, íf the Government
is responsíble for having violated the Convention.

55. In accordance wíth Artícle 1(1) of the Convention, the States Parties are obligated to respect the ríghts
and freedoms recognízed in the Convention and to ensure their free and full exercise to all persons subject
to their jurisdiction.

56. The Court has interpreted the above-cited Article in the Velásquez Rodríguez and Godínez Cruz Cases
as follows:

Article 1(1) is essential in determining whether a violation of the human rights recognized by the
Conventíon can be imputed to a State Party. In effect, that article charges the States Parties with the fun
damental duty to respect and guarantee the rights recognízed in the Convention, Any impairment of those
rights which can be attributed under the rules of internationallaw to the action or omission of any public
authority constitutes an act imputable to the State, which assumes responsibility in the terms provided by
the Convention. (VelásquezRodríguez, ]udgment of ]uly 29, 1988. Series C No. 4, para. 164; Godínez Cruz
Case, ]udgment of]anuary 20, 1989. Series C No. 5, para. 173.)

According to Article 1(1), any exercise of public power that violates the rights recognized by the Convention
ís illega!. Whenever a State organ, official or public entity viola tes one of those rights, this constitutes a fail
ure of the duty to respect the rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention. CIbid., para. 169 and para.
178, respectívely.)

Thus, in principIe, any violation of rights recognized by the Convention carried out by an act of public
authority or by persons who use their position of authority is imputable to the State. However, this does
not define all the circumstances in whích a State ís obligated to prevent, investigate and punish human
rights violations, nor all the cases in which the State might be found responsible for an infringement of
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those rights. An illegal aet whieh viola tes human rights and whieh is initially not direetly imputable to a
State (for example, beeause it is the aet of a private person or beeause the person responsible has not be en
identified) can lead to international responsibility of the State, not beeause of the aet itself, but because of
the laek of due diligenee to prevent the violatíon or to respond to it as required by the Convention. CIbid.

para 172 and paras. 181-182, respeetively.)

57. In the instant case, Colombia has undertaken a prolonged judicial investigation, not free of defects, to
find and sanction those responsíble for the detention and disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and
María del Carmen Santana, and those proceedings have not been closed.

58. As the Court held in the cases cited aboye, "[iln certain circumstances, it may be difficult to investigate
acts that violate an indiuidual's rights. The duty to investigate, like the duty to preuent, is not breached merely
beca use the investigation does not produce a satisfactory resulto eVelásquez Rodríguez Case, supra 56, para.
177; Godinez Cruz Case, supra 56, para. 188.) Nevertheless, to fully ensure the rights recognized in the
Convention, it is not sufficient that the Government undertake an investigation and try to sanction those guilty;
rather ir is also necessary that all this Government activity culminate in the reparation of the injured party,
which in this case has not occurred.

59. Therefore, as Colombia has not rernedied the consequences of the víolatíons carried out by its agents,
it has failed to cornply with the duties that the above-cited Article 1(1) of the Convention imposes on it.

60. As to the responsíbílity that could fall to the individuals who have been narned in the testimony
reported aboye, the Court cannot express any opinion because that is the responsibility of the Colombian
authorities. This Tribunal has held: "[als far as concerns the human rigbts protected by the Conuention, the
jurisdiction of the organs established tbereunder refers exclusiuely to iruernational responsibility ofstates and
not to that of indioiduals." (International Responsibility for the Promulgation and Enforcement of Laws in
Violation ofthe Conuention (Arts. 1 and 2 ofthe American Conuentton on Human Rigbts), Advisory Opinion
OC-14/94 of Decernber 9, 1994. Series A No. 14, para. 56.) .

VIII

61. With respect to the violation of other provisions of the Convention which have been imputed to
Colombia, this Court determines the following:

62. The Commission alleges that Colombia has violated Artícle 2 of the Convention. However, this Court
does not find that Colombia lacks the legislative or other measures necessary to give effect to the ríghts and
freedoms ensured by the Convention. Consequently, there is no violation of Article 2.

63. Whereas Colombia's responsíbílíty for the illegal detention and presumed death of Isidro Caballero
Delgado and María del Carmen Santana has been established, violations of their rights to personal liberty and
to life, as ensured by Artícles 7 and 4 of the Convention, are attributable to Colombia.

64. Given the short time that transpíred between the capture of the persons named in this case and their
presumed death, the Court holds that there was no opportunity for the application of the judicial guarantees
contained in Article 8 of the Convention and that, as a result, there is no violation of that Article.

65. Nor does the Court hold that Colombia has violated the ríght to humane treatment ensured by Article
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5 of the Convention, since, in its judgment, there is insufficient proof that those detained were tortured 01' sub
jected to inhumane treatment.

66. As to Artiele 25 of the Convention, which concerns judicial protection, the Court determines that this
Artiele was not violated inasmuch as the writ of habeas corpus filed on behalf of Isidro Caballero-Delgado by
María Nodelia Parra-Rodríguez was processed by the First Superior judge of Bucaramanga. The fact that this
remedy was not successful, because the Commander of the Fifth Brigade of Bucaramanga, the Director of the
Model Prison of Bucaramanga, DAS, and the Judicial Police answered that Isidro Caballero-Delgado was not
to be found in those places, does not constitute a violation of the guarantee of judicial protection.

67. In its final pleading, the Commission requested that the Court "declare that based on the principie of
pacta sunt servanda in accordance with Article 26 of the Vienna Coriuention on the Law of Treaties, the
Gouernment has uiolated Articles 51(2) and 44 ofthe American Conuention read in conjunction with Article
1(1), by deliberately failing to comply with the recommendations made by the Inter-American Commission."
In this respect it is enough to state that this Court, in several judgments and advisory opinions has interpret
ed the meaning of Artieles 50 and 51 of the Convention. Artiele 50 provides for the drafting of a preliminary
report that is transmitted to the State so the State may adopt the proposals and recommendations of the
Convention. The second provision provides that, if within a period of three months, the matter has not been
resolved or submitted for a decision of the Court, the Commission will draw up a final reporto Therefore, if
the matter has been submitted for a decision of the Court, as it has be en in the instant case, there is no author
ity to draw up the second reporto

In the Court's judgment, the term "recommendations" used by the American Convention should be interpret
ed to conform to its ordinary meaning, in accordance with Artiele 31(1) of the Vienna Convention on the Law
of Treaties. For that reason, a recommendation does not have the character of an obligatory judicial decision
for which the failure to comply would generate State responsibility. As there is no evidence in the present
Convention that the parties intended to gíve it a special meaning, Artiele 31(4) of the Vienna Convention is
not applicable. Consequently, the State does not incur international responsibility by not complying with a
recommendation which is not oblígatory. As to Artiele 44 of the American Convention, the Court finds that it
refers to the right to present petitions to the Commission, and that it has no relation to the obligations of the
State.

68. As the Court has found that there has be en a violation of the human ríghts protected by the Convention,
it must rule on the reparation of the consequences of the measure or situation that constituted the violation
of those rights and the payment of fair compensation to the injured party, pursuant to Artiele 63(1) of the
Convention.

69. In the instant case, reparations should consist of the continuation of the judicial proceedings inquiring
into the disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana and punishment of those
responsible in conformance with Colombian domestic law.

70. As to the costs requested by the Commission, the Court has already stated that:

the Commission eannot demand that expenses ineurred as a result of its own internal work structure be
reimbursed through the assessment of costs. The operation of the human rights organs of the American
system is funded by the Member States by means of their annual eontributions. (Aloeboetoe et al. Case,
Reparations (art. 63(1) oftbe American Conuention 011 Human Rigbts), ]udgment of September 10, 1993.
Series C No. 15, para. 114; Neira Alegria et al. Case, ]udgment of January 19, 1995, Series C No. 20, para.
87.)
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71. With respect to compensation and the reimbursement of the expenses incurred by the relatives of the
victims in their legal actions before the Colombian authorities in relation to this proceeding, the Court holds
that those costs should be charged to the State. As the Court lacks the evidence to allow it to fix the arnount,
the compensation and costs phase is opened.

72. NOW, THEREFORE,

THECOURT

By four votes to one

1. Decides that the Republic of Colombia has violated, to the detriment of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and
María del Carmen Santana the rights to personalliberty and to life contained in Articles 7 and 4, read in con
junction with Artiele 1(1) of the American Convention on Human Rights.

]udge Nieto-Navia dissenting.

By four votes to one

2. Decides that the Republic of Colombia has not violated the right to humane treatment contained in
Article 5 of the American Convention on Human Rights.

]udge Pacheco-Gómez dissenting

Unanimously

3. Decides that the Republic of Colombia has not violated Articles 2, 8, and 25 of the American Convention
on Human Rights, relative to the duty to adopt measures to give effect to the rights and freedoms ensured by
the Convention, right to a fair trial, and the judicial protection of rights.

Unanimously

4. Decides that the Republic of Colombia has nor. violated Artieles 51(2) and 44 of the American
Convention on Human Rights.

Unanimously

5. Decides that the Republic of Colombia is obligated to continue judicial proceedings into the disap
pearance and presumed death of the persons named and to extend punishment in accordance with internal
law.

By four votes to one

6. Decides that the Republic of Colombia is obligated to pay fair compensation to the relatives of the vic
tims and to reimburse the expenses they have incurred in their actions before the Colombian authorities in
relation to these proceedings.

]udge Nieto-Navia dissenting.

By four votes to one
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7. Decides that the manner and amount of the compensation and reirnbursement of the expenses will be
fixed by this Court and for that purpose the corresponding proceeding rernains open.

judge Nieto-Navia dissenting.

Done in Spanish and English, the Spanish text being authentíc. Read at a public hearing at the seat of the
Court in San José, Costa Rica on December 8, 1995.

Héctor Fix-Zarnudio
President

Rafael Nieto-NavíaHernán Salgado-Pe' ntes

~'
Alejandro Montiel-Argüello

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary

So ordered,

~
Héctor Fix-Zamudio

President

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



DISSENTING OPINION OF jUDGE NIETO-NAVIA

Although it has not proved that those responsible acted under official orders or that this was a practice of the
Colombian Army and, whereas, from the record one can deduce the opposite (apparently those kidnapping
the victims were dressed as guerrillas, although the difference between a military and a guerrilla uniform is
not cIear; and Captain Forero-Quintero was treated for several months in a military hospital for paranoia result
ing from psychological trauma caused by the assassination at the hands of the guerrillas of several members
of his troop while they were building a highway), the Court has not found ít inappropriate to infer that the
death and disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana occurred at the hands of
a pararnilitary group in collusion with an official and a sub-official of the Army. The unclersigned juclge under
stands that, according to modern trends in international law, this could constitute an act of the State, which
is not excusecl by the circumstance that those involved coulcl have acted under their own initiative.

The criminal judge who investigatecl those implícated absolved them because the evidence usecl to charge
them was weak and circumstantial. That judgment, which is a model of analysis, makes one think that, per
haps, conclemning the accused would have violated the procedural rights and presumption of innocence
required by Colombian law and the Convention. Except for testimony from the sarne inclividuals, which did
not always coincide with their initial testimony, ancl the testimony of Gonzalo Arías-Alturo, which also do es
not agree with his earlier statements, this Court did not have additional evidence beyond that which was con
sicleree! by that juclge.

However, here, as the Court has statecl (Velásquez Rodríguez Case, ]udgment of ]uly 29, 1988. Series C No. 4,
paras. 134 and 135; Godínez Cruz Case, ]udgment of ]anuary 20, 1989. Series C No. 5, paras. 140 ane! 141),
we are dealing with the assumption of international State responsibility for violation of the Convention and
not a case of criminal responsibility. Consequently, what must be analyzeel is not whether Isidro Caballero
Delgaelo anel María elel Carmen Santana were killeel uneler the circumstances accepteel as a working hypoth
esis by the Court, which would produce criminal responsibility in those implicated, but whether Colombia has
violated the Convention. That is to say, whether conclitions exist uneler which an act which violates a right
recognizecl in the Convention can be attributecl or imputeel to that State, thereby establishing its international
responsibility. (Ibid. para. 160 and para. 169, respectively.) In paragraph 60, the Court cites Aclvisory Opinion
OC-14/94 which fully confírms what I say here. (Iruernauonal Responsibility for the Promulgation and
Bnforcement of Laws in Violation of the Conoention (Arts. 1 and 2 of the American Conuention on Human
Rigbts), Advisory Opinion OC-14/94 of December 9, 1994. Series A No. 14, para. 56.)

In an earlier case, the Court stated that

ArtícIe 1(1) .ís- essential in determining whether a violation of the human rights recognízed by the
Conventíon can be imputed to a State Party. In effeet, that article eharges the States Parties with the fun
damental duty to respect and ensure the rights recognized in the Convention. Any impairment of those
rights, which ean be attributed under the rules of internationaJ law to the actíon or omission of any public
authority eonstitutes an actimputable to the State, whích assurnes responsibility in the terms provided by
the Convention. (velásquez Rodríguez Case, para. 164 and Godínez Cruz Case, para. 173.)

"The rules of internationallaw" towhich the Court refers, are, of course, the principies that regulate the ínter
national responsibility of States in general and the subject:ofhuman ríghts in particular.

The theories of international State responsibility wel1 known to scholars. .These theories have been evolv
ing since the liabilityforfault theory of Grotius, in which the psychological elements peculiar to human beings
are attributed to the State. This theory resultecl from the identification of the State wíth its ruler, which was in
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vogue at that time. Then there carne the causal liability tbeory, in which the acts which generate responsibíli
ty must not only be illicit but also attributable to the State. The rish tbeory, according to which the relationship
of causality between the illicit act and the act of State would be sufficient to generate State responsibility is
passed over. The codifications of the International Law Commission do not accept this last thesis. They require
imputability as a precondition to the attribution of internation al State responsibility.

In endorsing human rights treaties, States have not reached the stage of accepting that the mere relationship
of causality between the act of the State and the violation of the right protected generates international respon
sibility. For that reason, the analysis of the instant case cannot be separated from the content of these rights
and from the duties assumed by the States under Articles 1(1) and 2 of the Convention, as they have been
interpreted by this Court when dealing with the application of its ínternatíonal jurisdiction.

It is obvious that certain protected rights are closely linked to the act of the State and cannot be violated except
by the State. For example, the promulgation of a law that conflicts with the duties assumed by the State on
accepting the Convention is an act of State that violates the Convention, since only States can promulgate laws.
But even under this hypothesis, as the Court has already stated, the sole promulgation of a law does not pro
duce international responsibility, rather it must be implemented and it must affect "tbe protected rigbts and
freedoms ofspecific indioiduals. " (International Responsibility For tbe Promulgation and Enforcement ofLaws
in Violation of tbe Convention, cf. para. 58(1).)

The Court has held, in interpreting Article 1(1) of the Convention, that

lwlhat is decisive is whether a violation of the rights recognized by the Convention has occurred with the
support or the acquiescence of the government, or whether the State has allowed the act to take place with
out takíng measures to prevent it or to punish those responsible. Thus, the Court's task ís to determine
whether the violation is the result of a State's failure to fulfill its duty to respect and guarantee those rights,
as required by Article 1(1) of the Convention. (Velásquez Rodríguez Case, cf. para. 173 and Godínez Cruz

Case, d. para. 183). The State, [the Court addedl has a legal duty to take reasonable steps to prevent human
rights violations and to use the means at its disposal to carry out a serious investigation of violations com
mitted within its jurisdiction, to identify those responsible, to impose the appropriate punishment and to
ensure the victim adequate compensation. (Ibid. para. 174 and para. 184, respectively.)

The word "reasonable" qualifies the duty of prevention and was explained by the Court when it stated that,
"wbile tbe State is obligated to preuent buman rigbts abuses, the existence ofa particular uiolation does not, in
itself, prove the failure to take preuentiue measures." (Ibid. para. 175 and para. 185, respectively.) It is not
enough that there be a violation to say that the State failed to prevent it. To interpret the Convention in this
manner obviously goes farther than what the States accepted on subscribing to it, because it would ímply that
it is sufficient that the act of State whích violates a protected right be present for the State to have to answer
for it. This would signify, neither more nor less, that the protective organs, the Commission and the Court,
are intrusive, unless their function is limited to pronouncing judgment on whether the act took place. It would
also signify that international protection is not subsidiary to domestic protection but that, conversely, it oper
ates automatically. Neither of these two suppositions is true under the American Convention.

For that reason "Itlbis duty to prevent includes al! those means ofa legal, political, administratiue and cultural
nature thatpromote the protection ofhuman rigbts and ensure that any violations are considered and treated
as illegal acts, which, as such, may lead to the punisbment of those responsible and the obligation to indemni
fy the victimsfordamages." (Ibid.)

The record of this case does not prove that "reasonable" steps to prevent acts of this nature, do not exist, or
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if they do exist, that they have not been taken. Conversely, the record gives the impression that the event
under consideration was probably due to an official who later was shown to suffer from mental disturbances,
which is surely beyond existing contingent measures of protection.

The duties of the State are not limited to prevention but also include investigation of the facts so that "(¡Ji tbe
State apparatus acts in sucb a way tbat tbe uiolation goes unpurusbed and tbe uictim'sfull enjoyrnent of sucb
rights is not restored as soon as possible, tbe State bas failed to comply uiitb its duty to ensure tbe free and full
exercise of tbose rigbts to the persons toitbin its jurisdiction."(Ibid. para. 176 and para. 187, respectively.) The
Court has stated that

[iln certain circumstances, it may be difficult to investigate acts that violate an individual's rights. The duty
to investigate, like the duty to prevent, is not breached merely because the investigation does not produce
a satisfactory result. Nevertheless, it must be undertaken in a serious manner and not as a mere formaHty
preordained to be ineffective. An investigation must have an objective and be assumed by the State as its
own legal duty, not as a step taken by private interests that depends upon the initiative of the victim or his
familyor upon their offer of proof, without an effective search for the truth by the government. This is true
regardless of what agent is eventually found responsible for the violation. Where the acts of private parties
that violate the Convention are not seriously investigated, those parties are aided in a sense by the gov
ernment, thereby making the State responsíble on the international plane.Ubid para. 177 and para. 188
respectively.)

In this case, the Government submitted to the Court copies of more than one thousand pages of records of
investigations, now reopened based on the testimony of Gonzalo Arias-Alturo, which are precisely what have
allowed this Court to infer that the violation of human rights was committed at the hands of those persons
implicated and discussed therein.

Based on these documents, the internal procedures have included the following:

a. Writ of habeas corpus:

Was interposed on February 10, 1989, before the First Superior Court of Bucaramanga by María Nodelia
Parra, companion of Caballero-Delgado. On that same date and after having obtained information "in
the institutions and organizations of the State where a person can be detained for several causes," the
judge concluded that Caballero was not deprived of his liberty by institutions of the State. Moreover,
according to the judge, a writ of habeas corpus should be interposed before the criminal judge of the
closest municipality, in accordance with the Code of Criminal Procedure. The petitioner, therefore,
should have resorted to another authority such as the Regional or General Office of the Public
Prosecutor of the Nation. Nevertheless, the judge himself sent all the documentation to the Office of
the Public Prosecutor for action. (p. 392, Penal Statute I)

b. Investigatiori In the Iower crirniriál court ofjüstiee:

On March 2, 1989, in view of the oral complaint ofMaría Nodelia-Parra, a criminal proceeding was
opened before the Second MobileCourt ofCriminallnvestigation, although therewa.s no party direct
ly accused at that time. In in line-upswhich took placecm July 12, 1989and April4, 1990, Javier Páez,
one of the alleged witnesses to the disappearance of Caballero-Delgado and Santana, identified Luis
Gonzalo Pinzón-Fontecha, who healready knew as theyvvere natives of the same region. He also
identified Gonzalo Arías-Alturo after initially confusing him with someone else. Both of these men had
be en captured together with Captain Forero-Quintero and Sergeant Báez for assaulting several gas sta
tions and highway toll booths.
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The Second Court of Public Order of Valledupar rendered a court order for the investigation of the
crime on August 1, 1989. Considering that Plnzón-Fontecha had been captured in another case with
Captain Héctor Alirio Forero-Quintero, Corporal Second-Class Norberto Báez-Báez, and Gonzalo Arias
Alturo, the Court linked them with the disappearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and rendered an
order of detention against all of them except Norberto Báez-Báez.

By decisions of September 11 and September 20, 1990, all those implicated in this proceeding were
absolved and their immediate freedom was ordered. The case was closed on October 3, 1990.

On March 12, 1992, the criminal investigatíon was reopened, this time against Carlos Julio Pinzón
Fontecha, who had been accused by his brother, Gonzalo Pínzón-Fontecha, in an unsworn statement
made on October 17, 1989. According to information in the file, Carlos Julio Pinzón-Fontecha had died
on May 29, 1989.

On November 4, 1994, the complainant requested that the case be reopened based on testimony ren
dered before the Public Prosecutor's Delegate for the Military Forces by an offícíal of the General
Prosecutor of the Nation, Doctor Ricardo Vargas-López. He reported that, as part of an investigation he
conducted as Chief of the Investigation Section, he interviewed Gonzalo Arías-Alturo, who told him
facts which incríminated hírn and others in the commíssion of the crimes of the kidnapping and dis
appearance of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana. The Regional Prosecutor's
Offíce, which is in charge of the investigation, rendered an order of detention on May 19, 1995 against
Gonzalo Arias-Alturo, It abstained from íssuíng an order against the others who were implícated. The
Court continued gathering evidence and in so doing made a new attempt to find the bodies at the site
described by Arias-Alturo, That attempt was also unsuccessful.

c. Military Criminal Process

On February 27, 1989, preliminary proceedings of inquíry before 26th Court of Military Criminal
Investígations were initiated to determine those responsible for kidnapping Isidro Caballero-Delgado
and María del Carmen Santana. This investigation was ínítiated under orders from Lieutenant Colonel
Diego Velandia, Commander of the Santander Infantry Battalion, because of the publication of news
paper articles which "directly and in a general manner accuse soldiers o/ the Morrinson Base o/bauing
apprehended Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana on February 7, 1989 in the
District o/ Guaduas. They remain disappeared"

As part of this investigation, personnel from the base who were in service on the day of the events,
were questioned. Several inspections were also conducted to determine if, on February 7, 1989, oper
ations by a troop from the Morrison Base had been ordered and executed. María Nodelia Parra was
summoned to render sworn testimony about the events investigated, but she did not appear. Theyalso
requested and added to the file those documents relating to ínvestígatíons completed by the Office of
Criminal Investigation of Valledupar and the Municipal Representative of San Alberto.

On june 6, 1989, the 26th Court mentioned above, decíded to suspend the preliminary investigation
ínto the dísappearance of Caballero-Delgado and Santana and to close the proceedings provisionally,
without prejudice, so that if a person were later accused it could continue the investigation.

One cannot attribute to the Republic of Colombia negligence or indolence in the investigation, Moreover, the
fact that those implicated have been absolved in the first proceeding does not signify that there is "collusion"
between them and the Public Power given that the rules that criminal judges must apply require that doubts
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be resolved in favor of the accused. Nor has it been demonstrated that the judges were not indepenclent.

***

Except in reference to the duty to rnake reparations, this judgment of the Court lacks legal analysis proving
that the Republic of Colombia violated the Convention. That is to say that the Court has made apure and sim
ple application of the risle tbeory which goes beyond not only what the States accepted on giving their con
sent to the Convention but also the previously cited case law of the Court.

The duty to rnake reparations is not autonomous in either the domestic or the international order. That is to
say, to impose reparations it is first necessary to demonstrate a violation of the Convention. The Court has
already stated in the Velásquez Rodríguez and Godínez Cruz Cases that "[t]heState has a legal duty to take rea
sonable steps to preuent ... to carry out a serious inuestigation ... to identify those responsible, to impose tbe
appropriate punisbment and to ensure the uictim adequate compensatiori" CIbid., para. 174 and para. 184,
respectively.) This sequence is not accidental.

Therefore, there cannot be a violation of the Convention due to the failure to make reparation, unless that
reparation arises from an injury due to another violation. Artiele 630) of the Convention recognizes it in this
way and provides that:

1. 11' the Court fínds that there has been a violation 01' a right or free don: protected by this
Convention, the Court shall rule that the injured party be ensured the enjoyment 01' his right or freedom
that was violated. It shall also rule, if appropriate, that the consequences 01' the measure or situatíon that
constituted the breach 01' such right or freedom be remedied and that fair compensation be paid to the
injured party.

The reasoning of the Court on the subject of reparations is even weaker as it continues. Paragraph 69 of this
]uclgment states that 'fi]n tbe instant case reparations should consist of the continuation of tbe judicial pro
ceedings for the clarification ofthe disappearance ofIsidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana
and punisbrnent in conformance untb Colombian domestic law, fI which it then orders in the Resolutions of
the Court. Interpreted strictly, one must conelude that the Court charges the Colombian Government with
violation of the Convention because the internal proceedings have not yet been coneluded, even though, as
the Court itself sets forth (paragraph 58 of this ]udgment) in citing its earlier case law, the duty to investigate
is a means ancl not an end. In this ]udgment, the Court has not imputed to Colombia a violation of the artí
eles that provide for the fair administration of justice.

***

As sound rules of interpretation require, legal norms in treaties should be interpreted in such a way that they
have an effect, and not so that they have none. In criminallaw, if a person is killed by a dagger it is obvious
that he was also the victim of lesions. However, the crime that was committed is murder, and no judge will
interpret the norms in such a way that the dead person was the victim of "murder and lesions." lt is the same
in the matter of violations of human rights. The Commission do es not appear to understand this point, because
it cIaims a series of violations which are connected but absorbed in others, so that they can not be duly sus
tained. The Court cannot fall into the same error.

This is not to say that in the matter of human rights, several violations can not be committed simultaneously
or successively, as in the Velásquez Rodríguez and Godínez Cruz Cases, in which the Court held proved pro
longed detention without benefit of law with presumed torture before death, The instant case, nevertheless,
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does not present the same situation. Accarding to the recards, the two persons were apparently detained at
about 7:00 pm and killed befare midnight, so that, although it is true that the proceedings in Colombia were
for kidnapping, here what is being dealt with is the violation of the ríght to Jife (Artiele 4), since the Court did
not find proof of torture. In the Gangaram Panday Case, the Court found that "it {¡s1 impossible to establish the
responsibility ofthe State in the terms described above because, among other things, the Court is fixing respon
sibi!ity for illega! detention by inference but not because it has been proved that the detention uias indeed ille
ga! or arbitrary or that the detainee toas tortured," (Gangaram Panday Case, ]udgment of ]anuary 21, 1994.
Series C No. 16, para. 62.) If the earlier case law of the Court is of value, the Tribunal should be consistent
with it.

For the aboye reasons 1 dissent, respectfully but firmly, from the conelusions of the Court stated in resoluto
ry part 1 and in those resolutions that derive therefrom.

Rafael Nieto-Navia

Manuel Ventura-Robles
Secretary



DISSENTING OPINION OF ]UDGE MAXIMO PACHECO-GOMEZ

For the following reasons, I dissent from the majority opinion with respect to resolutory pan 2 of the judg
ment, in which the Court decided that the Republic of Colombia has not violated the Right to Humane
Treatment of Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana:

1. Article 5 of the American Convention on Human Rights establishes that

1. Every person has the right to have his physical, mental, and moral integrity respected.

2. No person shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading punishment or treatment.
All persons deprived of their liberty shall be treated with respect for the inherent dignity of the human per

son.

2. The statements of witnesses Elida González and Gonzalo Arias-Altura have convincingly shown that
Isidro Caballero-Delgado and María del Carmen Santana were not treated with the respect owed to their dig
nity as human beings.

3. For these reasons I believe that the Republic of Colombia has violateel, to the detriment of Isidro
Caballero-Delgado and María elel Carmen Santana, the right to humane treatment as guaranteed by Article 5
of the American Convention on Human Rights.

Máximo Pacheco-Gómez
Judge

Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary



APPENDIX XVIII

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

january 12, 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary:

1 have the honor to submit to you 10 copies of the complaint, with their respective annexes, submit
ted by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to the Inter-Ameriean Court of Human Rights against
the Peruvian Government, in regards to Case Nº 11.154 concerning María Elena Loayza-Tamayo.

The Commission has designated Dr. Osear Luján Fappiano as its Delegate and Dr. Eclith Márquez,
Executive Secretary, and Dr. Domingo E. Aeevedo, Special Advisor, to act as its Attorneys.

The Commission has clesignatecl the following professionals, who at the same time represent the plain
tiff before the Commission as petitioners, as Assistants: Dr. Juan Méndez, Dr. José Miguel Vivaneo, Dr. Carolina
Loayza, Dr. Viviana Krstieevic, Dr. Verónica Gómez and Dr. Ariel Dulitzky.

1 take this opportunity to renew the assuranees of my highest esteem.

Edith Márquez-Rodríguez
Executive Secretary

Dr. Manuel E. Ventura
Secretary
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
San José, Costa Rica



APPENDIX XIX

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

january 12, 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary:

1 ha ve the honar to submit to you 10 copies of the complaint, with their respective annexes, subrnit
ted by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights against
the Peruvian Government, in regards to Case Nº 10.733 concerning Ernesto Rafael Castillo-Páez.

The Commission has designated Dr. Patrick Robinson to as its Delegate and Dr. Edith Márquez,
Executive Secretary, and Dr. Domingo E. Acevedo, Special Advisar, to act as its Attorneys.

The Commission has designated the following professionals, who at the same time represent the plain
tiff befare the Commission as petitioners, as Assistants: Dr. Juan Méndez, Dr. José Miguel Vivanco, Dr. Ronald
Gamarra, Dr. Kathia Salazar, Dr. Viviana Krsticevic, Dr. Verónica Gómez and Dr. Arie! Dulitzky.

1 take this opportunity to renew the assurances of my highest esteem.

Edith Márquez-Rodríguez
Executive Secretary

Dr. Manuel E. Ventura
Secretary
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
San José, Costa Rica



APPENDIXXX

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

january 18, 1995

Mr Secretary:

1 have the honor of transmitting ten copies of the complaint submitted by the Inter-Amerícan
Commission on Human Rights before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights against the State of
Guatemala concerning the case of Ana Elizabeth Paniagua-Morales, et al. (Case 10.154). Ten copies of the
exhibits referred to in the brief are also enclosed.

The Commission is presently submitting one copy of the 15 volume case file prepared by the
Guatemalan judiciary during the investigation of the "panel blanca" Case. Additionally, we are submitting one
copy of the documents listed under the heading "reports" in the summary of evidence.. These documents are
also submitted as evidence in this case. They are, however, extremely voluminous. We respectfully suggest
therefore, in the interests of economy both for the Court and the Commission, that the Court arrange to have
any necessary copies of these documents made, and the Commission will reimburse the costs. Alternatively,
upon notice from the Court, the Commission will arrange to make and ship the additional copies.

Please note that the judicial case file prepared by the Government was transmitted to the Commission
with a number of pages missing, and with a number of pages out of order.

Professor Claudio Grossman will act as the Commission's Delegate in thís case. The Commission's
Attorneys are: Edith Márquez-Rodríguez, Executive Secretary; David J. Padilla, Assístant Executive Secretary;
Elizabeth Abí-Mershed, Secretariat Attorney and Osvaldo Kreimer, Secretariat Attorney. The following have
been appointed as assistants to the Commission, after having served as legal counsel to the original claimants:
Attorney Mark Martel, Attorneys Viviana Krsticevic, Ariel Dulitsky, ancl Marcela Matamoros on behalf of the
Center for justice and International Law (CEJIL), and Attorneys Juan E. Méndez and José Miguel Vivanco for
Human Rights Watch/Americas.

1 take this opportunity to express my highest regards.

Edith Márquez-Rodríguez
Executive Secretary

Dr. Manuel E. Ventura
Secretary
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
San José, Costa Rica



APPENDIX XXI

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

May 29, 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary:

On the instructions of the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights I am pleased to send you 10
copies of the complaint submitted by this Commíssion to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights against
the State of Argentina regarding the events that occurred on April 28, 1990, the date that Adolfo Garrido and
Raúl Baigorria were detained by the Provincial Police of Mendoza. There whereabouts are unknown since that
date. These events led to the submission of Case Nº 11.009.

Pursuant to the provisions of Article 26 of the Rules of Procedure of the Court I am including the
Cornmission's Report Nº 26/94, to which Article 50 of the American Convention on Human Rights refers.

The Inter-American Commission has decided to designate Professor Michael Reisman to act as its
Delegate and that he will be advised by David Padilla, Deputy Executive Secretary, and Isabel Ricupero, an
attorney of the Secretariat. Additionally the Commission designated Juan Méndez and José Miguel Vivanco of
Human Rights Watch/Americas, Viviana Krsticevic and Ariel Dulitzky for the Center for justice and
International Law (CEJIL), Martín Abregú for the Center for Legal and Social Studies of Buenos Aires (C.E.L.S.)
and Diego Lavado and Carlos Varela-Alvarez of the Mendozan Law Firm Lavado-Varela Alvarez, as Assistants.

Please process the included complaint for consideration in accordance with the provisions of the
American Convention, keeping this Commission informed about the measures and decisions adopted, at its
official address: 1889 F Street, 8th fl., Washington, D.C., 20006, United States of America. Ir is relevant to
point out that the following persons are petitioners in this case: the Center for justíce and International Law
(CEJIL), Mr. Esteban Garrido, Diego Jorge Lavado and Carlos Varela-Alvarez, whose address for these purposes
is at Calle Montevideo 127, 5 piso, of. 4ta, c.P. 5500, Mendoza, Argentina, I take this opportunity to renew the
assurances of my highest esteem.

Edith Márquez-Rodríguez
Executive Secretary

Dr. Manuel Ventura-Robles, Secretary
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
Apartado 6906-1000
San José, Costa Rica
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INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

August 3, 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary:

1 have the honor to submit to you 10 copies of the complaint, with their respective annexes, submit
ted by the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights against
the Republic of Guatemala, in regards to Case Nº 11.219 concerning Nicholas Chapman Blake.

The Commission has decided to designate Professor Claudio Grossman and Ambassador John
Donaldson as its Delegates and that they will be advised by Dr. Edith Márquez, Executive Secretary; Dr. David
J. Padilla, Deputy Executive Secretary; and Dr. Domingo E. Acevedo, Legal Advisor.

In conformity with that established in Article 22(2) of the Rules of Procedure of the Court, the
Commission has also designated the following professionals, who at the same time represent the victim's farn
ily, as Assistants: janelle M. Diller, Margarita Gutiérrez, Joanne M. Hoeper, Felipe González, Diego Rodríguez,
Arturo González and A. James Vázquez-Azpiri.

1 take this opportunity to renew the assurances of my highest esteem.

Edith Márquez-Rodríguez
Executive Secretary

Lic. Manuel E. Ventura
Secretary
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
San José, Costa Rica
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INTER-AMEIDCAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN IDGHTS

December 22, 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary:

1 have the honor to submit a copy of the application, presented by the Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights to the Inter-American Court of Human Rights against the Republic of Ecuador, in regards to
Case Nº 11.273, concerning Rafael Iván Suárez-Rosero. Additionally, allow me to inform you that ten copies
of the application and its respective annexes have been sent by certified mail, today.

The Commission has decided to designate Dr. Leo Valladares as its Delegate and will be assisted by Dr.
David]. Padilla, Deputy Executive Secretary, and Elizabeth H. Abi-Mershed, attorney of the Secretariat.

In conformity with that establishecl in Article 22(2) of the Rules of Proceclure of the Court, the
Commission will also be assisted by the following attorneys, who represent the victim's family: Alejandro
Ponce-Villacís, William Clark Harrel, Richard Wilson and Karen Musalo.

In accordance with that established in Article 26(1) of the Rules of Procedure of the Inter-American
Court, modified and approved on july 16, 1993, this application is submitted in English, one of the working
languages of the Court. The Commission will submit the Spanish translation within 45 days.

1 take this opportunity to renew the assurances of my highest esteem.

Domingo E. Acevedo
Legal Adviser in charge of the

Executive Secretariat

Lic. Manuel E. Ventura-Robles
Secretary
Inter-American Court of Human Rights
San José, Costa Rica
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STATUS OF RATIFICATIONS AND ACCESSIONS

AMERICAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
"PACT OF SAN JOSE, COSTA RICA"

Signed at San José, Costa Rica, on November 22, 1969,
at the Inter-Amerícan Specialized Conference on Human Rights

ENTRY INTO FORCE:

DEPOSITORY:

TEXT:

UN REGISTRATION:

Signatory
Countries

Argentina
Barbados
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Dominica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Grenada
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Jamaica
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay

18 july 1978, in accordance with Article 74(2) of the Convention

OAS General Secretariat (Original instrument and ratifications)

OAS Treaty Series, No. 36

27 August 1979, No. 17955

Date of Deposit of Date of Acceptance
Date of Instrument of Ratifl- of the jurtsdíctíon

Signature catíon or Adherence of the Court

ü2/II/84 ü5/IX/84 ü5/IX/84
2ü/VI/78 27/XI/82

19/VIl179 27/VII/93
25/IX/92

22/XI/69 21/VIlI/9ü 21/VIIl/9ü
22/XI/69 31/VIl173 21/VI/85
22/XI/69 ü8/IVl7ü ü2/VIl/8ü

1ü/VI/93
ü7/IX/77 19/IV178
22/XI/69 28/X1I/77 24/VII/84
22/XI/69 23/VI178 06/VI/95
14/VIl/78 18/V1I178
22/XI/69 25/V178 09/IlI/87

27/IX/77
22/XI/69 08/IX/77 ü9/IX/81
16/IX/77 07/VIlI/78

03/IV/82
22/XI/69 25/IX179 12/II/91
22/XI/69 22/VI/78 09/V/9ü
22/XI/69 24/VIlI/89 26/IlI/93



-178-

Date of Deposlt of Date of Acceptance
Sígnatory Date of Instrument of Ratifi- of the Jurisdktion
Countríes Signature catíon 01' Adherence of the Court

Peru 27/VII/77 28/VII178 21/I/81
Surínarne 12/XI/87 12/XI/87
Trinídad and Tobago 29/V/91 29/V/91
United States ül/VI/77
Uruguay 22/XI/69 19/IVl85 19/IV/85
Venezuela 22/XI/69 ü9/VIII/77 24/VI/81



-179-

ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE AMERICAN CONVENTION
ON HUMAN RIGHTS IN THE AlmA OF ECONOMIC

SOCIAL, AND CULTURAL RIGHTS
"PROTOCOL OF SAN SALVADOR"

Signed at San Salvador, El Salvador, on November 17, 1988,
at the Eighteenth Regular Session of the General Assembly

EN1'RY INTO FORCE:

DEPOSITORY:

TEXT:

UN REGISTRATION:

When eleven States have deposited their respective instrument of ratifica
tion or accession

OAS General Secretariat (Original instrument and ratifications)

OAS Treaty Series, No. 69.

SIGNATORY
COUNTRIES

Argentina
Bolivia
Costa Rica
Dominican Rep.
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Peru
Suriname
Uruguay
Venezuela

DATEOF
SIGNATURE

17/XI/88
171XI/88
17/XI!88
17/XI/88
171XI/88
17/X1/88
17/X1/88
17!XI!88
17/X1/88
171XI/88
17/X1/88
171XI/8S

171XI/88
27/I!89

DATE OF DEPOSIT OF
INS1'RUMENT OF RATIFI
CATION OR ADHERENCE

25/III/93

18/I1/93
ü4/VI/95
1ü/VII/9ü



-180-

PROTOCOL TO THE AMERICAN CONVENllON
ON HUMAN RIGHTS TO ABOUSH

THE DEATH PENALTY

Signed at Asunción, Paraguay, on]une 8, 1990,
at the Twentieth Regular Session of the

General Assembly

ENTRY INTO FORCE: For the States which ratify or adhere to it, upon the deposit of the respec
tive instrument of ratificatíon or accession

DEPOSITORY: OAS General Secretariat (Original instrument and ratífícatíons)

TEXT: OAS, Treaty Series, No. 73

UN REGISTRAllON:

28/V1II/91

04/IV/94

o6/X/93

DATE OF DEPOSIT OF
INSTRUMENT OF RATIFI
CAllON OR ADHRENCE

SIGNATORY DATEOF
COUNTRIES SIGNATURE

Brazil 07/VI/94

Costa Rica 28/X/91

Ecuador 27/VIII/90

Nicaragua 30/VlII/90

Panama 26/X1/90

Uruguay 02/X/90

Venezuela 25/IX/90
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